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Abstract
Inelastic collision processes driven by anisotropic interactions are investigated below 1 K.
Three distinct experiments are presented. First, for the atomic species antimony (Sb), rapid
relaxation is observed in collisions with 4He. We identify the relatively large spin-orbit
coupling as the primary mechanism which distorts the electrostatic potential to introduce
signiﬁcant anisotropy to the ground 4S3/2 state. The collisions are too rapid for the experi-
ment to ﬁx a speciﬁc value, but an upper bound is determined, with the elastic-to-inelastic
collision ratio γ ≤ 9.1×102. In the second experiment, inelastic mJ -changing and J-changing
transition rates of aluminum (Al) are measured for collisions with 3He. The experiment em-
ploys a clean method using a single pump/probe laser to measure the steady-state magnetic
sublevel population resulting from the competition of optical pumping and inelastic colli-
sions. The collision ratio γ is measured for both mJ - and J-changing processes as a function
of magnetic ﬁeld and found to be in agreement with the theoretically calculated dependence,
giving support to the theory of suppressed Zeeman relaxation in spherical 2P1/2 states [1].
In the third experiment, very rapid atom–atom relaxation is observed for the trapped lan-
thanide rare-earth atoms erbium (Er) and thulium (Tm). Both are nominally nonspherical
(L 6= 0) atoms that were previously observed to have strongly suppressed electronic interac-
tion anisotropy in collisions with helium (γ > 104–105, [2, 3]). No suppression is observed in
collisions between these atoms (γ . 10), which likely implies that evaporative cooling them
iii
in a magnetic trap will be impossible. Taken together, these studies reveal more of the role
of electrostatic anisotropy in cold atomic collisions.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Physics with cold atoms
The last two decades have seen fantastic progress in methods for cooling, trapping and
manipulating atoms, which has fueled an explosion of applications for cold atoms that range
from precision measurement and quantum information processing to quantum simulation of
complex systems.
Early progress with ultracold atoms focused primarily on the alkali metals, which can
be readily produced at high vapor densities with ovens or getters and whose simple single-
electron valence structures lead to the closed electronic transitions and highly elastic col-
lisions that allow laser cooling and evaporative cooling to be very eﬀective. Alkali atom
experiments have now created Bose-Einstein condensates of over 108 atoms [5], reached
equilibrated temperatures of 300 pK [6], observed quantum phase transitions in an optical
lattice with single-atom resolution [7], and constructed atomic clocks with relative frequency
accuracy of ≈10−16 [8].
Indeed, the great achievements with alkali atoms has led researchers to explore the pe-
1
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riodic table more fully to make use of the wide array of atomic properties available there.
Ultracold alkaline-earth and alkaline-earth-like atoms and ions have been used for improved
clocks operating at optical frequencies [9], and highly magnetic atoms have been used to cre-
ate dipolar quantum gases [10, 11]. This expansion of cold atomic physics into new systems
has been facilitated by the increasing availability of inexpensive and reliable solid-state laser
systems in a widening spectrum of optical, infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths.
More recently, focus has increasingly shifted towards cold molecules. Many diatomic
molecules have signiﬁcant electric dipole moments and can be fully polarized in laboratory
electric ﬁelds, giving rise to a long-range (∝ 1/r3) dipole-dipole interaction. The prospect of
an ultracold ensemble of strongly-interacting dipoles has inspired a number of proposals to
study exotic phase transitions [12–17] and quantum computing schemes [18, 19]. The energy
levels of certain molecules have been shown to be highly sensitive to New Physics beyond
the Standard Model, and several experiments are underway using molecules to measure the
electric dipole moment of the electron [20–22]. The variety of molecules greatly exceeds that
of atoms, and such diversity brings myriad opportunities; however, not all molecules are
currently accessible for low-temperature experiments. There have thus far been only a small
handful of polar molecules cooled to the ultracold regime (.1 mK), limited to alkali dimers.
Since the primary route to producing these ultracold molecules has been magnetoassociation
or photoassociation from ultracold atoms, the desire for new ultracold molecules has driven
interest in expanding the range of atom cooling techniques to widen the available pool of
component species [23–25].
More than half of the naturally-occurring neutral atomic species in the periodic table have
now been cooled to below 5 K in the lab rest frame (see, for example, [26–28] and references
therein), with over a dozen species further cooled to quantum degeneracy. There remain
open questions, however, that continue to fuel study of novel systems. Atomic collisions, in
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particular, not only provide a tool for probing electronic structure, but also are in many cases
a path to lower temperatures through sympathetic or evaporative cooling. The experiments
described in this thesis expand the boundaries of cold atomic physics to new species, using
collisions to map out some of the diversity of interactions found across the periodic table.
1.2 Buffer-gas cooling and trapping
Over half of the atomic species studied at low temperatures have been cooled using the
technique of buﬀer-gas cooling, in which a warm or hot source of atoms or molecules is
cooled by elastic collisions with a cold inert buﬀer gas (usually helium or neon). The success
of the method is in large part due to its simplicity and generality: nearly any atomic species
and a large number of molecular species1 can be cooled with an appropriate buﬀer gas density
and temperature. Additionally, large volumes (≫1 cm3) and densities (&1012 cm−3) can be
cooled in nearly all degrees of freedom,2 resulting in large phase space densities and high
collision rates for trapped ensembles.
One limitation of buﬀer-gas cooling is that it is limited to temperatures high enough
for the buﬀer gas to remain in the gas phase, setting a lower limit of about 200 mK (using
helium-3) [28, 30]. Additional cooling methods are therefore required to reach the ultracold
regime starting from buﬀer-gas cooled ensembles. Fortunately, the large atom numbers that
can be achieved leave room for losses along the approach to lower temperatures, as was
demonstrated by the creation of a Bose-Einstein condensate of buﬀer-gas cooled metastable
1Over two dozen molecular species have been cooled below 10 K and there is evidence
to suggest that most small molecules of N . 10 can be buﬀer-gas cooled without cluster
formation [28, 29].
2Vibrational cooling of molecules has been observed to be less eﬃcient using the buﬀer-gas
technique than cooling of rotational and translational degrees of freedom [28].
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helium-4 atoms, which were evaporatively cooled by over ﬁve orders of magnitude from
∼500 mK [31]. Further cooling of buﬀer-gas cooled and trapped ensembles has also been
demonstrated with chromium [32], molybdenum [33] and dysprosium [34].
Further cooling requires thermal isolation of the species of interest from the buﬀer gas.
Without the buﬀer gas, however, and in the absence of some other conﬁnement, the cooled
species will immediately expand and freeze to the walls of the cryogenic environment. Hence
experiments that seek further collisional cooling below ∼1 K have generally employed very
deep (≈4 T) superconducting magnetic traps, the only technology currently available to
produce kelvin-scale trap depths for neutral species. Alternative methods include the use of
laser cooling to further reduce the temperature to a range where other trapping methods can
be used [35], an approach that uses the phase space density enhancement of the initial buﬀer-
gas cooling step to relax the requirements of laser cooling—namely, the number of photons
that must be scattered to bring the particles to rest. Nevertheless, as with laser cooling
of hot atoms, this method is limited to species for which narrow-line, high-power lasers are
available. Furthermore, the need to scatter &104 photons makes the method impractical for
species which lack a suﬃciently small and closed set of optical transitions, as is the case with
most molecules outside of a special subset [36, 37].
The majority of atomic and molecular species are paramagnetic. As a result, the gener-
ality of magnetic trapping—along with the high trap depth, large trap volume and excellent
stability it can provide—has made the method a workhorse of the ﬁeld, including for many
non-alkali species [2, 33, 38–41]. It is particularly well-suited to buﬀer-gas cooled species,
of which over a dozen have been trapped [28]. The fundamental drawback to magnetic
trapping, however, is that only magnetic ﬁeld minima, and not maxima, can be created in
free space [42], so that only low-ﬁeld-seeking states can be trapped with static ﬁelds. This
leaves the trapped particles vulnerable to inelastic collisions that cause transitions to lower-
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energy untrapped states. Such collisions impose lifetime and density limits that can hinder
experiments, especially those that rely on collisional processes such as evaporative cooling.
1.3 Inelastic collisions
From a technical perspective, inelastic collisions are more often bane than boon to exper-
iments with cold atoms and molecules. Elastic collisions—those that preserve the internal
state of the colliding particles—are used to thermalize trapped ensembles during evapora-
tive cooling. They are also used to bring two ensembles into equilibrium during sympathetic
cooling, as with buﬀer-gas cooling. Inelastic collisions, in contrast, act to equilibrate all
degrees of freedom, which is undesirable when the fully-equilibrated state is not the goal
(e.g., magnetic trapping).3 There are important exceptions to this perspective. Collisional
quenching of the rotational state distribution in buﬀer-gas cooled molecules greatly increases
population in the lowest rotational levels, enhancing phase space density. Looking instead
to higher energies, collisional excitation in discharges is used to rapidly transfer population
to metastable states, such as the 3S1 state of helium. Thus inelastic collisions can also act
as a tool for engineering a desired state distribution.
In addition to technical interest, there is signiﬁcant scientiﬁc interest in inelastic collisions
and what they reveal about the structure and interactions of the colliding partners. During a
collision between two atoms, the energy levels are perturbed by the interparticle interaction.
Inelastic transitions can result from the mixing of diﬀerent states in the collision, and hence
the collision rates provide a window to the energy levels and their couplings. This can be
3In fact, the fully-equilibrated state is virtually never the goal for experiments with cold
atoms, as all ultracold gases are in a metastable phase—in true equilibrium, the atoms form
a solid. Inelastic collisions are the only route to equilibrium and determine the window of
metastability for cold gases.
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dramatically displayed by resonant behavior, in which the temperature or magnetic ﬁeld is
tuned such that the collision energy is nearly resonant with a bound molecular state, at
which point the cross section may diverge or vanish [43–45].
The behavior of the inelastic cross section as a function of temperature or applied ﬁeld can
also reveal a great deal about the mechanism behind inelastic transitions, be it the electric
[46] or magnetic [47] dipole-dipole interaction, or electrostatic interaction anisotropy [48]. A
complete understanding of these processes in a given colliding system allows for improved
predictions in new, more complex systems, and may potentially inspire new methods for
experiments to control or exploit inelastic collisions. For this reason, and because collisions
remain a crucial tool for cooling and state preparation, collision measurements are a critical
element of the expansion of cold atomic and molecular physics into unexplored territory.
1.3.1 Measuring cold inelastic collisions
Inelastic collision rates can be observed and measured in several diﬀerent ways. Perhaps the
simplest is to bombard a target atom or molecule with a known ﬂux of collision partners
and directly detect the collision product states [47], which in the case of an inelastic collision
will diﬀer from the initial state. Chemical reaction rates were ﬁrst measured in this manner
several decades ago [49]. For small inelastic rates, however, the product states are limited
in density and may not be observable. Also, molecular beam collision experiments gener-
ally operate far from the ultracold limit, and while the beam may be narrow in its energy
distribution, the forward velocity is often quite high [50].
Another approach to measuring inelastic collisions is to observe a system move towards
equilibrium. This can be done by introducing atoms from a highly energetic distribution,
such as an oven source or an ablation plume, and allowing inelastic collisions to thermalize
the internal state distribution to a low-temperature bath. This method is employed in the
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experiment with antimony described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, and in the experiment with
erbium and thulium in Chapter 4. Alternatively, an equilibrated ensemble can be driven out
of equilibrium, e.g. by rapidly turning on a trapping ﬁeld or resonant laser light, and then
allowed to relax. In both cases, the dynamical return to equilibrium can provide a direct
measurement of inelastic collisions.
Yet another method is to apply a continuous perturbation to the system and measure its
steady-state response. The population of an optically pumped ground state, for example,
is determined by the competition between the pumping rate and the rate at which inelastic
collisions repopulate the state. The “stiﬀness” of the system can be explored by varying the
perturbation strength, and the collision rate determined from this response. This technique
is used in the aluminum experiment described in Chapter 3.
For any given colliding system, the degree of collisional inelasticity can be quantiﬁed by
the ratio
γ = kel/kin, (1.1)
where kel and kin are the elastic and inelastic rate coeﬃcients, respectively, given by
kX =
∫
σX(E)v(E)f(E) dv, (1.2)
where σX(E) is the appropriate energy-dependent cross section, v = (2E/m)
−1/2 is the col-
lision velocity, and f(E) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. When considering
elastic collisions in a thermalized ensemble, experiments are often not sensitive to the total
elastic cross section, but rather the momentum transfer cross section, deﬁned as [51]
σd =
∫
[1− cos(θ)] σel(θ) sin(θ) dθ. (1.3)
The eﬀect of the integral is to weaken the contribution from forward-peaked (θ ∼ 0◦) scat-
tering that does not signiﬁcantly change the particle velocities. Velocity randomization is
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integral to particle diﬀusion and thermalization, and hence it is the momentum transfer
collision rate kd that is extracted from measurements of those processes. For the remainder
of this thesis, the deﬁnition
γ = kd/kin (1.4)
will be used.
Chapter 2
Antimony–4He collisions
2.1 Pnictogen collisions
In addition to their fundamental importance to chemistry and biology, nitrogen and the other
pnictogens (Group 15 atoms) are experimentally promising and theoretically interesting from
the perspective of atomic and molecular physics. Atomic nitrogen, in particular, has a low
polarizability and a highly isotropic electronic distribution, both of which contribute to
robust elasticity in collisions with other atoms and molecules, often limited only by modest
magnetic dipole-dipole interactions [52, 53]. For this reason, nitrogen has been identiﬁed
as a promising sympathetic coolant for molecular species, including NH [53–55]. Based on
theoretical calculations, it is also reasonable to expect that evaporative cooling of nitrogen to
the ultracold regime in a magnetic trap will be eﬃcient [52], and hence a quantum degenerate
nitrogen gas may be achievable in a magnetic trap. Such developments would make nitrogen
a potential component of novel and physically unique ultracold diatomic species.
A signiﬁcant technical drawback to experiments using nitrogen atoms is that the lowest-
energy E1 transition from the ground state is at 121 nm, a diﬃcult vacuum ultraviolet
9
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(UV) wavelength that precludes the use of traditional laser cooling techniques that have
been so successful in atoms such as the alkali metals. Despite this impediment, very large
trapped ensembles of cold atomic nitrogen have been achieved by means of buﬀer-gas cooling
[52]; nitrogen has also been co-trapped with NH molecules, a critical ﬁrst step towards
sympathetic cooling of the molecules [54]. Lacking a 121-nm laser, these experiments have
detected nitrogen using two-photon absorption laser induced ﬂuorescence (TALIF) with a
pulsed 207-nm laser. This method has been satisfactory thus far, but limitations imposed
by the shot-to-shot variation, linewidth, and calibration diﬃculties inherent to this method
are an impediment to rapid experimental progress.
To this end, the other pnictogens are appealing from a technical perspective as potential
stand-ins for nitrogen. With each step down in the Group 15 column, the optical transition
frequencies are reduced [56], simplifying detection. However, there potentially are signiﬁcant
challenges to replacing nitrogen with a heavier pnictogen. Atomic polarizability grows with
mass, as does spin-orbit coupling strength. The latter was shown theoretically in the case of
the bismuth to result in severe deformation of the ground 4S3/2 electronic structure, resulting
in rapid inelastic bismuth–helium collisions which were observed experimentally [57]. Since
bismuth is the heaviest stable atom with a half-ﬁlled p shell, it is not surprising that its
structure—nominally equivalent to that of nitrogen—is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by relativistic
distortions.
2.1.1 The importance of antimony
Between the extreme cases of nitrogen and bismuth, cold collisions of the other pnicto-
gens have heretofore not been investigated, and it has remained an open question of how
the strong anisotropy observed in bismuth develops through the group. In fact, even in
the case of bismuth the theoretically calculated inelastic collision rates are well beyond the
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experimentally accessible parameter space, leaving a wide gap between predictions and ex-
perimental bounds. It has also remained unclear whether there exists a good compromise
between technical feasibility and collisional robustness among the pnictogens, which could
lead to important advancement.
In general, many relativistic eﬀects in atoms are strong functions of the atomic mass.
Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that the inelasticity in bismuth collisions would be sig-
niﬁcantly reduced in collisions instead involving the next-lightest pnictogen, antimony. An-
timony is also the lightest pnictogen for which single-photon excitation is straightforward
with standard narrow-band laser technology, a critical hurdle overcome towards experimental
simplicity. For these reasons, antimony appears well-positioned to be a useful compromise.
This chapter describes experiments investigating Zeeman relaxation of antimony in a
magnetic ﬁeld due to collisions with helium-4. These inelastic collisions are unfortunately
found to be too rapid to allow for buﬀer-gas loading of a magnetic trap. However, the
antimony–helium system allows for a more fruitful comparison between experimental and
theoretical results than that which was achievable for the bismuth–helium system. This
comparison supports our understanding of the critical role of spin-orbit coupling in driving
the inelastic transitions [57] and provides a constraint to the antimony–helium interaction
potential. Furthermore, the exploration of this important regime in the pnictogen series
informs the possibilities for future experiments with these atoms.
2.2 Experimental design
2.2.1 Experimental cell
The experiments investigating antimony–helium inelastic collisions were performed in an
experimental cell modeled in part on the cell used to evaporatively cool metastable helium
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atoms to create a Bose-Einstein condensate [31, 58]. The success of that cell in maintaining
excellent vacuum within seconds of buﬀer-gas trap loading made it an attractive model for
extending such methods to cool molecular species. The new cell was constructed with the
primary goal of trapping of molecular NH and sympathetic cooling with atomic nitrogen
(see Section A.5). In addition to the antimony experiment described here, it was also used
for the aluminum experiment described in Chapter 3.
As with the metastable helium cell, the antimony cell consists of two concentric G-
10 CR ﬁberglass-epoxy composite tubes1 with a jacket of superﬂuid helium ﬁlling the space
between them (Figure 2.1). The superﬂuid provides excellent thermal conductivity without
electrical conductivity, minimizing eddy current heating when the magnetic ﬁeld is reduced
to implement evaporative cooling. The superﬂuid jacket space extends through a ﬂexible
bellows to a copper heat exchanger bolted to the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator2.
Sintered silver powder attached to copper ﬁns mounted in the heat exchanger minimize the
Kapitza resistance [59] between metal and superﬂuid so that the thermal contact between
the refrigerator and cell is limited by the narrow bellows section. The cell’s power curve is
shown in Figure 2.2, from which the ﬂexible link’s thermal conductivity at temperature T is
computed to be κ = (0.47 T 3) W/K4, in good agreement with calculations from Equation 2.13
of [59].
Sealing the cell at its base is a wedged window made of uncoated UV-grade fused silica.
At the top of the cell is a deep-UV aluminum mirror for reﬂecting a probe laser, as well
as several solid ablation targets attached with Stycast 2850FT black epoxy. There is no
line of sight between the ablation targets and mirror surface to avoid coating the mirror
with ablated material. A small impedance separates the cell from a buﬀer gas reservoir
1Spaulding Composites, Inc., Rochester, NH.
2Model MNK126-500, Leiden Cryogenics b.v., Leiden, the Netherlands.
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Figure 2.1: (A) Schematic of the G-10 superﬂuid-jacketed cell; (B) photo of the cell installed
in the apparatus. The magnet that surrounds the cell is not shown.
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Figure 2.2: Measured power curve of the G-10 superﬂuid-jacketed cell. The inset shows the
conductivity calibration of the ﬂexible thermal link, with the diﬀerence of the fourth powers
of the cell and mixing chamber temperature plotted against the same horizontal axis. The
inset data are ﬁt to the function expected based upon the T 3 dependence of the superﬂuid
helium thermal conductivity [59]. Extrapolating the ﬁt to zero thermal gradient and taking
the absolute value yields an estimate of the base heat load on the cell of 66 µW (red triangle).
called the “waiting room” [60]. Inside the waiting room is ≈0.5 cm3 (0.1 g) of activated
coconut charcoal sorb attached to a brass post with Stycast 2850FT black epoxy, which
is thermally anchored to the refrigerator’s 1-K pot. Applying current through a resistive
wire wound on the post rapidly warms the charcoal to >10 K, releasing adsorbed helium
atoms and pressurizing the waiting room. The cell is ﬁlled with buﬀer gas by applying a 1-s
heating pulse of 0.1–0.4 J to the sorb heater, after which it cools below 2 K within 30 s and
cryopumps the waiting room space back to low pressure. The time for buﬀer gas in the cell
to be pumped back to the waiting room through the impedance is much longer, allowing for
many ablation cycles at relatively constant buﬀer gas density.
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Figure 2.3: Calculated Helmholtz magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle overlayed with the expected atomic
density distribution (Equation 2.3). The solid vertical lines are the cell boundaries. The
inset shows the calculated Zeeman-broadened lineshape (for a line with positive Zeeman
shift) that results from the convolution of the magnetic ﬁeld and density proﬁles.
The cell sits within the bore of a superconducting magnet (“Mark IV” [61]) consisting
of a pair of Helmholtz coils in a titanium alloy cask. With the same current in both coils, a
magnetic ﬁeld of up to 6 T is produced.3 The magnetic ﬁeld is homogeneous to better than
0.1% in a region 30 mm long on the magnet axis, and drops outside of that region, so that
spectral lines are generally narrow with a weak, broad pedestal on one side (see Figure 2.3).
In practice, the Zeeman broadening is increased somewhat by the ﬁeld distortion induced
by ferromagnetic ablation targets at the cell top, which become magnetized. This ﬁeld
3The maximum achievable Helmholtz ﬁeld is likely near 6.9 T, as estimated from simu-
lations of the magnetic ﬁeld and from the maximum ﬁeld achievable with the magnet in the
anti-Helmholtz coil conﬁguration (5.1 T at the magnet bore surface).
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contribution is not known precisely, and may depend on the magnetic ﬁeld history.
2.2.2 Antimony production and cooling
Atomic antimony is produced by focusing a <10-ns, 1–5-mJ ablation pulse from a 532-nm
doubled Nd:YAG laser onto a ≈3-mm lump of pure antimony metal. Ablation yields are
typically excellent (>1013 atoms), even for low ablation energies, perhaps due in part to a
combination of the moderate melting point and low thermal conductivity of antimony metal
that allows for localized vaporization [62]. Good ablation yield is a boon to the experiment,
not only in terms of detection, but because cold antimony gas can be obtained with minimal
heating of the cryogenic environment.
The cell temperature is held ﬁxed near 800 mK to ensure adequate helium-4 vapor pres-
sure. Lower-temperature buﬀer-gas cooling is possible with helium-4, however the helium
density is more stable at higher temperatures where the cell heat capacity is larger. Since
ablation heating inevitably causes the cell to heat and cool, it is prudent when the helium
density is critical to the experiment—as is the case when measuring collision rates of atoms
with helium—to operate in a warmer, more density-stable regime whenever possible. After
ablation, the atoms cool to within 0.1 K of the pre-ablation cell temperature within 20 ms
(Figure 2.4).
After ablation and cooling, the atoms diﬀuse through the buﬀer gas to the cell walls,
where they freeze. This diﬀusive transport is governed by the diﬀusion equation [51],
∂
∂t
n(r, t) = D∇2n(r, t), (2.1)
D =
3π
32
v¯
nbσd
, (2.2)
where D is the diﬀusion constant, n and nb are the antimony and buﬀer gas densities,
respectively, v¯ =
√
8kBT/πµ is the mean inter-species velocity with reduced mass µ, and σd
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Figure 2.4: (A) Cooling proﬁle of antimony atoms after ablation, as extracted from Voigt
proﬁle ﬁts to data at zero ﬁeld; (B) thermal equilibrium ratio of the Boltzmann factors of the
mJ = J and −J states at a ﬁeld of 0.86 T, using exponential ﬁts to the temperature data in
(A). The dotted lines in (A) and (B) are the temperature measured by the cell thermometer
and the corresponding Boltzmann factor ratio, respectively.
is the thermally averaged momentum transfer cross section (Equation 1.3). For a cylindrically
symmetric cell of radius R and length L, the solution to Equation 2.1 is a sum of diﬀusion
modes, of which the longest lived is the lowest-order mode,
n(~r, t) = n0J0
(
j01r
R
)
cos
(πz
L
)
e−t/τd . (2.3)
This lowest mode’s lifetime, τd, also called the diﬀusion time, is given by
τd =
1
DG
=
32
3π
nbσd
v¯ G
, (2.4)
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G =
j201
R2
+
π2
L2
. (2.5)
J0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and j01 is its ﬁrst zero. For L ∼ 2R,
higher-order modes decay at least several times faster than the lowest mode and can be safely
ignored after waiting 1–3 diﬀusion times. The applied magnetic ﬁeld is largely homogeneous
across the cell and does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the diﬀusive motion.
2.2.3 Thermal dynamics of Zeeman relaxation
Antimony atoms are produced at a temperature much higher than the energy splitting
∆E = µB/J between magnetic sublevels, where µ = 3µB is the ground state magnetic
moment. Hence, the atoms initially populate all sublevels equally. We deﬁne the Zeeman
temperature from the sublevel distribution in a magnetic ﬁeld B such that the ratio of
populations in the stretched low- and high-ﬁeld-seeking (LFS and HFS) states are given by
NmJ=J
NmJ=−J
= exp
(
−2µB
kBT
)
. (2.6)
As the atoms cool by colliding with the buﬀer gas, the Zeeman temperature equilibrates
to the translational temperature only via inelastic collisions (Zeeman relaxation). For suﬃ-
ciently large values of the antimony–helium elastic-to-inelastic collision ratio γ (introduced
in Section 1.3.1, Equation 1.4), the translational temperature will drop and stabilize while
the Zeeman temperature remains high. Under these circumstances, the diﬀerence between
the lifetimes of diﬀerent sublevels reveals the inelastic collision rate.
In the other extreme of γ ≈ 1, where inelastic and elastic collisions occur at similar
rates, the Zeeman distribution remains in equilibrium with the translational temperature.
The lifetimes of the sublevels will then be determined by the temporal and spatial cooling
proﬁle in the ﬁrst milliseconds after ablation. Measuring low values of γ by watching the
Zeeman temperature fall to equilibrium after ablation is quite diﬃcult, as it requires decon-
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volving relaxation from the imprecisely-known cooling proﬁle. In general, this presents an
intractable experimental challenge for measuring γ . 1,000 in this manner, and the method
can only produce an upper bound for the inelastic collision rate [57, 63, 64]. As discussed
in Section 1.3.1, there are other ways to measure faster rates of inelastic collisions, such as
the optical pumping method described in Chapter 3. However, other methods may not be
technically feasible in all systems. The discussion here will focus on observing equilibration
of the Zeeman and translational temperatures after ablation into the buﬀer gas.
The diﬃculty in observing low values of γ after ablation depends on the ablation energy
and heat capacity of the cell. A large heat capacity—achieved either with a large cell or a high
temperature—will cause the cell temperature to remain stable after ablation. In practice,
the temperature must be kept low enough to achieve a signiﬁcant Boltzmann factor between
magnetic sublevels with the available magnetic ﬁeld. In addition, the Zeeman relaxation rate
will in general change with temperature and ﬁeld, and it is better not to technically constrain
these parameters more than necessary. Using as an example the initial temperature of 1 K
and the measured speciﬁc heats [59], one ﬁnds that a cell built of 100 cm3 of copper will heat
by approximately 10% and 70% upon absorbing energies of 1 and 10 mJ, respectively. In
comparison, with only 10 cm3 of superﬂuid helium-4 (the material used to cool the cell for the
antimony experiments described here) the temperature rise is <10% for 10 mJ. The latter’s
heat capacity is suﬃcient for a stable mean temperature over the entire cell. However, the
thermal conduction time across the cell can place an additional limit on the stability of the
buﬀer gas temperature, as described in the following section.
2.2.4 Thermal dynamics in G-10 cells
There is reason to expect that the challenge of separating Zeeman relaxation from equili-
brated cooling is particularly acute in experimental cells constructed from G-10 rather than
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a material of high thermal conductivity such as copper. Speciﬁcally, a thermal barrier at the
cell wall—such as low-conductivity G-10—that obstructs diﬀusion of heat into the bulk of
the cell will cause the internal cell surface to temporarily remain at an elevated temperature,
even with high total cell heat capacity. This eﬀect extends the cooling time of the buﬀer gas
and forces the experiment to allow more collisions to occur while waiting for the translational
temperature to stabilize enough to measure Zeeman relaxation. The minimum observable γ
is thus raised.
For a more quantitative description, we can estimate the cooling timescales. The thermal
time constant to cool a solid from one end over a length L is given by [65]
τth = A
(cV
κ
)
L2, (2.7)
where cV and κ are the speciﬁc heat per unit volume and thermal conductivity of the material
and A is a dimensionless geometric factor.4 Using Equation 2.7 with L = 1 mm and T = 1 K
gives τth ≈ 0.4 µs for copper (RRR = 100) and ≈6 ms for G-10. The G-10 cooling time
rises to ≈25 ms at 0.3 K. Comparing the two materials at 1 K, heat can diﬀuse within a
few milliseconds through ∼10 cm of copper, but barely penetrate a minimal-thickness G-10
wall. As a result, after this time the much larger available copper heat capacity will ensure
a colder cell wall than in the G-10 cell (see Figure 2.5). If a superﬂuid helium jacket lies
behind the G-10, then the relevant heat capacity surges once enough time has passed to
reach the superﬂuid, but there will be a ﬁnite and signiﬁcant delay.
The implication for measurement of Zeeman relaxation is that the experiment will be
“blind” for the time it takes for the falling translational temperature to diverge from the
Zeeman temperature. For the cell in this experiment, the blinded time is at minimum
10 ms. To ensure that the diﬀusion time τd exceeds this minimal cooling time, at least
4A = 4/π2 for a rod of length L and constant cross section.
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of thermal behavior of copper vs. superﬂuid-jacketed G-10 cells for a
simpliﬁed model cell with some dimensions shown. The heat capacity C available to absorb
energy (such as that used for ablation production of Sb) is given as a function of the time
necessary for diﬀusing heat to reach that heat capacity. A larger value of C implies a cooler
temperature. Over short timescales, heat can reach only the inner wall of the cell, but over
long times the entire cell, heat link and refrigerator contribute. The low thermal conductivity
of G-10 implies a low C for timescales .10 ms. However, the very large conductivity and
speciﬁc heat of superﬂuid helium dramatically changes the behavior beyond this time. The
red arrow indicates the average ballistic cell transit time of Sb at 800 mK. This diagram
is approximate and highly dependent on temperature and geometry. The eﬀects of the cell
window and other “hot spots” have been ignored.
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∼1,000 collisions are required, i.e., a minimum observable γ & 1,000. The contrast in
thermal behavior of superﬂuid-jacketed G-10 cells has further implications for buﬀer-gas
trapping, especially for marginally-trappable species with γ of 104–105. Sections 4.2.2 and
A.3.4 describe this behavior in relation to speciﬁc experiments.
2.2.5 Absorption spectroscopy detection system
Ground state optical detection of the lighter pnictogens is diﬃcult due to the short-wave-
length UV lasers required for single-photon excitation. Antimony is the lightest of the group
for which this wavelength is greater than 205 nm, the lower limit for single harmonic gener-
ation (SHG) in beta barium borate (BBO) nonlinear crystals [66]. Narrow-band continuous
wave (CW) lasers can be created at shorter wavelengths [67, 68], but the process is signif-
icantly more diﬃcult [69], and experimental implementation of such laser systems can be
hindered by limited availability of optical elements such as low-absorption windows.
The antimony level diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. Ground 4S3/2 state excitation to the
4P ﬁne structure manifold is possible with wavelengths of 231.2 nm, 217.6 nm or 206.9 nm
to excite to the J = 1/2, 3/2 or 5/2 state, respectively. The latter (4S3/2 → 4P5/2) is used
in this work for two primary reasons: ﬁrst, the transition strength from the mJ = J ground
state sublevel is strongest for a J → J + 1 transition; second, high-power diode lasers are
commercially available near 413.8 nm, the fundamental wavelength for SHG.
A schematic diagram and photographs of the 206.9-nm laser system are shown in Fig-
ures 2.7 and 2.8. The system consists of three parts optically coupled by single-mode ﬁbers: a
grating-stabilized diode master laser at 413.8 nm, a slave diode laser injection locked to the
master, and a delta-conﬁguration doubling cavity for SHG in BBO to 206.9 nm. The power
outputs of the master and slave lasers are ≈5 mW and ≈80 mW, respectively. The slave
laser power is lower than desired for maximum SHG conversion eﬃciency, limiting the CW
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Figure 2.6: Relevant energy levels Sb, with those of N shown for comparison, and in-ﬁeld Sb
magnetic sublevels. The vertical spacing of levels outside the gray box are drawn roughly to
scale. The hyperﬁne states drawn in red exist for 123Sb, but not 121Sb. As the ﬁeld is parallel
to the laser propagation, only ∆mJ = ±1 transitions can be driven with σ±-polarized light.
Note that the excited state of N used for 2-photon excitation does not exist in Sb below the
ionization energy.
power of the output UV to ≈100 nW. In addition, the doubling cavity and controller are
designed to run with higher fundamental power, so the cavity lock is not particularly good,
which leads to large intensity ﬂuctuations and PID feedback loop oscillations. When the
cavity is scanned, its transmission reaches a peak several times higher than the mean value
when locked, suggesting that perfecting the cavity lock could gain an order of magnitude in
UV power.
Both the slave laser injection lock and the doubling cavity lock are sensitive to attempts
to tune the laser frequency. Rapid scanning of a range spanning more than a few GHz at
scan rate & 30 Hz causes the cavity lock to fail. Since the Zeeman relaxation timescales are
typically below 30 ms, scanned spectra thus cannot be used for the relaxation measurement.
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Figure 2.8: Photographs of the laser system used for SHG to 207 nm. (A) Master and
(B) slave diode lasers; (C) mode shaping optics for insertion into (D) the ∆-conﬁguration
doubling cavity (covered). Dashed lines indicate optional beam paths from ﬂip mirrors.
Larger frequency tuning that requires changing the lasing mode of the master diode causes
the injection lock to fail, and the 1–10 minutes necessary to reestablish it makes it impractical
to rely on broad tuning for measurements in rapid succession.
The UV beam is free-space coupled over ∼10 m to the cryogenic dewar. A small fraction
is sampled as an intensity reference for balanced absorption spectroscopy. The remainder
of the probe beam reﬂects from the cell mirror, passing twice through the atomic ensemble.
Both the probe and the reference beam intensities are monitored by gated photomultiplier
tube (PMT) modules, which are gated oﬀ for ablation. Since optical ﬁlters are hard to ﬁnd
for this wavelength, rejection of unwanted light was accomplished by a combination of spatial
and reﬂective ﬁltering using right-angle reﬂection from dielectric mirrors in long lens tubes.
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Each mirror, coated for >99% reﬂectivity at 207 nm, reﬂects ≈4% of out-of-band light on
average. In addition, the dewar is shrouded in black tarp and the room lights are turned oﬀ.
The signal-to-noise of absorption measurements is then limited by beam motion relative to
the cell and to the PMTs, likely caused by vibrations of the dewar and cell relative to the
optics tables that contain the doubling cavity and routing optics.
2.3 Experimental procedure
2.3.1 Momentum transfer cross section comparison
The antimony–helium-4 momentum transfer cross section σd can be determined from Equa-
tion 2.2 by observation of antimony diﬀusion if the helium density nb is known. In practice,
absolute measurement of nb at low temperatures is complicated by the eﬀects of transpi-
ration and adsorption of helium onto cold surfaces, and it is not directly measured in this
experiment. Under carefully controlled conditions in previous experiments, however, the
density was measured and used to calibrate σd for certain benchmark atoms and molecules
in the range of 1 K [70, 71]. It is thus possible to calibrate the cross sections of other
atoms by comparing their diﬀusive motion to that of a benchmark species in the same (un-
known) buﬀer gas density. Manganese is a second-order benchmark species, the cross section
σd,Mn–3He having been calibrated against that of the ﬁrst-order benchmark species chromium
[58]. In the case of chromium, nb was determined by adding a known quantity of helium-3
in gas phase to a cell of known volume, after saturating the available surface area.
The comparison of σd between antimony and manganese is conducted as follows. The cell
is ﬁlled to an unknown but relatively high density of helium-4 buﬀer gas (σd for manganese
was calibrated using helium-3, and so this is an imperfect comparison). Two separate YAG
lasers of equal pulse energy are aligned to the antimony and manganese targets, respectively.
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One of the targets is ablated and the atomic diﬀusion measured, and several repetitions are
made over about 3 min before switching to ablate the other target. The probe lasers are
also interchanged with a ﬂip-mounted mirror, and share the same beam path through the
dewar and to the same PMTs. Manganese is detected on the 6S5/2 → 6P7/2 transition at
403.2 nm using a diode laser. The weak reﬂections of the manganese probe from the deep
UV optical coatings of the reﬂective ﬁlters described in Section 2.2.5 are suﬃcient for good
signal-to-noise in measuring absorption.
Diﬀusion lifetime comparisons of manganese and antimony are shown in Figure 2.9. The
helium-4 density decays during the experiment, so that the lifetimes steadily decrease. The
lifetimes for manganese diﬀusion are ﬁt to a decaying exponential, and then the set of
antimony lifetimes is scaled to minimize the sum of squares of the residuals from this ﬁt.
The resulting scale factor yields the cross section ratio
σd,Mn–4He
σd,Sb–4He
=
√
µSb
µMn
(
τd,Mn
τd,Sb
)
, (2.8)
where µX is the reduced mass of the colliding X–
4He system.
The experiment was conducted twice, using two diﬀerent quantities of ﬁlled helium-4.
For the larger ﬁll, the helium density was observed to decay more quickly. The two values
obtained for the cross section ratio are 1.94 after the smaller ﬁll and 1.56 after the larger ﬁll.
The discrepancy may reﬂect an ablation-induced diﬀerence in the buﬀer gas density, since
the two species are produced using separate YAG beams, only one of which is used at a time.
Helium-4 adsorbed to cell surfaces heated by ablation may temporarily increase the buﬀer
gas density. For this reason, it is preferable to ablate both targets simultaneously each time,
as is done for the calibration of σd,Al–3He described in Section 3.4.4. Since this was not the
procedure used for the antimony-manganese comparison, the cross section ratio is taken to
be the geometric mean of the two observed ratios, with their discrepancy added as systematic
error in quadrature with measurement error, to yield τd,Sb/τd,Mn = 0.57(7). The resulting
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of momentum transfer cross sections σd,Sb–4He and σd,Mn–4He. The
cell is ﬁlled with 4He, which decays on a ≈1-hour timescale. We observe diﬀusion of Mn
before and after measuring Sb diﬀusion. The scaling factor required to minimize χ2 for the
Sb data with respect to the exponential ﬁt to the Mn data is equal to the cross section
ratio σd,Mn–4He/σd,Sb–4He. The two ﬁgures present two realizations of the experiment with
diﬀerent 4He ﬁlling amounts. The discrepancy between the two scaling factors is likely due
to variations in the amount of 4He desorbed from the cell walls by the two ablation lasers.
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cross section calibration is σd,Sb–4He = 5.7(7)× 10−15 cm2, assuming σd,Mn–4He = σd,Mn–3He.
2.3.2 Zeeman relaxation model
Zeeman relaxation in antimony–helium collisions is investigated by monitoring the lifetime
of the mJ = J = 3/2 sublevel of the ground state as a function of buﬀer gas density. The
time constant for relaxation to lower-energy states is found by summing the contributions
of transitions to all other ground state sublevels,
τR =
1
nbkR
, (2.9)
kR =
∑
m′
J
6=J
kR,mJ→m′J , (2.10)
where kR is the total Zeeman relaxation rate coeﬃcient. At zero temperature, the mJ = J
state decays under the combined eﬀects of diﬀusion and relaxation. However, at ﬁnite tem-
perature there are two important modiﬁcations to the time dependence. First, atoms with
mJ < J will also experience mJ -changing collisions, and the collision energy will occasionally
be suﬃcient to promote an atom to a state of higher mJ , thus re-populating the stretched
state [64, 72]. These thermal excitations will slow the relaxation to equilibrium, an eﬀect
that is ampliﬁed at higher temperatures and in cases of atoms with many closely-spaced
sublevels, such as the lanthanide rare-earth atoms studied in Chapter 4. This eﬀect is nu-
merically modeled for the speciﬁc experimental conditions used to study antimony, using the
thermal excitation model described in [64]. Two extreme cases were chosen as bounds: (1)
Zeeman relaxation transitions can only occur for ∆mJ = ±1; and (2) transitions can occur
to any sublevel. The numerical simulation suggests that thermal excitations introduce an τR
overestimate of <20% for B > 0.7 T at a temperature of 800 mK (Figure 2.10).
The second modiﬁcation to the mJ = J state lifetime is due to the thermal population
that remains even at equilibrium. The time dependence of the mJ = J state population NJ ,
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Figure 2.10: Simulation of Sb relaxation dynamics including thermal excitations at T =
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sitions occurring either only to neighboring states or to all states. The vertical axis is the
factor by which the decay of the mJ = J state decay appears slower than the true Zeeman
relaxation rate.
neglecting thermal excitations, is
NJ(t) = N0e
−t/τd
(
feq + (1− feq)e−t/τR
)
, (2.11)
where N0 is the initial state population and
feq =
exp
[
−gJJµBB
kBT
]
∑
mJ
exp
[
−gJmJµBB
kBT
] (2.12)
is the thermal equilibrium fraction of the total population that occupies the mJ = J state
at temperature T and magnetic ﬁeld B, for ground state Lande´ g-factor gJ . Note that at
zero temperature, feq = 0 and Equation 2.11 simpliﬁes to the appropriate simple exponential
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decay.
Combining Equations 2.4 and 2.9 allows the relaxation lifetime to be expressed as
τR =
32
3π
(
1
v¯2G
) (
1
τd
) (
kd
kR
)
=
32
3π
( γ
v¯2G
) ( 1
τd
)
, (2.13)
where v¯ is the mean inter-species velocity and G is a geometric factor deﬁned in Equation 2.5.
The second equality has made use of the elastic-to-inelastic collision ratio γ (Equation 1.4).
Equation 2.13 conveniently has no explicit dependence on the helium density and varies
only with τd. Therefore measurement of both the relaxation and diﬀusion lifetimes (along
with the cell geometry and temperature) is suﬃcient to determine γ without the inﬂuence
of uncertainty in the buﬀer gas density or momentum transfer cross section calibration.
While it is in principle possible to extract γ from a single measurement, many measure-
ments are made while varying the helium density in order to conﬁrm that τR varies inversely
proportionally to τd. This provides a check against systematic error. In particular, there
may be other processes contributing to or dominating the decay of the mJ = J state—such
as molecule formation [73]—which will exhibit a diﬀerent dependence on buﬀer gas density.
2.3.3 Lifetime measurements
Extracting τR from ﬁts to Equation 2.11 is more reliable if τd can be independently deter-
mined and eliminated as a free parameter, especially at low temperatures where feq is small.
Ideally, the lifetime of the mJ = J state is measured at ﬁnite B and at B = 0 under identical
conditions. However, since it takes 10–100 s to ramp the magnetic ﬁeld, and also since doing
so induces some measure of eddy-current heating, this comparison risks systematic error.
Instead, the lifetimes of the mJ = J and −J states are compared at very similar ﬁnite values
of B, which can be switched more rapidly with little heating. The mJ = −J state has the
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of Sb diﬀusion times of the mF = 4 state of
121Sb measured at
zero magnetic ﬁeld and of the mJ = −J state at B = 0.80 T. No diﬀerence is observed,
conﬁrming that in-ﬁeld decay is an accurate measure of the ﬁeld-free diﬀusion time given by
Equation 2.4.
highest thermal fraction of all sublevels, such that its diﬀusive decay can still be observed
after the Zeeman temperature has reached equilibrium in order to determine τd. In order to
ensure that the mJ = −J state decay at late times is not inﬂuenced by the magnetic ﬁeld,
we compare the in-ﬁeld state lifetime to that of zero-ﬁeld diﬀusion by alternately ramping
the magnetic ﬁeld on and oﬀ over a long period of time, slowly enough to avoid signiﬁcant
disturbance of the buﬀer gas density and temperature. As shown in Figure 2.11, no ﬁeld
dependence is observed, conﬁrming that the mJ = −J state lifetime is an accurate yardstick
for τd.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, tuning the detection laser system over more than a few
GHz cannot be reliably accomplished quickly. Hence it is impractical to compare diﬀerent
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Figure 2.12: Simulated zero-ﬁeld hyperﬁne spectrum of Sb at 800 mK.
state lifetimes unless the states have optical transitions that are closely spaced in energy.
An additional complication in the case of the 4S3/2 → 4P5/2 transition of antimony is that
the hyperﬁne spectrum is quite broad and dense, with 24 lines spanning about 30 GHz at
zero ﬁeld, splitting into 112 lines in a large magnetic ﬁeld (Figures 2.12 and 2.13). These
many lines behave diﬀerently in the magnetic ﬁeld, leading to many crossings, and there
is signiﬁcant overlap in the Doppler- and Zeeman-broadened spectrum. This threatens the
possibility of inaccurately identifying spectral features, especially when the laser detuning
and magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld are not known with absolute precision.
To address both the issue of spectral confusion and the need for closely-spaced lines
from opposite sublevels, simulated spectra are constructed from known hyperﬁne parameters
and the isotope shift determined from zero-ﬁeld spectra (∆ν123–121 = 273(10) MHz; see
Figure 2.14). We identify spectral locations where two strong lines, one from each of the
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Figure 2.13: Simulated spectrum of Sb in a B = 0.9-T Helmholtz ﬁeld for the cases of
inﬁnite TZeeman (dashed blue) and TZeeman = 800 mK (solid red). The calculated magnetic
ﬁeld inhomogeneity has been used to generate the asymmetric lineshape, which is then
convolved with a Gaussian with 0.2% standard deviation to simulate the eﬀect of further
Zeeman broadening due to magnetized ablation targets. Doppler broadening is also included.
The inset zooms in on the pair of lines from the mJ = ±J states which are used to look for
Zeeman relaxation. The zero of the detuning axis is the same as in Figure 2.12.
mJ = J and −J states, cross at a certain magnetic ﬁeld in a relatively sparse region of the
spectrum. Such crossings can then be located experimentally, providing a calibration of the
detuning and magnetic ﬁeld as well as a opportunity for rapid comparison of state lifetimes.
One of these crossings is shown in Figure 2.15.
Once an appropriate pair of spectral lines is identiﬁed, the experiment proceeds as follows.
The cell is ﬁlled with helium-4 to some density, which then begins to decay. The laser
frequency is held ﬁxed to minimize detection noise, and the mJ = J or −J state is brought
into resonance by slight adjustment (≈10%) of the magnetic ﬁeld. After ablation, the optical
density (OD =
∫
nσ dz) of the atomic ensemble is measured, and this process is repeated
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Figure 2.14: Measurement of the Sb 4S3/2 → 4P5/2 isotope shift. The laser is scanned over
3 peaks (a single scan is highlighted in gray), which simulation of the hyperﬁne spectrum
identiﬁes as the mF = 2 → 3 and 3 → 3 transitions of 121Sb (black arrows) and the
mF = 2→ 1 transition of 123Sb (red arrow). The laser can only be stably scanned over this
range at ≤10 Hz, so there is signiﬁcant spectral distortion due to diﬀusive decay (τd ≈ 50-
ms). The scanned data trace is ﬁt to a 3-peak spectrum (inset) repeated at the scan rate
within a decaying exponential envelope (dashed green). To mitigate nonlinearity in the
laser scan, the measurement is repeated with the scan phase shifted by 180◦. The two
results bound the measurement conﬁdence interval and are averaged to give a ﬁnal value of
∆ν123–121 = 273(10) MHz.
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Figure 2.15: Calibration of simulated spectra by observing the crossing of two Zeeman-shifted
lines, in this case from the |mJ , mI〉 = |−3/2,+5/2〉 state of 121Sb (black arrows) and the
|+3/2,+5/2〉 state of 123Sb (red arrows). (A) The≈800-mK data at diﬀerent magnet currents
are compared to (B) the simulations to determine the magnetic ﬁeld and laser detuning, and
the crossing provides positive identiﬁcation of the two primary peaks as high- and low-ﬁeld-
seeking states. The traces in (A) have been oﬀset vertically for clarity; the dashed lines are
OD = 0 for each trace. The dashed blue and solid red traces in (B) simulate the spectrum
for inﬁnite TZeeman and TZeeman = 1 K, respectively, showing the population transfer to lower
mJ with cooling. The single data scan highlighted in gray is consistent with TZeeman having
equilibrated to the cell temperature.
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Figure 2.16: Measurements of HFS (mJ = −J) diﬀusion used to estimate the diﬀusion time
at the moments of LFS (mJ = J) decay measurements.
several times, alternating between the two states about every 2 min. For each measurement
of the mJ = −J state, the data are ﬁt to exponential decay, with the ﬁt restricted to times
after which the Zeeman temperature has reached equilibrium. The results from all ﬁts are
subsequently ﬁt to the model function
nb ∝ τd = a e−t/b + c, (2.14)
which approximates the buﬀer gas decay proﬁle very well within measurement error. The
additional positive ﬁt parameter c is necessary for good ﬁts, suggesting that the helium decay
is not well described by a single exponential, as could be the case if a signiﬁcant quantity of
the added helium temporarily adsorbs to the walls. The ﬁt is used to interpolate the values
of τd for the times corresponding tomJ = J LFS state decay measurements (see Figure 2.16),
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Figure 2.17: Decay of the |mJ , mI〉 = |+3/2,−5/2〉 state of 121Sb at B = 0.86 T and
Tcell = 800 mK, along with the ﬁt to Equation 2.11. The rapid decay before t = 20 ms is
likely inﬂuenced by cooling and not a reliable indicator of the Zeeman relaxation rate.
which are then used to constrain the ﬁts of those data to Equation 2.11.
2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Upper bound on Zeeman relaxation rate
An example of mJ = J state decay at B = 0.86 T is shown in Figure 2.17, along with the
bimodal decay ﬁt to Equation 2.11. The results of many such ﬁts over a range of buﬀer
gas densities are plotted in Figure 2.18. There is no statistically signiﬁcant dependence of
τR on τd, meaning that the apparent relaxation time is independent of buﬀer gas density.
Therefore, the decay of the stretched LFS state is not due to spin relaxation.
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Figure 2.18: Apparent Zeeman relaxation lifetime τR vs. diﬀusion time τd. The data do
not follow the expected trend (Equation 2.13, dashed black line) and a linear ﬁt (green line)
yields a slope that is statistically consistent with zero. Hence the observed τR is likely due
to cooling and is therefore greater than the true Zeeman relaxation lifetime. The red point
is used to set the plotted bound of γ ≤ 9.1× 102. The data with lower diﬀusion times may
be systematically biased to low τR by variations in buﬀer gas density caused by ablation (see
discussion in Section 2.4.1).
Most likely, the early decay in Figure 2.17 is due to cooling of the buﬀer gas and cell during
this time, with rapid Zeeman relaxation ensuring that the Zeeman temperature remains close
to equilibrium with the translational temperature. Figure 2.4 gives the zero-ﬁeld cooling
proﬁle measured from ﬁts to a Voigt proﬁle. This proﬁle is ﬁt to exponential decay and the
result is used to compute the instantaneous equilibrium fraction feq as a function of time.
For very rapid Zeeman relaxation for which γ ≈ 1, the stretched LFS state population will
closely track feq and strongly resemble the decay proﬁle in Figure 2.17. If early-time decay of
the LFS state is due to slow cooling, then the extracted τR values are likely to monotonically
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increase with τd at higher buﬀer gas densities. This behavior is due to slower heat diﬀusion
in the buﬀer gas, which increases the cooling time constant. Such a trend is suggested in
Figure 2.18, although it is not statistically signiﬁcant.
Without complete knowledge of the temporal and spatial cooling proﬁle it is not possible
to extract the Zeeman relaxation rate from the observed decay of the stretched LFS state.
However, the observation of equilibrated Zeeman and translational temperatures allows for
the establishment of an upper bound for γ. To establish this bound, data are selected
from the B = 0.86 T experimental run. At this ﬁeld, the thermal equilibrium fraction in
the stretched LFS state is minimal, but detectable, which aids in suppression of systematic
errors.
For the data taken at low buﬀer gas densities, the helium desorbed from the walls by
the ablation pulse may signiﬁcantly increase the buﬀer gas density for a short period of
time before being re-adsorbed after the cell walls cool. In such a situation, diﬀusion times
measured after this period will underestimate the density during the time that Zeeman
relaxation was occurring. This would introduce a systematic bias to lower Zeeman lifetimes,
and hence lower values of γ. To avoid this, spectra in which τd ≈ 25 ms (where the signal
and lifetime are large enough for careful study) are analyzed and the decay after t = 5 ms is
found to be consistent with a constant helium density. Hence only data for which τd > 25 ms
are considered. The strictest bound is found by using the data point highlighted in red in
Figure 2.18 and inverting Equation 2.13 to yield
γ ≤ 3π
32
(
v¯2GτdτR
)
γ ≤ 9.1× 102. (2.15)
The bound of γ is the most accurate experimental quantity for comparison to theoretical
calculations, since Equation 2.15 is not sensitive to precise knowledge of the buﬀer gas
density.
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2.4.2 Theory of spin-orbit induced Zeeman relaxation
The Hamiltonian for the system of antimony or other pnictogen atoms interacting with
helium is
Hˆ = − ~
2
2µR
∂2
∂R2
R +
ℓˆ2
2µR2
+ Vˆnr + VˆSO + VˆB, (2.16)
where µ is the reduced mass, R is the interatomic distance, ℓˆ is the rotational angular
momentum of the nuclei, and Vˆnr, VˆSO and VˆB are operators describing the nonrelativistic
electrostatic interaction, spin-orbit interaction, and interaction with the magnetic ﬁeld, re-
spectively. The operator VˆSO comes about through the relativistic motional magnetic ﬁeld
generated by electrons moving through the electric ﬁeld generated by the nucleus. For a
single electron around a nuclear charge Z,
VˆSO = −µ ·
[ v
c2
× Enuc
]
= −µ ·
[
v
c2
×
(
Z
4πǫ0r2
rˆ
)]
, (2.17)
from which it follows that VˆSO ∝ Z/c2r3. Using 〈r〉 ∝ a0/Z, where a0 is the Bohr radius, the
approximation can be made that 〈VˆSO〉 ∝ Z4. Consideration of additional electrons will not
signiﬁcantly alter this result, both because it is dominated by small-orbit contributions that
are not screened by other electrons, and also because the contributions from the interaction
of µ with the orbits of other electrons will lack the Z-enhancement and in general add
destructively. This strong Z-dependence of VˆSO leads to a wide variation in spin-orbit induced
anisotropy as one looks from top to bottom in the periodic table.
The spin-orbit interaction couples the 4S3/2 ground state to excited anisotropic
2P and
2D states, through which inelastic transitions occur during collisions with helium. To lowest
nonzero order, the anisotropy is given by [57],
∆E(R) =
2
3
B2SP
E2P
[VP Π(R)− VP Σ(R)] , (2.18)
where BSP is the spin-orbit coupling matrix element between the
4S and 2P states, EP is
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Figure 2.19: Lowest nonrelativistic and spin-orbit-coupled interaction potentials for the Sb–
He system, calculated by Buchachenko [74].
the energy of the 2P state, and VP Π and VP Σ are the nonrelativistic interaction potentials
of the pnictogen atom (2P ) and helium.
2.4.3 Sb–4He calculations
The ab initio antimony–helium interaction potentials are computed by Alexei Buchachenko.
Figure 2.19 shows the potentials for the lowest states, including both the nonrelativistic case
and the spin-orbit-coupled case. The anisotropy ∆E(R) due to the spin-orbit splitting of the
coupled potentials is plotted in Figure 2.20, where it is shown to be an order of magnitude
smaller than in the bismuth–helium system.
To calculate collision cross sections, Tscherbul numerically integrated the Schro¨dinger
equation using Equation 2.16 and the ab initio potentials [76]. Calculation of the momentum
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Figure 2.20: Spin-orbit-induced anisotropy ∆E(R) of the lowest Sb–He and Bi–He interac-
tion potentials. Shown are calculations both from the ab-initio potentials as well as from
the nonrelativistic potentials using Equation 2.18. The Sb–He system exhibits an order of
magnitude smaller anisotropy than the Bi–He system. The arrows indicate the ground state
equilibrium distances. Figure courtesy of Alexei Buchachenko [75].
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Figure 2.21: Calculated Sb–He total elastic and momentum transfer cross sections. The
solid curve is an exact multichannel calculation and the dashed curves are calculated using
a 1D approximation that includes only the lowest nonrelativistic adiabatic potential. The
excellent agreement between the two calculations of the total elastic cross section (black and
red curves) implies that this is a good approximation in this range. Figure courtesy of Timur
Tscherbul [76].
transfer cross section (Equation 1.3) is computationally intensive, and so a 1D approximation
using only the lowest nonrelativistic adiabatic potential is used for simplicity. This proce-
dure is validated by calculating the total elastic cross section σel in the same manner and
comparing it to the full multichannel calculation. The two methods diﬀer by less than 10%
over the temperature range 0.1–3 K, as shown in Figure 2.21. In this range the momentum
transfer cross section is ∼30% smaller than the elastic cross section.
Integration over the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution provides rate coeﬃcients for com-
parison with the experiment. The ratio γ of the momentum transfer rate to the Zeeman
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Figure 2.22: Theoretical calculations of the Sb–4He elastic-to-inelastic collision rate ratio γ
by Tscherbul [76] using ab initio potentials of Buchachenko [74]. The cross sections have
been thermally averaged (Equation 1.2). The experimental bound obtained at T = 800 mK
and B = 0.86 T is also shown (thick blue line).
relaxation rate is plotted in Figure 2.22. The calculated γ = 1.88 × 103 at T = 800 mK is
not consistent with the experimental bound of γ ≤ 9.1 × 102. To address this discrepancy,
the calculation was repeated with the interaction potential scaled by a factor λ between
0.9 and 1.1. The resulting function γ(λ) is monotonically decreasing with increasing λ over
nearly the entire calculated range, such that the calculation comes into agreement with the
experiment at λ = 1.1 (Figure 2.23). This level of inaccuracy is not unreasonable for the
ab initio calculation [1], and the experimental constraint provides useful feedback to inform
similar calculations in the future.
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Figure 2.23: Calculations by Tscherbul [76] of the elastic-to-inelastic collision rate ratio γ
after scaling the interaction potentials [74] by λ. The blue circles are those corresponding to
the experimental parameters. The experimental bound (dashed line) is in agreement with
theory for λ = 1.1. Also shown (green triangles) are calculated results for the Sb–3He system,
for which the inelasticity is reduced due the absence of a collision resonance near 1 K.
2.4.4 Summary and future outlook
The results presented here for Zeeman relaxation of antimony in collisions with helium
provide a valuable window into the onset of spin-orbit induced anisotropy in pnictogen
atoms. The order of magnitude smaller anisotropy in the antimony–helium system compared
to bismuth–helium leads to a similar reduction in the calculated Zeeman relaxation rate.
However, inelastic transitions are still too rapid for the experiment to measure directly,
and γ is far below the value of ∼104 necessary for buﬀer-gas loading of a magnetic trap.
As a result, buﬀer-gas loaded antimony does not present an attractive path to ultracold
temperatures, nor is it expected to be a practical alternative to nitrogen as a sympathetic
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Figure 2.24: Calculated tensor polarizabilities of pnictogen atoms, from [77], along with Z4
scaling predicted for spin-orbit coupling (see Equation 2.17).
coolant for molecules.
A natural extension of this work is to look further up the pnictogen column to arsenic
and phosphorus. The required laser wavelengths are shorter than 200 nm, which is a signif-
icant complication to the experiments. There has, however, recently been theoretical eﬀort
by Buchachenko to build a qualitative understanding of how spin-orbit eﬀects are manifest
from nitrogen to bismuth [77]. Figure 2.24 shows ab initio calculations for all pnictogen
atoms of the anisotropic tensor polarizability αJ2 , one of the simplest expressions of atomic
anisotropy. The calculated values of |αJ2 | closely follow the Z4 spin-orbit scaling implied by
Equation 2.17. Buchachenko speciﬁcally cautions against drawing quantitative conclusions
from these values, especially for the high-Z atoms, due to convergence issues with the cal-
culations; however, the trend clearly aligns with the expectation of anisotropy induced by
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spin-orbit coupling. In addition, the full scattering calculations by Tscherbul et al. [57, 76]
give values of γ for antimony–helium and bismuth–helium that are separated by about an
order of magnitude, similar to the corresponding values of |αJ2 |.
If we extend the comparison, the calculation in Figure 2.24 suggests that arsenic will
relax signiﬁcantly more slowly than antimony in collisions with helium, but still quickly
enough to make the species marginal for trapping and further cooling. It would then seem
that nitrogen is the best candidate for further eﬀorts toward evaporative cooling and toward
sympathetic cooling of molecules; a conclusion that is based both on its excellent collisional
properties and on the lack of an alternative pnictogen that preserves these properties while
oﬀering a more practical optical transition.
Chapter 3
Aluminum–3He collisions
3.1 Properties and prospects of 2P atoms
The previous chapter described a mechanism for Zeeman relaxation in the pnictogens that
arises from perturbation of the spherical symmetry of the ground S-states by nonspherical
excited states. In that case, the larger the contribution of L 6= 0 states, the larger the
probability of an inelastic transition. Yet while electronic orbital angular momentum can
introduce the anisotropy that drives these transitions, it is not necessarily the case that non-S
state atoms will have rapid inelastic collisions. The next two chapters focus on L 6= 0 atoms
for which inelastic collisions with helium are largely suppressed, although the mechanisms
at play in the two cases are quite distinct.
This chapter describes experiments measuring inelastic collision rates in the aluminum–
helium system. The ground 2P1/2 state of aluminum and other Group 13 atoms is, perhaps
counterintuitively, spherical (see Section 3.2). As a result, Zeeman relaxation is suppressed.
Like S-state atoms, inelastic transitions at low temperature occur through collisional mixing
49
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of an excited state,1 in this case the other state in the ﬁne-structure doublet, the 2P3/2 state.
The Zeeman relaxation rate for gallium and indium collisions with helium has been shown
to be very low [1], and the same may be true for collisions of these atoms with other S-state
atoms if the interaction is suﬃciently weak, allowing for sympathetic cooling in a magnetic
trap. This could open a new class of atoms for study at ultracold temperatures. Laser
cooling of Group 13 atoms has already been demonstrated for aluminum [79], gallium [80]
and indium [27], and a scheme for laser cooling of thallium has been proposed [81]. Much
of the interest in laser cooling these atoms has been to produce controlled, narrow atomic
beams for use in creating patterned nanostructures [82]. In addition, there are proposals for
microwave lattice clocks [83] and precision measurement of atomic electric dipole moments
(EDMs) [81, 84]. Until very recently [22], the best limit for the electron EDM was long
set by an experiment using thallium atoms [85]; the sensitivity of such experiments may
be improved by using cold atoms to reduce the inﬂuence of E × v systematic eﬀects [86].
The unique ground state electronic structure of Group 13 and halogen atoms also presents
new opportunities for cold chemistry [87] and for association of ultracold molecules of novel
electronic structure.
3.1.1 Improved study of X(2P1/2)–He Zeeman relaxation
The experiments with aluminum described here build upon earlier theory by Tscherbul et
al. and experiments by Lu et al. that demonstrated low inelasticity in collisions of gallium
and indium with helium [1]. The mechanism of Zeeman relaxation was shown theoretically
to be collisional mixing of the upper 2P3/2 state into the ground
2P1/2 state. The upper
state is highly anisotropic and will readily reorient its magnetic moment in collisions—
1Inelastic transitions can also occur due to nuclear spin exchange during collisions with
helium-3, however this interaction is quite weak [78].
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Table 3.1: Fine-structure splittings ∆ and calculated elastic-to-inelastic collision ratios γ for
Group 13 and halogen atoms colliding with 3He at T = 0.5 K and B = 0.5 T, taken from
reference [1]. The ﬁne-structure splitting for Tl has been added; it was not included in the
calculations.
γ
Atom ∆ (cm−1) J = 1/2 J = 3/2
F 404.14 1.9× 102 4.7
Cl 882.35 5.0× 104 2.7
Br 3,685.24 1.3× 108 3.0
I 7,603.15 1.6× 109 3.0
Al 112.06 7.0× 103 2.4
Ga 826.19 4.1× 106 33.0
In 2,212.60 4.6× 107 15.1
Tl 7,792.7 —
the norm for P -states [88]. The Zeeman relaxation rate in the spherical ground state is
therefore determined by the degree to which the upper state is mixed, and therefore is
strongly dependent on the ﬁne-structure splitting ∆. Table 3.1 gives the values of ∆ for
several Group 13 atoms, as well as calculated values of γ from reference [1]. Also included are
halogen atoms, which have the same pair of lowest-energy ﬁne-structure states with energies
inverted such that the metastable 2P1/2 lies above the ground
2P3/2 state. Table 3.2 presents
theoretical and experimental results at low ﬁeld for the gallium–helium and indium–helium
systems, broken down into the three component inelastic processes.
The calculated values of γ for the J = 1/2 state shown in Table 3.1 clearly show the
expected trend, climbing monotonically with the energy gap as inelastic transitions are
suppressed. The experimental results in Table 3.2, however, are inconclusive on this point.
Measuring very slow inelastic transition rates within the ﬁnite timescale of the experiment
can be diﬃcult, and in this case the experiment was able only to provide a lower bound on
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Table 3.2: Results of previous work with 69Ga–4He and 115In–4He collisions, taken from
reference [1]. Rate coeﬃcients at 5 K and 3 G are given in units of 10−17 cm3 s−1 and
refer to inelastic transitions from the |J = 1/2, F = J + I,m = F 〉 state in the case of
mJ -changing collisions and to this state for F - and J-changing collisions. The theoretical
values in parentheses are calculated for a factor of 1.2 increase in the interaction anisotropy,
which is found to give better qualitative agreement with the experiment. The ratios γ have
added the contributions for all three inelastic processes.
Atom Ga In
rate coeﬃcient Expt. Theory Expt. Theory
km < 300 0.8 (2.3) < 50 3.8
kF 5.3± 1.3 2.3 (6.6) < 2.3± 1.4 0.1
kJ 1.0± 0.3 0.03 (1.3) < 8 0.0004
γ > 4.2× 104 (2.6× 106) > 3.0× 105 6.7× 106
those rates.2 Nevertheless, the bounds for γ above 104 or 105 demonstrated the dramatic
suppression of inelasticity in the 2P1/2 state.
In order to provide a more deﬁnitive and quantitative test of theory in this system, the
experiment described here diﬀers in two important ways. First, it is focused on the aluminum
atom, for which the ﬁne-structure splitting is only a few times larger than the interaction
energy. Second, inelastic collision rates are measured over more than an order of magnitude
variation in a strong magnetic ﬁeld, an important additional parameter axis that reduces
the measurement’s susceptibility to “accidental” resonances.
In addition to establishing a bound on γ for the ground state, the earlier experiment
with gallium directly measured the rate coeﬃcients for F - and J-changing collisions of the
2P3/2 state in collisions with helium. These inelastic transitions are also greatly suppressed,
2Unlike the antimony experiment described in the previous chapter, in this case the
inelastic collisions were too slow to be observed. When magnetic trapping can be employed,
much slower atom–helium inelastic collision rates are experimentally accessible (see, for
example, [2, 32, 63, 89])
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despite the absence of an energy barrier. This is in contrast to rapid ﬁne-structure changing
collision rates (spin-orbit relaxation) in other systems. For example, ﬁne-structure-changing
collisions between ultracold metastable 3P2 ytterbium atoms were observed to be very rapid
[90]; theoretical calculations for 3P0 and
3P1 oxygen atoms colliding with helium at both zero
magnetic ﬁeld and B = 1 T showed the same below ∼1 K [88, 91].3 The aluminum–helium
system bridges an important gap between these extremes due to its intermediate balance
between ﬁne-structure splitting and interaction energy. Hence it is an important test bed to
explore spin-orbit relaxation in a nontrivial regime.
3.2 Theory of Zeeman relaxation in 2P1/2 atoms
Theoretical calculations of Group 13 and halogen atom collisions with helium were performed
by Tscherbul et al. [1] by expanding the quantum-scattering formalism developed by Krems
and Dalgarno [91] to 2P atoms with nonzero nuclear spin. Their procedure is summarized
here along with new and more detailed calculations for the aluminum–helium system.
The Hamiltonian of the colliding aluminum(2P )–helium complex is written as a modiﬁed
version of the parameterization in Equation 2.16:
Hˆ = − ~
2
2µR
∂2
∂R2
R +
ℓˆ2
2µR2
+ Vˆ (R, r) + HˆAl, (3.1)
where again µ is the reduced mass, R is the interatomic distance, r is the electronic coordi-
nates, and ℓˆ is the rotational angular momentum of the nuclei; the operator Vˆ (R, r) is the
aluminum–helium interaction potential and the operator
HˆAl = ASO Lˆ · Sˆ + µBB
(
Lˆz + 2Sˆz
)
+ HˆI , (3.2)
3Experimental and theoretical work with titanium–helium collisions also observed sup-
pression of inelasticity [92, 93], and attributed this to the submerged-shell nature of titanium
(see Section 4.1).
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is the Hamiltonian of the isolated aluminum atom in a magnetic ﬁeld B. ASO = 2∆/3 is the
spin-orbit constant of the aluminum atom, Lˆz and Sˆz are the projections of the electronic
orbital angular momentum and spin operators Lˆ and Sˆ onto the ﬁeld axis, and HˆI is the
hyperﬁne Hamiltonian.
The fully uncoupled basis |JmJ〉|ImI〉|ℓmℓ〉 is used, where mJ , mI and mℓ are the projec-
tions of J , I and ℓ onto the ﬁeld axis. Following [91], the matrix elements of the interaction
potential Vˆ (R, r) are
〈JmJ |〈ImI |〈ℓmℓ|Vˆ (R, r)|J ′m′J〉|I ′m′I〉|ℓ′m′ℓ〉
= δmIm′I (−)S+J+J
′−mJ−m
′
ℓ
× [(2L+ 1)2(2J + 1)(2J ′ + 1)(2ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ′ + 1)]1/2
×
∑
λ=0,2
Vλ(R)


L J S
J ′ L λ



 J λ J ′
−mJ mJ −m′J m′J

 (3.3)
×

 ℓ λ ℓ
−mℓ mℓ −m′ℓ m′ℓ



L λ L
0 0 0



ℓ λ ℓ′
0 0 0

 , (3.4)
where the symbols in parenthesis and curly braces are 3-j and 6-j symbols, respectively. V0
and V2 are the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the interaction potential, respectively.
Highly accurate ab initio aluminum–helium interaction potentials of Σ- and Π-symmetry
are obtained from [94] and ﬁtted to analytic functions with proper long-range behavior.
Expanding the wave function in the uncoupled basis given above and inserting it into the
Schro¨dinger equation with the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.16 gives a system of close-coupled
diﬀerential equations. These equations are solved to yield the probabilities for J- and mJ -
changing transitions during the collision. In addition, the momentum transfer cross section is
calculated from a 1D approximation using the lowest spin-orbit-coupled potential V1/2,1/2(R),
similar to the method described in Section 2.4.3. The calculated values of the collision rate
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Figure 3.1: Theoretical calculations of the Al–3He collision rate ratios for 2P1/2 state mJ -
changing (•) and 2P3/2 state J-changing collisions (#) by Tscherbul [95]. Both values of γ
reﬂect the ratios of the ground-state momentum transfer rate coeﬃcient to the respective
inelastic collision rate coeﬃcients. The dashed line is the experimental temperature.
ratio γ are shown in Figure 3.1.
The general behavior of suppressed inelasticity in 2P1/2 systems is apparent from analysis
of Equation 3.3. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst 3-j symbol vanishes for J = J ′ = 1/2, meaning that
Zeeman relaxation cannot occur in the 2P1/2 manifold at ﬁrst order. This is the manifestation
of the spherical symmetry of the ground state electron distribution. In contrast, the diﬀerent
magnetic sublevels of the upper 2P3/2 manifold are directly coupled by the λ = 2 term in
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Equation 3.3, hence Zeeman relaxation proceeds rapidly in this state. As such, Zeeman
relaxation of the ground state proceeds through second-order coupling to the 2P3/2 state, at
a rate suppressed by the state splitting.
The spherical symmetry of the 2P1/2 state can be shown directly by expressing the elec-
tronic wave function |ψ〉 = |J = 1/2, mJ = 1/2〉 in the |L,mL〉|S,mS〉 basis:
|ψ〉 =
√
2
3
|1, 1〉|1/2,−1/2〉 −
√
1
3
|1, 0〉|1/2,+1/2〉 (3.5)
=
√
1
4π
[
sin(θ) eiφ | ↓ 〉 − cos(θ)| ↑ 〉] , (3.6)
where the second line makes use of the spherical harmonics Y 11 (θ, φ) and Y
0
1 (θ, φ) and deﬁnes
| ↑ 〉 and | ↓ 〉 to be the mS = ±1/2 electronic spin wave functions. For any function
f(θ, φ) =
∑
ℓmCℓm Y
m
ℓ (θ, φ), the expectation value is equal to
〈ψ|f |ψ〉 = 1
4π
∫
dΩ f(θ, φ)
[
sin2(θ) + cos2(θ)
]
=
1
4π
∫
dΩ
∑
ℓm
Cℓm Y
m
ℓ (θ, φ)
= C00, (3.7)
i.e., the nonspherical contribution is zero. The nature of the 2P1/2 state demonstrates the
incompleteness of the argument that L 6= 0 atoms are in general not spherical; spin-orbit
coupling can produce spherical P -states. As was demonstrated ﬁrst in [1] and now further
investigated in the case of aluminum, these states are correspondingly protected by the
spin-orbit splitting from Zeeman relaxation in collisions with helium.
3.3 Optical pumping
Inelastic aluminum–helium collisions are measured by observing the response of the colliding
system to perturbation by optical pumping. Both J-changing andmJ -changing collision rates
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can be simultaneously extracted using a clean method that employs a single pump/probe
laser. This method has advantages compared to observing relaxation to equilibrium after
ablation (the method used for antimony in Chapter 2), especially for low-γ systems. First, the
measurement occurs at times well after ablation, when the buﬀer gas density and temperature
are stable. Second, the experiment is not critically dependent on a large Boltzmann factor,
and so the experimental parameters of magnetic ﬁeld and temperature are decoupled. For
the aluminum experiment described here, this allows for measurement of inelastic collisions
over a range of magnetic ﬁelds at a single temperature.
Brieﬂy, the experimental procedure consists of optical pumping of one ground state mag-
netic sublevel while observing the pump laser absorption to determine the rate of collisional
reﬁlling of the pumped sublevel. The energy level diagram with relevant state-changing pro-
cesses is shown in Figure 3.2. The laser is tuned to the 2P1/2 → 2S1/2 transition at 394.5 nm.
One magnetic sublevel of the ground state 2P1/2 manifold is addressed to pump the system
out of equilibrium. Simultaneously, the sublevel population is probed by monitoring the
fraction of pump light absorbed. Inelastic collisions push the state distribution back towards
equilibrium, competing with optical pumping to produce a steady-state population. This
population is observed as a steady-state OD which varies with pump laser power. The in-
elastic collision rates are revealed by probing this steady-state as a function of pump power
to determine the “stiﬀness” of the system. Through measurements of this response over
a range of helium densities, and by making separate measurements addressing each mag-
netic sublevel, the eﬀects of J-changing and mJ -changing collisions can be separated and
systematic errors can be controlled.
The ﬁnite spatial width of the pump laser beam introduces another process to compete
with optical pumping: diﬀusion of atoms into and out of the laser beam. At low helium
density, the mean free path is long and atoms pumped to other states will rapidly diﬀuse
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Figure 3.2: Energy level diagram of Al with relevant state-changing processes for the case
of optical pumping of the mJ = +1/2 LFS state.
out of the beam and be replaced with “unpumped” atoms diﬀusing into it. This eﬀectively
increases the reservoir of resonant atoms to include those near to the beam, blunting the
impact of optical pumping and increasing the observed OD .
The eﬀect of diﬀusion can be understood through two limiting cases. In the limit of
high helium density the atoms are unable to diﬀuse a signiﬁcant distance before an inelastic
collision occurs, and so the OD is unaﬀected by diﬀusion. In this limit the OD rises with
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increasing helium density as collisions become more rapid. At the other extreme, of low
density, inelastic collisions are rare and the OD is determined by the number of atoms that
can diﬀuse into the beam to replenish those that are pumped. In this limit the OD rises with
decreasing helium density, as the diﬀusion becomes more rapid and a larger volume of atoms
participate in the competition between diﬀusion and optical pumping. The actual behavior
in this limit is somewhat more subtle than this simple description, and will be addressed
more completely in Section 3.3.2.
Between these two limits, which are hereafter referred to as the relaxation regime and the
diffusive regime, respectively, we expect to ﬁnd a minimum in OD as the helium density is
varied. Since the two regimes behave in fundamentally diﬀerent ways with respect to many
experimental parameters, this minimum provides a sensitive diagnostic tool.
3.3.1 Quantitative model
As shown in Figure 3.2, optical pumping to the 2S1/2 state results in spontaneous decay
to a number of sublevels of both 2P ﬁne-structure states. The majority (66% [96]) decay
to the upper state, from which they only reach the lower state via J-changing collisions
with helium. The optically pumped 2P1/2 sublevel is replenished by these collisions, as
well as by mJ -changing collisions from the other
2P1/2 sublevel. Atoms in
2P3/2 sublevels
will also undergo mJ -changing transitions; due to the large anisotropy of this state, these
collisions will be very rapid (Table 3.1) compared to other timescales. We therefore assume
thermal equilibrium in the 2P3/2 state. Under this condition &88% of atoms occupy the
lowest mJ = −3/2 sublevel under all experimental conditions except those with the lowest
ﬁeld (B = 0.5 T), for which the fraction is ≈50%. Possible systematic error due to this
simpliﬁcation is discussed in Section 3.5.3.
A quantitative model is constructed to predict the state populations N+, N− and N3/2—
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each a function of space and time—using the rate equations below. The subscript indices
+, −, and 3/2 refer to the mJ = +1/2 and mJ = −1/2 states of the 2P1/2 manifold and to
the mJ = −3/2 state of the 2P3/2 manifold, respectively. For simplicity, we take the pump
to be resonant with the mJ = +1/2 state of the ground manifold; the result is similar for
addressing the mJ = −1/2 state.
N˙+ = −Γp(1− C+)N+ + Γm(κN− −N+) + f+ΓJN3/2 +D∇2N+ (3.8)
N˙− = ΓpC−N+ − Γm(κN− −N+) + f−ΓJN3/2 +D∇2N− (3.9)
N˙3/2 = ΓpC3/2N+ − ΓJN3/2 +D∇2N3/2 (3.10)
where Γp, Γm and ΓJ are the rates of optical pumping, mJ -changing collisions and J-changing
collisions, respectively, and D is the diﬀusion constant (Equation 2.2). The coeﬃcients CX
and fX are the branching fractions into state X for spontaneous emission from the
2S1/2 state
and for J-changing collisional transitions from the 2P3/2 state, respectively. The Boltzmann
factor κ = exp(−gJµBB/kBT ) suppresses inelastic transitions to higher-energy magnetic
sublevels, where gJ = 2/3 is the Lande´ g-factor. Thermal excitation from the ground state
to the 2P3/2 state is negligible. As discussed above, the
2P3/2 manifold is assumed to be in
thermal equilibrium and the mJ > −3/2 states are neglected.
The only unknown parameters in Equations 3.8–3.10 are Γm, ΓJ and the branching
ratio f+/f−. Due to the spatial dependence of the diﬀusive terms, there is in general no
analytic solution to Equations 3.8–3.10. However, in the relaxation regime at high helium
density, D is small and these terms can be neglected. More precisely, the beam-averaged
instantaneous rate of diﬀusion of resonant atoms into and out of the beam can be deﬁned
as Γd,b = 〈(D∇2N+)/N+〉beam. The relaxation regime is thus deﬁned by Γd,b ≪ Γm,ΓJ ,
for which the analytic steady-state solution corresponding to N˙+ = N˙− = N˙3/2 = 0 can be
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obtained:
N+ =
κ
1 + κ

 1
1 + 1
2(1+κ)
Γp
Γm
(
1− C− + C+ + C3/2
(
∆f + 2κΓm
ΓJ
))

 (3.11)
N− =
1
1 + κ

 1 + 12 ΓpΓm (1− C− + C+ + C3/2∆f)
1 + 1
2(1+κ)
Γp
Γm
(
1− C− + C+ + C3/2
(
∆f + 2κΓm
ΓJ
))

 (3.12)
N3/2 = f3/2
Γp
ΓJ

 κ
1 + 1
2(1+κ)
Γp
Γm
(
1− C− + C+ + C3/2
(
∆f + 2κΓm
ΓJ
))

 , (3.13)
where ∆f = f+ − f−.
Equation 3.11 has the form
N =
N0
1 + bP
, (3.14)
where N0 is the population without optical pumping, b is a constant, and the dependence on
the power P arises through the optical pumping rate Γp. The solution retains this simple form
when spontaneous decay to additional states is included—such as decay to the other 2P3/2
sublevels. By measuring OD while varying pump power, the N vs. P curve can be mapped
out and normalized to yield the coeﬃcient b, which describes the stiﬀness of the system’s
response to the optical pumping perturbation. This method allows for a power-independent
comparison of the response across experimental parameters such as helium density.
It is clear from Equation 3.11 that for increasing helium densities (increasing Γm and
ΓJ), the coeﬃcient b decreases, increasing N and OD . Hence there will be a positive slope
of OD vs. helium density in the relaxation regime.
3.3.2 Diffusion into and out of the beam
The opposite limit of low helium density and high D is the diﬀusive regime, satisfying
the condition Γd,b ≫ Γm,ΓJ . A qualitatively description follows below of the behavior in
this regime and its transition to the mixed regime of intermediate helium density. For the
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conditions considered here, we also impose the additional constraint that the mean free path
of aluminum atoms is much smaller than the beam diameter db, such that the motion remains
diﬀusive on the scale of db.
For a very large volume (R,L ≫ db), we can ignore the slow diﬀusion of atoms to the
walls and consider the initial atom distribution to be uniform near the region illuminated
by the pump beam. As atoms are optically pumped out of the resonant state, the pumped
atoms (those now in diﬀerent states) diﬀuse out of the beam and unpumped atoms (those
in the resonant state) diﬀuse into the beam from the dark region of the cell. Initially, this
happens rapidly, at a rate Γd,b ∼ (db/R)2/τd, where τd is the cell diﬀusion time given in
Equation 2.4.
Soon, however, the region just outside of the pump laser becomes depleted of atoms in
the resonant state. Hence the rate of resonant atoms diﬀusing into the beam decreases,
shifting the balance of competition between optical pumping and diﬀusion to be more and
more in favor of optical pumping. The steady state solution is thus the trivial one: complete
pumping (N+ = 0). For nonnegligible values of Γm and ΓJ , however, the pumped atoms
that diﬀuse far from the beam eventually collide inelastically to return to the resonant state,
replenishing the reservoir. The inelastic collision rate sets an average radius beyond which
the resonant state is not signiﬁcantly depleted, and the system evolves to a steady state in
which resonant atoms have been depleted within this radius.
For given values of the J- and mJ -changing collision cross sections, the radius of the
steady-state depletion zone shrinks with increasing helium density, due both to slower diﬀu-
sive transport and faster inelastic transitions. The smaller depletion zone has correspondingly
fewer atoms experiencing inelastic collisions. At steady-state with ﬁxed pump laser power,
this necessarily corresponds to a reduced density of resonant atoms being optically pumped,
i.e., a lower resonant atom density and lower OD . Therefore, the diﬀusive regime is char-
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acterized by a negative slope of OD vs. helium density. As the helium density continues to
rise, an increasing number of inelastic collisions occur within the beam region. Eventually
these collisions are suﬃcient to compete with optical pumping without the enhancement
of the diﬀusion-expanded resonant reservoir. Near this density, between the diﬀusive and
relaxation regimes, the OD takes its minimum value.
While the quasi-steady-state solution to Equations 3.8–3.10 is complicated, the numerical
solution (described in Section 3.5.2) closely resembles the simple form of Equation 3.14 for
the range of OD used in the experiment. Hence it is a good approximation to describe the
system with a single stiﬀness coeﬃcient b in all helium density regimes of the experiment.
The following two sections, however, describe important eﬀects that modify this response.
3.3.3 Doppler broadening
The frequency of the optical pumping laser is kept constant, resonant with one of the two
ground state sublevels. At temperatures above ≈50 mK, the Doppler width exceeds the
natural linewidth of the transition, leaving fast-moving atoms only weakly resonant with the
pump laser. These nonresonant atoms do not stay nonresonant for long, however; elastic
collisions with helium atoms fully remix the velocity distribution after about M/m collisions,
where M and m are the masses of aluminum and helium, respectively. As long as all other
relevant dynamics (inelastic collisions, diﬀusion over the scale of db, etc.) are much slower
than this remixing time τremix = τc×(M/m) = M/(mnbσDv¯), then there will be no signiﬁcant
distortion, or “bleaching,” of the velocity distribution.
If this condition is met, then the only remaining eﬀect of Doppler broadening is that the
optical pumping rate Γp is reduced compared to the case of T = 0; fewer atoms are resonant
at a given time, so fewer will be pumped. The reduction factor, FD, is easily computed by
taking the ratio of the absorption cross sections calculated for T = 0 and for ﬁnite T .
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3.3.4 Zeeman broadening
In addition to Doppler broadening, the spectral line is also Zeeman broadened due to inho-
mogeneity of the magnetic ﬁeld (the ﬁeld distribution and spectral proﬁle are discussed in
Section 2.2.1). Zeeman broadening presents a particular challenge to the aluminum optical
pumping measurement because the distribution of atoms with diﬀerent Zeeman detunings
implies a distribution of optical pumping rates. The issue is similar to Doppler broaden-
ing, except that the Zeeman distribution does not remix. For the Zeeman detuning of an
invididual atom to change, either the magnetic ﬁeld at that position must vary or the atom
must travel to a location with a diﬀerent magnetic ﬁeld. The inductance (≈7 H) and size
(inner diameter = 8.2 cm) of the magnetic ﬁeld coils are large enough that it is highly
unlikely for temporal or spatial ﬁeld variation to be large enough for an atom to sample
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent Zeeman detunings within the experimental timescale. It is thus appro-
priate to treat each atom as ﬁxed at a certain magnetic ﬁeld, and the distribution of Zeeman
detunings to be static.
Since aluminum–aluminum collisions are very rare on the time scale of the experiment,
each aluminum atom illuminated by the pump laser has an independent contribution to the
observed OD . Likewise, each atom has an independent probability of occupying the resonant
state, depending on the global system parameters (Γm, ΓJ and D) and the value of Γp speciﬁc
to the local Zeeman detuning. As a result, the OD dependence on pump laser power has
the form of a sum over all atoms,
OD =
∑
i
OD0,i
(1 + biP )
, (3.15)
using the simple model introduced in Equation 3.14. The coeﬃcient bi contains the eﬀect
of Zeeman detuning for optical pumping of the ith atom, whose absorption contribution is
OD0,i in the limit of vanishing laser power. In general, Equation 3.15 cannot be expressed
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as a single term and the optical pumping eﬀect cannot be simply characterized by a single
b coeﬃcient.
3.4 Experimental procedure
3.4.1 Aluminum production
The same cell is used for the measurement of aluminum–helium inelastic collisions as was used
for the antimony experiment described in Chapter 2. Aluminum is produced by ablating an
aluminum nitride ceramic target into helium-3 buﬀer gas. Originally intended as a nitrogen
ablation source for NH production, aluminum nitride is likely not the ideal ablation precursor
for atomic aluminum. While the aluminum yield is excellent, since NH production using the
same material was also quite good (see Appendix A), we must assume that atomic nitrogen
is produced in similar or greater quantities. It is possible that aluminum–nitrogen collisions
could cause inelastic transitions that confuse analysis of the aluminum–helium system. For
an interspecies inelastic cross section of 10−14 cm2, such collisions would be likely to occur
within the aluminum diﬀusion lifetime at nitrogen densities above 1011 cm−3. However, even
with very high ablation yield of >1014 N atoms, such a density would exist only for a short
time before decaying due to diﬀusion. The aluminum measurement is performed only after
waiting multiple diﬀusion lifetimes, and so nitrogen–aluminum collisions are unlikely to play
a role.
To increase conﬁdence that these collisions can be ignored, it would be ideal to directly
probe the nitrogen density via 207-nm two-photon absorption laser-induced ﬂuorescence
(see Figure 2.6). Unfortunately, a UV-absorbing ﬁlm accumulated on the outer surface of
the 77-K window between the antimony and aluminum experiments, precluding this direct
approach. Instead, the nitrogen density was indirectly probed by searching for a dependence
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on aluminum density in the system’s response to optical pumping. It is safe to assume
that atomic nitrogen will decay on a timescale not very diﬀerent from that of aluminum in
the same cell, since momentum transfer cross sections for collisions of diﬀerent atoms with
helium are generally quite similar [32, 71, 97]. Therefore, a signiﬁcant change in aluminum
density will be accompanied by a similar change in nitrogen density. By observing no density
variation in the power dependence of OD , we can conclude that neither aluminum–nitrogen
nor aluminum–aluminum inelastic collisions aﬀect the measurement.
3.4.2 Pump/probe laser system
Aluminum is detected by absorption spectroscopy on the 394.5-nm 2P1/2 → 2S1/2 transition
using the diode laser system outlined in Figure 3.3. Aluminum has a single isotope with
nuclear spin I = 5/2 and a simple optical spectrum both at zero (Figure 3.4) and large
(Figure 3.5) magnetic ﬁeld. For the ≥0.5 T ﬁelds used in inelastic collision measurements
described here the states are >99% pure in the J-basis. The zero-ﬁeld spectrum is ﬁt to a
Voigt proﬁle to conﬁrm that the aluminum temperature is stable and in equilibrium with the
cell walls. A Fabry-Pe´rot cavity is used to calibrate the diode laser scan range and linearity.
Hyperﬁne a coeﬃcients of the ground and excited states are taken from [98].
The energy level diagram of aluminum is shown in Figure 3.2, along with the relevant
state-changing processes. Atoms are pumped with right(left)-circular polarization from the
mJ = −1/2 (+1/2) state. The lifetime of the excited state is 6.74 ns, with 66% of atoms
decaying to the 2P3/2 manifold, 11% to the opposite sublevel of the ground manifold and
22% back to the original sublevel [96]. The laser intensity used here is far from saturation
(s0 < 0.1%), so the steady-state
2S1/2 population is negligible.
The beam is spatially ﬁltered with an iris after expansion with a telescope, producing
a rather ﬂat, circular intensity proﬁle immediately following the iris. This proﬁle evolves
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of 394.5-nm diode laser system and optics layout for Al optical pump-
ing experiment. The signal photodiode monitoring the polarizing beamsplitter cube reﬂection
is the primary signal detector; the transmitted channel is used for diagnostic purposes. Some
steering mirrors are not shown.
due to diﬀraction as it propagates to the experiment, resulting in the fringed downstream
images shown in Figure 3.6. It is not necessary for the experiment to have a ﬂat intensity
proﬁle at the atoms, however the beam proﬁle there must be known. To that end, the beam
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Figure 3.4: Zero-ﬁeld hyperﬁne spectrum of Al at 394.5 nm. The pair of closely-spaced peaks
at the center are ﬁt with a Voigt lineshape.
diﬀraction is simulated by numerically integrating the Green’s function. The simulated
intensity proﬁles are checked against the images, and then a simulated image is generated
for the point downstream corresponding to the cell mirror location. Since the beam evolves
for 10 cm both before and after this point, all the while interacting with the atoms, this is an
imperfect procedure. The optical pumping measurement is not limited by this uncertainty,
however, and it is suﬃcient to have approximate knowledge of the fringe period and depth.
To determine the stiﬀness of the system to the optical pumping perturbation, it is neces-
sary to compare the OD observed while pumping to that of the weak-probe limit of vanishing
laser intensity. Without separate knowledge of the aluminum density distribution, this limit
can only be extrapolated from measurements with low laser power. We measure the steady-
state OD over a range of powers, with each cooled ensemble of aluminum atoms individually
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Figure 3.5: Hyperﬁne spectrum of ∆mJ = −1 transitions from the mJ = +1/2 manifold
of nuclear spin states at B = 0.5 T. A very similar manifold of ∆mJ = +1 lines from
mJ = −1/2 states is found at opposite detuning. The alignment of the magnetic ﬁeld with
the laser propagation direction largely suppresses ∆mJ = 0 transitions. Some distortion of
the lineshape is caused by nonlinearity in the laser frequency sweep due to the rapid 200-Hz
diode grating scan.
probed several times within the diﬀusion lifetime. This approach controls for variation in
ablation yield and buﬀer gas density between separate realizations of the expeirment. We
modulate the laser power with an acousto-optical modulator (AOM), stepping between four
logarithmically-spaced levels in the pattern shown in Figure 3.7. The power is held constant
for 3 ms at each power level, the ﬁrst 1.5 ms of which are used to allow the system to reach
steady-state and which are ignored in the data analysis. The steady-state OD vs. power
data are ﬁt to a model function, which is then extrapolated to zero power. Details of this
ﬁtting procedure are discussed in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Observed and simulated optical pumping beam proﬁles at diﬀerent points along
the propagation axis. Diﬀraction from the iris aperture generates radial oscillations in the
beam proﬁle downstream. After conﬁrming that the simulations recreate the observed pat-
terns (see d = 44 cm images shown), the simulation is used to predict the pattern at the
cell mirror, the midpoint of the optical pumping path, where the beam cannot be directly
imaged. Additional optics are not shown; the full optics layout is shown in Figure 3.3. The
beam used for this diﬀraction comparison has much greater large-scale intensity variation
than that used in the optical pumping experiment.
3.4.3 Pump laser polarization
Each magnetic sublevel of the ground state of aluminum can make a ∆m = 0 transition to the
2S1/2 manifold or a transition to the upper state of opposite mJ . The pump laser is parallel
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Figure 3.7: (A) Raw photodiode signals, and (B) calculated transmission of probe laser
resonant with |mJ , mI〉 = |+1/2,+5/2〉 state of Al, taken with B = 0.5 T and T ≈ 800 mK.
The laser power is AOM-modulated to dwell 3 ms at each of four power levels. The OD
is reduced at higher power due to faster optical pumping. The inset enlarges the region
bounded in purple, which shows the timescale for the transmission to reach steady state
after the moment the power is changed (dotted lines).
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to the magnetic ﬁeld, and so cannot have the appropriate π-polarization to drive ∆m = 0
transitions. Therefore there is only one transition option from each sublevel of the ground
state: mJ = ±1/2 → ∓1/2. As the beam propagates parallel to the ﬁeld, right-circularly-
polarized light will be σ+-polarized; upon reﬂection from the cell mirror the polarization
handedness will invert, so that the beam is then propagating antiparallel to the ﬁeld and
remains σ+-polarized. Similarly, initially left-circularly-polarized light is σ−-polarized. Thus
each ground state sublevel interacts with only one circular polarization.
Engineering the laser polarization to address atoms in the cell is complicated by birefrin-
gence in the multiple windows between the atoms and room temperature optics. The four
fused silica windows are mounted on the cell, the helium bath, the liquid-nitrogen-cooled
radiation shield and the outer dewar, and are referred to as the cell window, 4-K window,
77-K window, and 300-K window, respectively. The cell window4 is epoxied into a close-
ﬁtting G-10 tube; the other three5 are mounted with clamps. Mechanical stresses due to
attachment and thermal contraction are signiﬁcant, and can cause linear birefringence in
excess of the room-temperature unstressed material speciﬁcations. In addition, the Faraday
eﬀect induces circular birefringence in fused silica in high magnetic ﬁelds [99], primarily in
the cell window. Measurements of the combined eﬀect are shown in Figure 3.8.
In addition to birefringence in optics, the atomic ensemble itself is birefringent in the mag-
netic ﬁeld due to its polarization-sensitive absorption. For very high OD , resonant linearly
polarized light will be half absorbed, leaving a single circular polarization. Furthermore, if
the light is detuned from resonance then the dispersive ensemble will phase-shift one circular
polarization with respect to the other, rotating the linear polarization. This nonresonant
eﬀect is especially important when optics between the atoms and detector are polarization
4Glass Fab Inc.: UV fused silica, 1◦ wedge both sides, 0.5 in thick (thin end).
5CVI Melles-Griot: UV fused silica, 0.5◦ wedge one side, 0.5 in thick (thick end).
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Figure 3.8: Polarization rotation due to linear and magnetic circular birefringence (Faraday
eﬀect) in UV fused silica dewar windows. Linearly polarized light is transmitted through a
polarizing beamsplitter cube, after which it passes through the 300-K, 77-K, 4-K and cell
windows twice each—going in and coming out—and is incident on the same cube. Both
polarization outputs are monitored by photodiodes. The magnetic ﬁeld axis of the plot
refers to the maximum Helmholtz ﬁeld in the cell. The nonzero reﬂection at zero-ﬁeld is due
to linear birefringence under mechanical and thermal stresses; the ﬁeld-dependent rotation
is the Faraday eﬀect, primarily in the cell window.
sensitive, since rotations can cause more or less light to reach the detector and be mistak-
enly interpreted as weaker or stronger absorption. It is even possible for such rotations to
result in more light reaching the detector than in the case of no atoms in the cell—apparent
negative absorption, also referred to as “extra light.” This eﬀect is discussed in more detail
in Appendix C.
The Faraday eﬀect and the atomic birefringence are the dominant eﬀects. Both are
forms of circular birefringence and thus can be mitigated by the use of pure circular pump
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laser polarization, so that no diﬀerential phase is accumulated. A quarter-wave plate is
used for this purpose (see Figure 3.3), converting the linear polarization exiting a polarizing
beamsplitter cube into circular polarization and then converting the reﬂected beam back
to the opposite linear polarization. The wave plate is left untouched for observation of
both ground state sublevels, but the ﬁeld direction is reversed between the two so that
the polarization remains correct for addressing the atoms. In this conﬁguration, dispersive
phase shifts have a minimal impact on the detected intensity. Some eﬀect remains due to
the windows’ linear birefringence, but the polarization remains >90% pure and the eﬀect
on OD is small even for large phase accumulation. As a precaution, however, only data for
which resonant OD < 0.3 is considered for analysis.
3.4.4 Momentum transfer cross section calibration
In addition to the optical pumping experiment, a comparison was made between diﬀusion
of aluminum and manganese in order to determine σd,Al, similar to the procedure with
antimony described in Section 2.3.1. In an improvement over the antimony case, however, the
aluminum nitride and manganese targets were simultaneously ablated to ensure an identical
buﬀer gas environment. Alternately, either the aluminum or manganese detection laser was
directed through the cell and to the photodiodes. The extracted diﬀusion times are shown
in Figure 3.9 along with exponential decay curves with a shared time constant τb for decay
of the buﬀer gas density. The resulting exponential amplitudes from the ﬁt are used to
determine the thermally averaged cross section ratio σd,Al–3He/σd,Mn–3He using Equation 2.8.
This ratio is found to be 1.13(2) at 800 mK, which implies σd,Al = 1.1× 10−14 cm2 [58] and
kd = 8.8× 10−11 cm3 s−1 at T = 820 mK.
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Figure 3.9: Diﬀusion time comparison of Al and Mn to determine the momentum transfer
cross sections ratio σd,Al–3He/σd,Mn–3He. The two ﬁts share the same exponential decay time
constant. The data are taken with the laser scanning, and the diﬀusion times plotted are
from exponential ﬁts to integrated scans. The two data points at each time are separate
analyses considering only one of the two portions of the triangle wave scan—upscans or
downscans. Any scan hysteresis is suﬃciently small to not aﬀect the integrated spectra.
3.5 Data analysis
3.5.1 Data processing
For each ablation pulse, the photodiodes shown in Figure 3.3 monitor the intensity of both
the pump laser exiting the cell (the signal beam) and of a reference beam split from the pump
before the dewar. The ratio of the two, normalized to unity in the absence of absorption,
is the transmission of the atomic ensemble (Figure 3.7B). The transmission data is collated
by power level into four separate data sets, which are individually ﬁt over the same time
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Figure 3.10: Data processing procedure to determine the system’s response to optical pump-
ing. (A) Data separated by power level is ﬁt to exponential decay with a shared τd, and (B)
the OD from these ﬁts is ﬁt to Equation 3.16. Only data with OD < 0.3 is used in order to
avoid saturation eﬀects.
interval to diﬀusive exponential decay of the form OD = OD0 exp (−t/τd),6 where OD0 and
τd are ﬁtting parameters. A weighted average of the four ﬁtted values of τd and associated
conﬁdence intervals is then computed to be the diﬀusion time for the aggregate data set.
Finally, the four individual data sets are then simultaneously ﬁt a second time with τd ﬁxed
at this average value to extract four values of OD0, the extrapolation of OD at t = 0
(Figure 3.10).
6more precisely, the transmission is ﬁt to exp(−OD) = exp (−OD0 exp (−t/τd))
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To facilitate comparison of the optical pumping response across varying experimental
parameters, the four values of OD0 from each ablation pulse are ﬁt to a model function:
OD(P ) = a
(
1− c
bP + 1
+ c
)
. (3.16)
The coeﬃcient a is for normalization and is not relevant to the optical pumping analysis.
The model function is a variation of the function in Equation 3.14. The oﬀset c has been
added as a ﬁtting parameter to accommodate deviations from the idealized form (such as
those caused by Zeeman broadening and by spatial variation of pump laser intensity) in
which the system’s response is not described by a single parameter b. The parameterization
in Equation 3.16 is not unique; however, it provides a good approximation. The resulting ﬁts
are generally excellent and give values of c . 0.1. An example ﬁt is shown in Figure 3.10B.
The model function ﬁts are used to predict the ratio OD(Pnorm)/OD(P → 0), which
gives the OD at a certain normalization power Pnorm relative to the weak-probe limit. This
deﬁnition allows for comparison across data sets despite pump power ﬂuctuations. OD(P →
0) is extrapolated from the ﬁts, and Pnorm is chosen to be within the range of power levels
used in the experiment. The precise value of Pnorm is not critical; it is chosen such that
OD(Pnorm)/OD(P → 0) ≈ 0.5 to maximize sensitivity to changes in the competing rates in
Equations 3.8–3.10.
Calculating uncertainties for OD(Pnorm) and OD(P → 0) is not trivial due to the trans-
mission noise spectrum. There are signiﬁcant components to the noise at frequencies ∼ τ−1d
that introduce error in the ﬁt parameters τd and OD0. Since these components cannot be
suﬃciently well-sampled during the decay time of a single data set, uncertainties computed
from individual ﬁts systematically underestimate the true uncertainty in these values. Sim-
ply put, the ﬁtting procedure will ﬁt noise features with small residuals even if the ﬁt deviates
greatly from where the noise-free data would lie. More accurate uncertainties are obtained
from the distribution of repeated measurements of the same quantity.
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To estimate this distribution, under each set of experimental conditions a null data set is
taken without ablation and the Fourier transform of is computed to obtain a noise spectrum.
That spectrum is then used to generate artiﬁcial noise, with identical frequency component
amplitudes to the null data set, but with random phases. The artiﬁcial noise is thus a
Fourier-transform-equivalent resampling of the original noise. The original ﬁtted values of
τd and OD0 are used to generate four noise-free OD vs. t curves, which are added to 4×100
independent sets of artiﬁcial noise. We ﬁt the resulting simulated data sets in precisely the
same manner as the original data (described above). The standard deviation of the 100 sets
of ﬁt parameters are taken as representative of the actual uncertainty in the original values.
This uncertainty is then propagated for the calculation of OD(Pnorm)/OD(P → 0) and is
used to determine the best-ﬁt parameters for numerical simulation of Equations 3.8–3.10, as
described in the next section. An example data set with error bars is shown in Figure 3.11.
3.5.2 Numerical simulation of optical pumping
To interpret the data, Equations 3.8–3.10 are solved numerically to obtain N+, N− and N3/2
as a function of time and space. Expressed in experimental parameters, the optical pumping
rate is
Γp = 2
(
s0(r)A
2FD
)
, (3.17)
where s0(r) = I(r)/Isat is the spatially-varying saturation parameter of the pump beam
intensity proﬁle I(r), A = 4.99 × 107 s−1 is the Einstein coeﬃcient for the 2P1/2 → 2S1/2
transition, and FD is the reduction factor due to Doppler broadening (Section 3.3). The
factor of 2 is due to the pump beam passing through the atoms twice. Similarly, using
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Figure 3.11: Optical pumping data taken at T = 820 mK with B = 4 T, normalized to
s0 = 5×10−4. Also plotted are predictions simulated for the following parameter values: γm =
1,099, γJ = 536 and f+ = 0.69. A minimum error-normalized residual σr is computed for
each data point to appropriately account for the 2D error bars. The procedure for each
point is as follows. An ellipse with major and minor axes equal to the vertical and horizontal
error bars is drawn around the point. The ellipse is expanded until it intersects with the
simulated curve, and σr is taken to be this expansion factor, which may be less than 1. This
procedure for determining the residual gives equal weight to error in both dimensions. The
inset enlarges the boxed region to show an example of this procedure.
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Equations 1.4 and 2.4 the inelastic collision rates can be expressed as
Γm = nbkm =
nbkd
γm
=
3π
32
1
γm
(v¯2G) τd (3.18)
and
ΓJ =
3π
32
1
γJ
(v¯2G) τd, (3.19)
where γm and γJ are the ratios of the momentum transfer rate coeﬃcient kd to the inelastic
collision rate coeﬃcients km and kJ for mJ - and J-changing collisions, respectively.
It is important to note that these two rate coeﬃcients refer to collisions of atoms in
diﬀerent ﬁne-structure states: km refers to mJ -changing collisions of
2P1/2 atoms and km to
J-changing collisions of 2P3/2 atoms. For purposes of analysis, however, the ratios γm and
γJ both express these rate coeﬃcients relative to the same
2P1/2 state momentum transfer
rate coeﬃcient kd. The reason for this is that the experiment has access only to ground
state elastic collisions (through the diﬀusion time τd) and not those involving
2P3/2 atoms.
The ratios γm and γJ are the quantities determined by the optical pumping experiment.
Calculations of kd for the ground state give a value roughly 40% larger than for the
2P3/2
state due to the presence of a collision resonance in the experimental temperature range.
Separate measurement of kd = 8.8 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 (Section 3.4.4) allows the rates km and
kJ to be determined.
Finally, diﬀusion is included in the numerical simulation using the cylindrically symmetric
diﬀusion equation [51],
D∇2N(r, t) = D1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂N(r, t)
∂r
)
= N˙(r, t), (3.20)
where the diﬀusion constant D is given in Equation 2.4. The spatial proﬁles for all three
state populations are evolved forward in time in discrete steps. For each step, the probability
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Figure 3.12: Spatial simulation of Al optical pumping, diﬀusion and Zeeman relaxation. The
parameters used are: T = 820 mK, B = 3 T, D = 5 mm2/ms, s0 = 5 × 10−4, f+ = 0.7,
and a uniform pump beam of diameter 3.9 mm (dashed lines). (A) For slower relaxation,
diﬀusion plays a dominant role, and the region beyond the beam is steadily depleted of LFS
atoms; (B) rapid relaxation causes the distribution to reach steady state more rapidly, and
with larger LFS population in the beam.
of an atom undergoing an optical or inelastic transition is computed locally. An example
of this spatial evolution is shown in Figure 3.12. The OD is calculated by integrating the
atom density over the beam proﬁle. OD is normalized to 1 when optical pumping begins
at t = 0, at which time the spatial distribution is given by the lowest-order diﬀusion mode
(Equation 2.3).
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The simulated OD vs. time is integrated over the same interval of t = 1.5–2.9 ms that is
used for integrating the OD observed in the experiment. Since OD(t = 0) = 1, this integral
is equal to the ratio OD(P )/OD(P → 0), which is the same quantity extracted from the
data. The simulation is repeated for a range of τd inclusive of the experimental range. This
process is rather computationally intensive, so it would be impractical to employ it in a ﬁtting
routine. Instead, a set of simulations is generated over a matrix of values of the parameters
γm, γJ and the branching ratio f+/f−. For each element of this matrix, a goodness-of-ﬁt
criterion is computed by taking the sum of squares of residuals from the simulation curve.
To appropriately account for the 2D error bars, minimum 2D error-normalized residuals are
computed as shown in Figure 3.11.
One additional free parameter, a scaling factor for the total pump laser power, is included
to account for imperfect knowledge of experimental parameters. The numerical solution to
Equations 3.8–3.10 is sensitive to: pump beam size, intensity proﬁle and detuning from reso-
nance; Doppler and Zeeman broadening; and absorption and birefringence in optical elements
within the cryogenic environment. While each eﬀect is carefully investigated, compounding
measurement uncertainties can cause a vertical oﬀset of the simulated curves to the data.
The additional free parameter, which is generally .2, accounts for such eﬀects, many of
which mimic an adjustment of pump power.
Because there may be several minima of the goodness-of-ﬁt matrix, and since the residuals
from this ﬁtting procedure are not normally distributed (because the problem is nonlinear),
conﬁdence intervals are computed for the ﬁtting parameters using a bootstrapping procedure.
The procedure is as follows: (1) we resample equal-sized data set from the original with
replacement (e.g., the data set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} might be resampled as {2, 1, 3, 2, 5}); (2) we
re-compute the goodness-of-ﬁt matrix using the resampled data and ﬁnd its minimum (best
ﬁt); (3) we perform steps (1) and (2) 100 times. We take the median and conﬁdence intervals
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Figure 3.13: Inelastic collision parameters extracted—the mJ -changing collision ratio γm, J-
changing collision ratio γJ , and J-changing collision LFS-state branching fraction f+—from
unbounded ﬁtting of optical pumping data to numerical simulation. The parameter f+ is
poorly constrained by the ﬁts, which introduces systematic bias to push γm and γJ toward
one another. Also shown are theoretical calculations by Tscherbul (dashed) [95].
of the resulting distribution of 100 best-ﬁt sets of parameter values to be representative of
the true best-ﬁt parameters and their statistical uncertainty.
3.5.3 Results from fitting data to simulation
Best-ﬁt parameters for the collision ratios γm, γJ and the branching fraction f+ = 1 − f−
with bootstrapped conﬁdence intervals are presented in Figure 3.13. It is clear from the
large uncertainty in f+ that this parameter is poorly constrained by the data. This fact
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is conﬁrmed by the simulation: if f+ is set to extremes of 0 or 1, the primary eﬀect is to
enhance the distinction between optically pumping the two diﬀerent ground state sublevels
(the solid red and dashed blue curves in Figure 3.11). Otherwise, there is little eﬀect on the
functional form of the data as a function of diﬀusion time. Furthermore, variation in f+ is
mimicked by adjustment of the relative contributions of mJ - vs. J-changing collisions (i.e.,
γm vs. γJ). Therefore, allowing f+ to vary freely in the ﬁt from 0 to 1 confuses these eﬀects
in the ﬁtting procedure and introduces a systematic bias forcing γm and γJ toward the same
value.
There is, however, a priori justiﬁcation for constraining the value of f+. The branching
fraction is determined by the mJ dependence of the interaction Hamiltonian in Equation 3.3.
Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst 3-j symbol evaluated form′J = ±1/2 gives ratios of f+ = 0.8, 0.6, 0.4 and
0.2 for J-changing transitions from the mJ = +3/2, +1/2, −1/2 and −3/2 sublevels of the
2P3/2 manifold, respectively. The exact calculation of the scattering matrix, however, will be
signiﬁcantly aﬀected by resonant behavior and higher-order couplings that mix these ratios
(to push f+ toward 0.5, on average). Nevertheless, for decay from the upper mJ = +3/2
state, the value of f+ is expected to be almost 0.8.
This argument is borne out by the calculations of Tscherbul [95]. To test the sensitivity
of the theory to error in the potential, calculations were performed three times with the
interaction potentials scaled by a factor λ of 1, 1.05 and 0.95, respectively. The resulting
values of f+ for collisions of atoms in the mJ = −3/2 sublevel are shown as a function of
magnetic ﬁeld in Figure 3.14. There is no obvious trend with respect to magnetic ﬁeld or
λ. Instead, the values appear more or less randomly distributed around a mean of 0.716,
as would be expected from averaging over the contributions from multiple collision reso-
nances. Performing the bootstrapping procedure again with the simulation constrained to
this mean value yields the orange points in Figure 3.15, which are in better agreement with
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Figure 3.14: Theoretical calculations by Tscherbul [95] of the LFS state branching fraction
f+ for J-changing Al–
3He collisions from the mJ = −3/2 sublevel of the 2P3/2 state. Results
are shown for diﬀerent values of the scaling factor λ. The values appear randomly distributed
around a mean of 0.716 (dotted), showing no obvious trend with respect to magnetic ﬁeld
or λ. The solid orange line gives the prediction of the thermally-averaged model given in
Equations 3.21 and 3.22.
the calculated values, presumably from removing the systematic bias of the unconstrained
ﬁt.
For the lowest ﬁelds of the experiment, especially B = 0.5 T, there is a nonnegligible
thermal population in mJ > −3/2 sublevels of the 2P3/2 state at the experimental tempera-
ture of 820 mK. The branching fraction f+ should diﬀer for J-changing collisions of atoms in
the diﬀerent sublevels, even if all sublevels are assumed to share the same total J-changing
collision rate. At B = 0.5 T, where <50% of atoms are in the lowest 2P3/2 sublevel, ﬁxing f+
to 0.716 likely introduces error into the result. To address this, a thermally-averaged value
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Figure 3.15: Inelastic collision parameters extracted—the mJ -changing collision ratio γm and
J-changing collision ratio γJ—from ﬁtting of optical pumping data to numerical simulation
with the J-changing branching fraction f+ unconstrained (blue circles), ﬁxed at f+ = 0.716
(magenta squares), and ﬁxed at f+ = f˜+ (orange triangles, Equations 3.21 and 3.22). Theo-
retical calculations by Tscherbul [95] (dashed lines) are given for Al–3He interaction potential
scaling factor λ = 1, 1.05 and 0.95. Fixing f+ gives better agreement with theory.
f˜+ was computed for each ﬁeld using the function
f˜+ = 0.5 +
(
0.716− 0.5
0.8− 0.5
)
× (〈f+〉th − 0.5) (3.21)
〈f+〉th =
∑
mJ
NmJ (T ) f+, (3.22)
where f+ is the branching fraction calculated from the ﬁrst 3-j symbol in Equation 3.3,
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Table 3.3: Thermally-averaged J-changing collision LFS-state branching fractions for T =
820 mK used to constrain ﬁtting of optical pumping data to numerical simulations. 〈f+〉th
and f˜+ are deﬁned in Equations 3.21 and 3.22. f˜+ is plotted in Figure 3.14.
Magnetic
Field (T)
〈f+〉th f˜+
0.5 0.626 0.591
2 0.775 0.698
4 0.797 0.714
6 0.800 0.716
ranging from 0.8 to 0.2, and NmJ (T ) is the fractional thermal population at temperature
T . This calculation of f˜+ uses a simple model for the resonance-averaged thermal branching
fraction that assumes the result of the mJ = −3/2 calculations—namely, the comparison
of 0.716 (the mean value of calculations) to 0.8 (the 3-j symbol prediction)—is indicative
of how collision resonances push the value of f+ toward 0.5 for collisions of atoms in any
sublevel. The theoretical justiﬁcation for f˜+ is weak, but it likely is more accurate than
using the resonance-free prediction 〈f+〉th or the lowest-sublevel-only value of f+ = 0.716.
Values of f˜+ are shown in Figure 3.14 and given in Table 3.3 along with 〈f+〉th. Repeating
the bootstrapping procedure using f+ = f˜+ yields the orange triangles in Figure 3.15. The
parameters using this approach diﬀer beyond the ﬁtting error from the f+ = 0.716 values
only for B = 0.5 T, for which they give the best agreement with the calculated values. All
ﬁtting results are also summarized in Table 3.4.
It is important to consider the possibility that J-changing transitions from thermally
populated mJ > −3/2 states in the 2P3/2 manifold will diﬀer not only in f+, but also in
kJ , the J-changing collision rate coeﬃcient. This would cause the experiments at low ﬁeld
to measure a thermally-averaged contribution of the diﬀerent values of kJ and confuse the
comparison to theory. In the absence of resonances, however, the form of Equation 3.3 implies
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Table 3.4: Summary of inelastic parameter ﬁtting results at T = 820 mK for the diﬀerent
treatments of f+ described in the text, with 68% conﬁdence intervals in parentheses.
f+ unconstrained
Magnetic
Field (T)
γm γJ
0.5 1854 (1589, 2059) 903 ( 736, 1028)
2 2028 (1686, 2557) 1337 (1167, 1662)
4 911 ( 536, 1491) 799 ( 443, 1240)
6 373 ( 256, 519) 549 ( 449, 630)
f+ = 0.716
Magnetic
Field (T)
γm γJ
0.5 1563 (1337, 1794) 1162 (1043, 1270)
2 2469 (1245, 3015) 654 ( 198, 978)
4 1204 ( 983, 1348) 495 ( 277, 692)
6 296 ( 241, 334) 611 ( 545, 672)
f+ = f˜+
Magnetic
Field (T)
γm γJ
0.5 2428 (2193, 2643) 511 ( 334, 724)
2 2482 (1905, 2921) 1011 ( 836, 1647)
Table 3.5: Summary of theoretical calculations by Tscherbul [95] for T = 820 mK with
interaction potential depths scaled by λ.
γm γJ
Magnetic
Field (T) λ = 1
1.05 0.95 λ = 1 1.05 0.95
0.5 4948 3367 7061 194 163 253
2 3905 2823 5377 308 235 316
3 2512 1913 3351 295 182 307
4 1610 1264 2125 265 159 252
5 1042 827 1383 235 201 249
6 694 552 932 258 196 268
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that the inelastic cross section does not vary dramatically between magnetic sublevels. In
addition, the thermal average over collision energies performed to obtain kJ and γJ will blur
any resonant behavior.
3.6 Conclusion
3.6.1 Comparison of experiment with theory
Theoretical calculations for the unscaled potential and for ±5% scaling are shown in Fig-
ure 3.15 along with the parameters extracted from ﬁtting the data to numerical simulations.
The theory values are also summarized in Table 3.5. The calculated magnetic ﬁeld depen-
dence of both γm and γJ is in good agreement with the data. The ∼ B−2 dependence of γm
in the range of B = 2–6 T reﬂects the increased ﬁne-structure state mixing as the magnetic
sublevels are Zeeman-shifted toward one another [95]. In the case of γJ , the J-changing
inelastic collisions are a small contribution to the rapid mJ -changing collisions in the
2P3/2
state (γm < 10 in this state [1]; see Table 3.1). Therefore, there is no simple ﬁeld dependence
and the form of γJ(B) is more heavily aﬀected by collision resonances that are sensitive to
the exact form of the potential. In general, the result is independent of magnetic ﬁeld in the
range calculated.
The magnitudes of the measured values of γm and γJ are in better agreement with
theory when the constrained ﬁtting procedure is used. It is likely that the unconstrained ﬁt
is systematically biased toward γm ∼ γJ . For the constrained-ﬁt data, the magnitude of γm
agrees very well with theory, especially for λ = 1.05, however the measured γJ is a factor of
∼3 larger than the calculated value. It is possible that this reﬂects residual systematic bias
of γJ → γm. For γJ ≪ γm, Equation 3.11 is only weakly dependent on ΓJ (if ∆f = f+ − f−
is not near zero), and hence its value is not as tightly constrained by the data in that case.
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3.6.2 Implications for future work with 2P atoms
The comparison of experiment and theory, and speciﬁcally the comparison as a function of
magnetic ﬁeld, gives strong evidence that the mechanism of Zeeman relaxation in the 2P1/2
system is indeed collisional mixing of the excited ﬁne-structure state. This adds conﬁdence to
the predictions of very large values of γ for collisions of gallium and indium (and metastable
halogens chlorine, bromine and iodine) with helium, with predictions ranging ∼104–109. The
theoretical picture applies to other S-state atoms, as well (although for collisions with atoms
with L > 0, Equation 3.3 is modiﬁed such that relaxation in the 2P1/2 state is not necessarily
forbidden at ﬁrst order). In the cases of indium and thallium, where the ground state is
isolated by 2,213 cm−1 and 7,793 cm−1, respectively, the Zeeman relaxation suppression
may extend to collisions of indium or thallium atoms with trapped ultracold alkali atoms if
the strength of the interaction potential does not exceed this splitting. This could allow for
sympathetic cooling of these atoms in a magnetic trap.
The large trap depth and volume available with a magnetic trap could translate into many
more ultracold atoms available for experiments. Species with poor collision properties have
few choices beyond optical dipole traps, which are limited in size and depth by practical
and technical limitations on laser power. The ability to laser cool Group 13 atoms has
already been demonstrated [27, 79, 80], and trapping is a natural next step. For some of
the proposed experiments with these atoms, especially precision measurements [81, 83, 84],
large atom numbers are important. The theory developed by Tscherbul et al. and conﬁrmed
experimentally here and in [1] has provided a potential route to reach that goal. In addition,
the discovery that collisions of these 2P atoms are robustly elastic may inspire future theory
and experiment for new uses for these unique systems.
Chapter 4
Rare-earth atom–atom collisions
4.1 Submerged-shell atoms
The previous two chapters gave examples of systems that run counter to the simple principle
that S-state atoms should uniquely exhibit robustly elastic collisions. In the case of antimony,
a nominally S-state atom was strongly aﬀected by relativistic spin-orbit coupling that rapidly
drove inelastic transitions; in the case of aluminum, a P -state atom, such inelastic transitions
were suppressed to below the case of antimony.
Another important and widespread exception to the uniqueness of S-state elasticity is
the set of so-called “submerged-shell” atoms that account for roughly a third of the periodic
table. Due to nonsequential ﬁlling of electronic orbitals, these atoms have valence electrons
that lie closer to the nucleus than do closed outer electron shells (those with higher principle
quantum number) [100]. In many cases, the inner valence electrons are highly anisotropic in
the ground state and the total atomic orbital angular momentum is large. During a collision
with helium, however, the interaction with the spherical outer electron distribution shields
this anisotropy, resulting in a nearly isotropic electrostatic interaction. This shielding was
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observed in many transition metal [63] and lanthanide rare-earth (RE) [2] atoms during
collisions with helium, demonstrating that electronic anisotropy does not necessarily imply
rapid inelastic collisions.
The shielding eﬀect leads to measured values of γ of 103–105 for many submerged shell
atoms [2, 63, 64]. This is in dramatic contrast to the inelasticity for an interaction domi-
nated by anisotropic valence electrons, as calculations predict for the unshielded 3P2 ground
state of oxygen [91] and the upper ﬁne-structure state of aluminum described in Chapter 3
[1] (see Table 3.1). The mechanism of submerged-shell anisotropy shielding has also been
explored theoretically and shown to indeed arise from the outermost ﬁlled s-orbital [3, 101].
Suppression of inelastic collisions in submerged-shell atoms was an exciting development,
particularly for the possibility of extending collisional cooling to a wide array of new atoms.
Elastic collisions with helium allowed for many new species to be buﬀer-gas cooled and
magnetically trapped [2].
The lanthanide RE atoms, in particular, exhibit very low inelastic collision rates in col-
liding with helium (γ > 104 [2]) and can be trapped in large numbers. The lanthanide series
is of signiﬁcant technical interest, as well, due to important and sometimes unique attributes
such as narrow transition linewidths useful for precision measurement [102, 103] and sub-
Doppler cooling [104, 105], and large magnetic moments with strong long-range interactions
that can be used to realize unique ultracold states [106–108] or implement quantum com-
puting schemes [109]. The discovery of anisotropy shielding in the RE–helium system laid
open the question of whether similar suppression would exist for RE–RE inelasticity, which
could allow for eﬃcient evaporative cooling and, for example, the creation of large quantum
degenerate ensembles of RE atoms using magnetic traps.
This chapter describes measurements of RE–RE Zeeman relaxation rates in two systems,
collisions between erbium atoms and those between thulium atoms. Both erbium and thulium
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have highly anisotropic valence electrons (the ground state terms are [Xe]4f 126s2(3H6) for
erbium and [Xe]4f 136s2(2F7/2) for thulium [110]) and have magnetic moments of µEr =
7 µB and µTm = 3.5 µB. We ﬁnd that both the erbium–erbium and thulium–thulium
relaxation rates are very large (γ . 10), in striking contrast to the RE–helium systems, and
we see no evidence that electronic interaction anisotropy is suppressed. This discovery helps
to draw boundaries on the submerged-shell model of anisotropy shielding, and implies that
evaporative cooling is likely impossible for L 6= 0 RE atoms in a magnetic trap.
4.2 Experimental design
4.2.1 Apparatus
The experimental cell used to measure RE–RE collisions (Figure 4.1) was originally built for
the creation of a buﬀer-gas cooled Bose-Einstein condensate of metastable helium-4, and is
described in detail in the thesis of Charlie Doret [111]. It has several features that are not
utilized for trapping RE atoms, including a valve to a pumpout chamber (which is left closed
for the experiments described here) and a radiofrequency (RF) discharge coil wound on the
outer cell surface. The experimental apparatus is otherwise largely similar to that used in
the previous two chapters. Helium-4 buﬀer gas is added to the cell from the waiting room
in the same manner and the same magnet coils surround the cell, except that in this case
they are conﬁgured in an anti-Helmholtz geometry to produce a quadrupole trapping ﬁeld.
Detection of ground-state erbium and thulium is accomplished by absorption spectrosco-
py with diode lasers. The transitions used are J = 6 → 7 and J = 6 → 5 for erbium at
400.9 nm and 415.2 nm, respectively, and J = 7/2→ 5/2 for thulium at 409.5 nm. A probe
beams is free-space coupled to the experimental dewar and then split to provide an intensity
reference for the absorption measurement. To minimize the noise due to vibration of the cell
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Figure 4.1: Experimental cell used for RE–RE collision measurements. The cell is described
in detail in [111].
mirror, a lens outside the dewar focuses the probe beam onto the mirror; upon reﬂection,
the beam is collimated by the same lens and then imaged onto the detector by an additional
lens to reduce variation in detected power (see Section 4.2.1 of [111]). The focusing in the
cell also ensures a small beam at the trap center, sharpening spectral features to improve
ﬁtting precision.
4.2.2 Buffer-gas cold loading of magnetic traps
As was previously demonstrated by Hancox et al., the low inelastic collision rates of erbium
and thulium with helium atoms makes it possible to trap these atoms. The previous experi-
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ments were performed with helium-3 buﬀer gas at a density of 8×1015 cm−3 in a copper cell
at ∼800 mK [2]. Under these conditions, the RE–helium collision rate is &7 × 105 s−1 and
lifetimes due to RE–helium Zeeman relaxation are limited to .100 ms, too rapid to observe
collisions between the trapped atoms. By using helium-4 buﬀer gas, the helium density can
be reduced after trap loading to achieve thermal isolation. This is done by ablating at high
helium density while heating the cell and then allowing the cell to cool to adsorb the buﬀer
gas onto the cell walls, a process that takes about 1 s due to the thermal response time of the
heat link to the dilution refrigerator (see Section 2.2.4). This method was applied to trap
and thermally isolate dysprosium atoms (µ = 9.93 µB, γ = 4.5 × 105), which were observed
for up to 20 s in the trap [72]. The loss mechanism for trapped dysprosium after cell cooling
was not identiﬁed in those experiments, however, and no deﬁnite conclusions were drawn
regarding collisions between dysprosium atoms.
An additional method called cold loading has been used in several cases to more rapidly
reduce the buﬀer gas density after ablation [30, 70, 112–114]. Cold loading consists simply of
ablation (or a YAG pulse in concert with a separate production method [114]) in a cell that is
initially cold enough to ensure a very low initial helium density (nb . 10
13 cm−3). Typically,
helium-4 is used. The energy of the ablation laser pulse desorbs a suﬃcient quantity of
helium to cool the ablated atoms, and the subsequent cell cooling causes this helium to be
readsorbed onto the cell walls. Desorbing with the ablation energy instead of a resistive
heater allows for less total energy to be added to the cell, and hence a faster return to pre-
ablation temperatures. This method was ﬁrst used for buﬀer-gas loading of chromium atoms
into a magnetic trap [112], demonstrating signiﬁcantly less cell heating, but also a reduced
trapped atom yield.
There is an important distinction to be made, however, between diﬀerent regimes of cold
loading that employ diﬀerent loading energies and cell construction. As described below, cold
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loading in a copper cell relies on a slow (second-scale) thermal connection to the refrigerator.
In contrast, cold loading in superﬂuid-jacketed G-10 cells can produce a transient buﬀer gas
density with a shorter lifetime (below 100 ms) while retaining a very large cell heat capacity
in the superﬂuid. This extension to the cold loading concept, used in the experiments
described here to trap erbium and thulium, is especially suited to moderate-γ species for
which minimizing helium collisions is critical for trapping.
We ﬁrst consider cold loading in a copper cell, which is not likely to be fundamentally
diﬀerent from traditional loading with a heating-cooling cycle, and diﬀers only in the total
energy used. Both processes increase the buﬀer gas density by heating the surfaces to which
helium is adsorbed. The deposited heat immediately begins to diﬀuse into the solid walls
of the cell by up to 3 mm on a timescale of ≈10 µs (Equation 2.7). This heat diﬀusion is
extremely rapid, far below the 1-ms timescale of ballistic transport across the cell. Hence
the cell wall surfaces have equilibrated with a large volume of copper (&50 cm3) before the
desorbed helium atoms return to the walls. If the ablation energy deposited is small, then
the heat capacity of this solid volume will ensure that the cell wall will be cold enough
to re-adsorb the helium. In this low-energy situation, buﬀer-gas cooling is not possible
because the necessary helium density [30] cannot develop. In the other regime of large
ablation energy, the entire cell will warm signiﬁcantly within the millisecond-scale thermal
diﬀusion time, and the increased helium density will be temporarily stable. Cooling of the
cell must now occur via conduction to the refrigerator—a situation not much diﬀerent from
the traditional heating-cooling cycle method of removing buﬀer gas [97, 112]. Cold loading
aims for the ideal intermediate energy, with just enough helium as necessary for buﬀer-
gas cooling. However, the large thermal conductivity of copper ensures that the entire cell
must be heated, subsequently requiring &1 s to cool signiﬁcantly. The trapped atoms will
experience collisions for this duration, which for minimal buﬀer-gas cooling densities near
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nb ≈ 1015 cm−3 implies more than 5× 104 collisions (assuming σd = 1014 cm2). For species
with γ ∼ 104, this will result in signiﬁcant losses due to inelastic collisions.
The cold-loading picture is diﬀerent in a cell constructed from low-thermal-conductivity
materials such as G-10, for which the diﬀusion of heat into the solid is slowed. As described
in Section 2.2.4, when the energy of ablation heats G-10 surfaces to desorb helium, the heat
will take ≈10 ms to diﬀuse 1 mm. For ablation energies of 1–10 mJ, the walls will heat
signiﬁcantly and sustain a high buﬀer gas density long enough for the ablated atoms to
reach equilibrium. Unlike copper cells, there can then be an additional heat capacity which
provides rapid cooling on the >30-ms time scale, but that does not play a role at shorter
times (Figure 2.5). One example of such a heat capacity is the superﬂuid helium jacket
surrounding the inner G-10 wall of the composite cells used in this thesis. The superﬂuid
has a very large heat capacity that exceeds that of the entire mass of G-10, and that of
the entire typical copper cell. Hence a modest ablation energy, after ﬁrst producing a high
helium density for ∼10 ms, will subsequently be rapidly absorbed into the cell’s heat capacity
to ensure a low cell temperature and good vacuum. We refer to this variation on cold loading
as pulsed-density cold loading.
Pulsed-density cold loading is used here to trap erbium and thulium atoms, which would
otherwise leave the trapped state after an average of γ = 4.3× 104 and 2.7× 104 collisions,
respectively [2], i.e., within less than 100 ms at a helium density of 1016 cm−3, assuming
a momentum transfer cross section σd = 10
14 cm2. The cell is held at ≈500 mK before
ablation, at which temperature the helium-4 saturated vapor density is <1014 cm−3 [59] and
insuﬃcient for buﬀer-gas cooling [30]. Erbium or thulium metal is ablated with pulse energy
of ≈5 mJ to ﬁll the trap. Figure 4.2 shows trapped spectra for both species, which are
compared to simulated spectra to determine the peak density in the trap. RE–RE collisional
loss of the trapped atoms is immediately apparent, with no evidence of loss due to RE–helium
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Figure 4.2: (A) Absorption spectrum of Er on the 400.9-nm (J = 6 → 7) transition in a
0.99-T (4.6 K) deep magnetic trap at 530 mK with a peak density of 4.6× 1010 cm−3. The
∆mJ = +1 Zeeman broadened peaks of the dominant isotopes are labeled. The sharper
peaks are ∆mJ = 0 transitions. Hyperﬁne constants could not be found for
167Er (I = 7/2,
23% abundance), and it is ignored in the spectrum simulation. Due to the substantial Zeeman
broadening, this does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the implied atom density and temperature. (B)
Spectrum of Tm on the 409.5-nm (J = 7/2 → 5/2) transition in a 3.3-T (8.8 K) deep trap
at 500 mK with a peak density of 3.8 × 1011 cm−3. Tm has a single isotope with I = 1/2
and known hyperﬁne splitting [115].
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Zeeman relaxation.
4.2.3 Inelastic collisional heating
Once the atoms have been loaded into the magnetic trap and the helium density has returned
to low levels (<1012 cm−3), the trapped ensemble is thermally isolated from the cell walls
with a RE–helium Zeeman relaxation lifetime >100 s. The trapped distribution is now free
to evolve on its own via RE–RE collisions: elastic collisions thermalize the trapped ensemble
and drive evaporation and cooling; and inelastic collisions cause trap loss and heating.1
Magnetically trapped systems are well-studied and are known to approach an equilibrium
temperature determined by the competition of evaporative cooling and inelastic heating
[116].
We ﬁrst consider evaporative cooling, the selective removal of high-energy atoms from an
equilibrating distribution. In the RE trapping cell described in Section 4.2.1, the trap depth
Utrap = µBtrap ≈ µ∂B∂r R is set by the magnetic ﬁeld at the inner surface of the cell wall of
radius R (the last equality is approximate because the ﬁeld deviates from a quadrupole near
the magnet coils at the trap edges). Trapped atoms in orbits that intersect the wall will
freeze there. If the trapping parameter η = µBtrap/kBT ≫ 1, then these large-orbit atoms
will carry away an energy Utrap+EK ≫ kBT and reduce the average energy of the remaining
atoms, where EK =
3
2
kBT is the average atomic kinetic energy. Elastic collisions
2 continually
thermalize the trapped ensemble to repopulate the tail of the Boltzmann distribution that
contains these high-energy atoms, providing an evaporative loss rate (in a quadrupole trap)
1Three-body collisions may play a role in addition to two-body collisions, but the densities
of the experiments described here are low enough that they are not observed.
2By convention, the phrase “elastic” is used here instead of “momentum transfer” to
match the literature on the subject. In this chapter, elastic collisions refer to those that
randomize the velocity of the two atoms.
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[116–118] of
Γevap = 4
√
2 η e−η Γel (4.1)
Γel =
∫
keln(r) d
3r
=
keln0(r)
8
(4.2)
where kel is the elastic collision rate coeﬃcient, n0 is the density at the trap center, and
Γel is the trap-averaged elastic collision rate. Equation 4.1 is valid in the limit of η ≫ 1.
Evaporation will continue indeﬁnitely to cool the trapped atoms, although the rate of cooling
will slow as η increases and it becomes increasingly unlikely for an elastic collision to provide
the energy necessary for an atom to leave the trap.
In any realistic system, evaporative cooling will compete with heating processes. Specif-
ically, Zeeman relaxation will cause heating due to the preferential loss of atoms in regions
of higher density and therefore lower potential energy. The heating rate can be calculated
from the diﬀerence between the average potential energy in the trap,
U¯ =
∫
µB(r)n(r) d3r∫
n(r) d3r
=
1
N
∫
µBtrap
(√
x2 + y2 + 4z2
R
)
n0 e
−η
√
x2+y2+4z2/R d3r
= 3kBT, (4.3)
and the average potential energy of atoms undergoing a two-body collision,
U¯coll =
∫
µB(r)n(r)2 d3r∫
n(r)2 d3r
=
3
2
kBT, (4.4)
where n0 is the density at the trap center and the ellipsoidal quadrupole ﬁeld geometry has
been used for both averages. Equations 4.3 and 4.4 show that the inelastically colliding
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atoms have on average half the mean potential energy, thus Zeeman relaxation increases
the average energy of the atoms that remain. This heating is exacerbated if the Zeeman
energy released in the collision is added back to the atomic ensemble. This can occur in
two ways: (1) if the cloud is collisionally thick (the mean free path is smaller than the cloud
size), such that the relaxed atoms, now in untrapped states, collide again elastically before
reaching the cell wall; or (2) if only one colliding partner relaxes and the other remains in
the trap, in which case half the energy will remain.
The competition of evaporative cooling and Zeeman relaxation heating will be balanced
at a certain cloud temperature Teq where the heating and cooling rates are balanced, corre-
sponding to an equilibrium trapping parameter ηeq. This parameter is calculated by equating
the rates of cooling and heating in the trap and assuming a equilibrated trap distribution.
The value of ηeq depends only on the trapping geometry and the elastic-to-inelastic collision
ratio γ. This dependence is shown in Figure 4.3, taken from [118]. In general, it will take the
cloud a long time to approach ηeq, but the concept is useful for determining which direction
the temperature will evolve from a given point.
In the experiments with erbium and thulium, after loading the trap the transient density
of buﬀer gas continues to cool the trapped atoms until thermal isolation is achieved. This
leaves the atoms initially at a rather high η & 9. Once thermal contact to the cell is broken,
the atom temperature is observed to increase considerably, as shown in Figure 4.4. If the cell
is then heated suddenly to desorb helium gas, the atom temperature is observed to decrease
dramatically, with an associated increase in density. Such behavior implies that without cell
heating Teq is well above the cell temperature, and hence ηeq is quite low.
It is diﬃcult to measure Zeeman relaxation precisely while the cloud temperature and
density are evolving. Indeed, when far from equilibrium, Equations 4.3 and 4.4 imply that the
cloud temperature roughly doubles in one relaxation time constant τR = γ/Γel. In actuality,
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Figure 4.3: Equilibrium trapping parameter ηeq as a function of the ratio γ of elastic and
inelastic collision cross sections, taken from [118].
however, the density of the warming atom cloud rapidly drops (n ∝ T−3 in a quadrupole
trap), which drives a corresponding drop in the collision rate that stiﬂes inelastic loss and the
rate of heating. In order to make an accurate measurement of the inelastic collision rate at a
given temperature, it is more straightforward to thermally pin the trapped ensemble to the
cell walls. This is accomplished in the experiment by heating the cell to ensure that there
are just enough helium collisions to maintain thermal contact without causing signiﬁcant
RE–helium inelastic trap loss. In this ideal helium density range, the observed loss rate
follows a stable constant-temperature two-body decay proﬁle. At higher densities, one-body
loss due to RE–helium collisions is apparent; at lower densities, the cloud heats and the loss
rate stalls. This transition can be seen in the decay proﬁles of trapped thulium plotted in
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Figure 4.4: Inelastic heating of Er trapped in a 1.65-T deep trap in a ≈ 500 mK cell. Each
trace is an average of scans over the time range given in the legend, normalized to peak
OD = 1. The increasing width of the tall ∆mJ = +1 spectral feature from 0 to 3 s shows
the heated atoms moving to higher magnetic ﬁeld in the trap. At t = 3 s, a 3-ms pulse of
≈5-W RF power is sent to a coil surrounding the cell, causing heating that desorbs helium
to reestablish thermal contact and cool the trapped atoms (horizontal red arrow). The inset
shows data for the same conditions, but with the probe laser frequency held ﬁxed at the
spectral peak. The surge in density marked by the blue arrow is due to the rapid cooling of
the atoms. The relative strength of the ∆mJ = −1 peak (black arrow) is similar at times just
after ablation and just after re-cooling, suggesting similar fractions of atoms with mJ < J .
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Figure 4.5.
4.3 Results and analysis
4.3.1 Measurement of RE–RE Zeeman relaxation
The density of the trapped atomic ensemble is determined by comparing trapped spectra
to simulated spectra. The simulation uses a calculated 3D magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle and in-
corporates the eﬀects of probe beam size, polarization and oﬀset from the trap center (the
simulation is described in detail in [113]). The spectra are analyzed to ensure that the tem-
perature is stable, under which condition the peak spectral OD can be taken as proportional
to the atomic density at the trap center. This peak OD is monitored over time to determine
the density decay proﬁle.
At constant temperature, the trapped atomic density obeys the rate equation
n˙(r, t) = −[fevap(η)kel + kR]n(r, t)2, (4.5)
where kel and kR are the elastic collision and Zeeman relaxation rate coeﬃcients, respectively,
and fevap is the fraction of elastic collisions that drive an atom out of the trap. We maintain
T low enough to ensure fevap < 1% so that elastic RE–RE collisions do not signiﬁcantly
contribute to atom loss. Ignoring the ﬁrst term in Equation 4.5, we solve for n(r, t), spatially
integrate over the quadrupole trap distribution, and take the reciprocal to reach the simple
two-body decay result:
1
n0(t)
≡ 1
n(r = 0, t)
=
1
n0(t = 0)
+
kRt
8
. (4.6)
Plotting n−10 versus time yields a straight line of slope kR/8. Data for erbium and thulium
decay are plotted in this manner in Figure 4.6 and ﬁt to Equation 4.6. Additionally, com-
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Figure 4.5: Trapped Tm decay (plotted as the reciprocal of the peak trapped atom density)
for diﬀerent levels of constant cell heating. Large applied power generates a high helium
density, which results in Tm–He loss that appears as exponential growth on this plot (e.g.,
red stars). For low applied power, the cooling from elastic Tm–He collisions is insuﬃcient to
overcome Tm–Tm inelastic heating, which appears as sublinear behavior on this plot (e.g.,
brown circles). At 10.5 mW applied power (black squares), the data ﬁt well to Tm–Tm loss
at a constant temperature (Equation 4.6, which predicts a straight line). The dashed curves
are ﬁts to a combination of Tm–Tm and Tm–He loss processes. The cell temperature remains
stable over the duration of the measurement due to the weak dependence on heating in the
refrigerator; the cell temperature (in equilibrium) is given by T ≈ (AQ˙ + T 4MC)1/4, where Q˙
is the applied heat, A is a constant, and TMC ≪ T is the mixing chamber temperature (see
Section 2.2.1).
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Figure 4.6: Decay of trapped (A) erbium and (B) thulium. The vertical axis is the reciprocal
of the peak atom density determined from spectra. The solid red line is a ﬁt to Equation 4.6,
for decay only from RE–RE collisions. The dashed blue line is a ﬁt to the exponential decay
expected for loss only due to collisions with a constant helium density. The excellent ﬁts to
Equation 4.6 indicate that the atom loss is due to RE–RE collisions.
bined ﬁts were made with free parameters for both RE–RE and RE–helium collisional loss
processes. These combined ﬁts yielded RE–helium decay rates consistent with zero, con-
ﬁrming that the observed loss is due to Zeeman relaxation collisions between the trapped
atoms. The values of kR given by ﬁts to Equation 4.6 are 1.5(0.2)×10−10 cm3 s−1 for erbium
and 5.7(1.5) × 10−11 cm3 s−1 for thulium, with accuracy limited by the density calibration
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determined from spectra.
4.3.2 Discussion of systematic errors
Observed two-body decay rates of trapped atoms can diﬀer from the true Zeeman relaxation
rates for several reasons. For example, angular momentum exchange is another inelastic
process in addition to Zeeman relaxation that can change the projection of J through a
collision. Since the total mJ of the colliding particles is conserved in the exchange collision,
this exchange typically proceeds rapidly even in isotropic systems [119]. Since the ground
states of both erbium and thulium have J > 1, the trapped atom population can be spread
over a distribution of mJ > 0 states. Observation of ∆mJ = 0 spectral lines using the
415.2-nm (J = 6 → 5) transition of erbium conﬁrms that a signiﬁcant fraction of trapped
atoms (> 20%) have mJ < J (see Figure 4.7).
Yet while angular momentum exchange collisions likely occur between the RE atoms
trapped in these experiments, these collisions cannot cause the observed decay. In the absence
of Zeeman relaxation, electronic angular momentum exchange collisions will tend to purify
the atomic ensemble towards the stretched mJ = J state as low-mJ collision products leave
the trap. The stability of observed spectral features with time implies that this is not the
case here. Furthermore, since these collisions conserve the total mJ , they cannot cause loss
to untrapped states without also populating more strongly-trapped states. This would cause
a net increase in absorption, which also is not observed. Nuclear spin exchange collisions,
in contrast, which reduce mJ while increasing mI , could lead to trap loss. However, the
isotopic distribution of erbium gives a majority of I = 0 atoms, and the nuclear spin I = 1/2
of thulium is insuﬃcient to explain the degree of loss observed. Furthermore, measured
nuclear spin exchange rates in other submerged-shell atoms with only I > 0 isotopes suggest
nuclear spin exchange to be too slow to explain the loss observed here [97, 120]. Therefore,
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Figure 4.7: Spectrum of Er near 1 K in a 2.64-T deep trap using the 415.2-nm J → J − 1
transition. The sharp ∆mJ = 0 peak (red arrow) is evidence ofmJ < J = 6 state population,
as this transition is forbidden for the stretched state. The simulated spectrum is for equal
populations of the mJ = 6, 5 and 4 states. For computational simplicity, only one hyperﬁne
state of 167Er is included, which enhances the peak marked by the black arrow. Appropriately
including all nuclear spin states will reduce its height.
neither electronic nor nuclear angular momentum exchange processes are responsible for the
erbium and thulium loss; rather, it is indeed caused by Zeeman relaxation.
Even so, the apparent density decay rate can still underestimate the true Zeeman relax-
ation rate due to the population in non-stretched states. There is signiﬁcant uncertainty in
how this population is distributed, because the absorption measurement depends only on
the sum of all sublevel contributions. This presents a calibration problem for the Zeeman
relaxation measurement. Each sublevel population has a unique spatial distribution that de-
pends on the sublevel’s magnetic moment µ = gJmJµB. Therefore, uncertainty in the state
distribution causes uncertainty in the density n(r), and in turn, in the spatially-varying Zee-
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man relaxation rate ΓR(r) = kR n(r). Since the observed trap loss is only the trap-averaged
rate, measuring kR requires knowledge of the mJ -state distribution.
This distribution is determined by several factors. Initially, the ablated atoms are equally
distributed over all mJ states. Untrapped states with mJ ≤ 0 are rapidly lost. The states
with the lowest positive values ofmJ are only weakly trapped (η < 4.5 at maximum magnetic
ﬁeld) and evaporate quickly, especially in the presence of thermalizing helium collisions.
Other states, however, will evaporate slowly enough that they remain in the trap throughout
the Zeeman relaxation measurement. Meanwhile, Zeeman relaxation on average causes mJ
to decrease for one or both atoms during an inelastic collision, which repopulates states with
positive mJ < J as they evaporate. At ﬁnite temperature, thermal excitations will also
occur, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Finally, the electronic angular momentum exchange
collisions discussed above will cause mixing of the mJ -state distribution and in general speed
it toward equilibrium. Lacking a deﬁnitive measurement of the state distribution, all these
eﬀects combined can introduce signiﬁcant systematic error to the measurement of kR that
comes from simply applying Equation 4.6.
4.3.3 Simulation of trap dynamics
To study the impact of the eﬀects described in the previous section on the measured Zee-
man relaxation rates, we perform numerical simulations of the trap dynamics. Population in
multiple magnetic sublevels will cause a deviation from Equation 4.6. The three dominant
eﬀects are: (1) the spatial integration of Equation 4.5 depends on the cumulative density
proﬁle n(r) =
∑
mJ
nmJ (r); (2) thermal excitations occasionally drive relaxation away from
equilibrium; and (3) the so-called “Zeeman cascade” of inelastic transitions to still-trapped
states will require that more than one collision, on average, is necessary for atoms to leave
the trap. The simulation is not intended to be a precise model of these eﬀects—its accuracy
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is limited by uncertainty in the state distribution, as well as in the state-speciﬁc inelastic
collision rates and helium density. Instead, the simulation is constructed to investigate the
range of simulated parameters that produce trap decay proﬁles consistent with the experi-
ment. This range is then used to determine an overall estimate of systematic error in the
measurement of kR.
Since there are a large number of particles at high η in the trap, the simulation expresses
the density and collision rates as continuous variables in a series of rate equations. Elastic
collisions with both helium and other trapped atoms are assumed to be rapid enough to
thermalize the distribution, since no signiﬁcant spectral deformation is observed. Inelastic
collisions, both angular momentum exchange and relaxation, are assumed to proceed with the
same rate coeﬃcients kex and kR for all sublevels. These collisions may, however, prudentially
cause transitions to certain ﬁnal states. This is accounted for by including selection rules
that vary from 0 (ﬁnal state not allowed) to 1 (ﬁnal state maximally allowed). In the case of
Zeeman relaxation, we expect that transitions of |∆mJ | ≤ 2 will be favored for the following
a priori reasons: For relaxation driven by electronic interaction anisotropy, the coupling
to more distant mJ states is a higher-order process, as demonstrated theoretically for the
thulium–helium and oxygen–helium systems [91, 121]. Similarly, the magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction couples states of ∆mJ = ±1 to ﬁrst order [47]. For either mechanism, such
selection rules would imply that trapped states of high-J atoms like erbium and thulium will
often relax to still-trapped states.
The inelastic collision rates are calculated as follows. First, the rate of electronic angular
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momentum exchange, which conserves the total mJ of the colliding partners, is given by
(n˙mJ )ex =
kex
2
∑
m′
J
∑
m′′
J
∑
m′′′
J
[
β|m′′
J
−mJ |δ[(mJ +m
′
J )− (m′′J +m′′′J )]
× (nm′′
J
nm′′′
J
− nmJnm′J
)]
, (4.7)
where kex is the exchange rate coeﬃcient, δ[x] is the Kronecker delta that vanishes for
x 6= 0 and is otherwise unity, and β|∆mJ | is the selection rule for exchange that changes the
projection of J on the ﬁeld axis by ∆mJ . The factor of 1/2 accounts for double-counting in
the summation. Second, the Zeeman relaxation rate is given by
(n˙mJ )R = kR nmJ

 ∑
m′
J
<mJ
αmJ ,m′J
(
nm′
J
exp
(
−(mJ −m
′
J )gJµBB
kBT
)
− nmJ
)
+
∑
m′
J
>mJ
αmJ ,m′J
(
nm′
J
− nmJ exp
(
−(m
′
J −mJ)gJµBB
kBT
)) , (4.8)
where αmJ ,m′J is the selection rule for relaxation mJ → m′J . Thermal excitations have been
included in Equation 4.8. Inelastic RE–helium collisions occur rarely and are ignored in the
simulation.
Additionally, the simulation calculates the loss rates for evaporation due to elastic colli-
sions. Equation 4.1 is used to determine the evaporation rate from RE–RE collisions, while
RE–helium evaporation is given by
ΓHe evap = ΓRE–He ǫ (M,m) f (η) , (4.9)
where ΓRE–He = nbσdv¯ is the RE–helium collision rate,
ǫ (M,m) =
Mm
(M +m)2
(4.10)
is the energy transfer eﬃciency in a collision between two masses M and m [51], and
f (η) ≈
(
1
2
η3/2 +
1
4
η5/2
)
e−η, (4.11)
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is the fraction of thermalized trapped atoms with suﬃcient energy to leave the trap [113].
This expression for f (η) was found by Brahms to be a good approximation at high η of the
more precise result that comes from numerical integration of the Boltzmann distribution.
The elastic and inelastic contributions are added and propagated in time to numerically
simulate the atomic density distribution and calculate the corresponding OD seen by the
probe laser. A range of parameter space is explored to identify conditions under which
it is possible to reproduce the observed data. One such example is shown in Figure 4.8.
As stated above, this process does not provide good constraints to the many underlying
parameters; however, it is useful to demonstrate that simple application of Equation 4.6 to
the observed OD decay—as in Section 4.3.1—will yield a value of kR that underestimates the
true Zeeman relaxation rate by a factor of approximately 2.0 +1.0−0.5. With this correction, the
rate coeﬃcients kR are 3.0(0.4)× 10−10 cm3 s−1 for erbium and 1.1(0.3)× 10−10 cm3 s−1 for
thulium.
4.4 Possible mechanisms of RE–RE Zeeman
relaxation
4.4.1 Magnetic dipole-dipole interaction
The rates of Zeeman relaxation measured for collisions between erbium and between thulium
atoms are signiﬁcantly higher than inelastic rates observed for other highly magnetic S-state
atoms such as chromium [32, 122], europium [97], manganese [120] and molybdenum [33].
The relaxation rate coeﬃcients for these species were measured in similar magnetic traps at
similar temperatures and found to be . 10−12 cm3 s−1. These S-state atom–atom rates are
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Figure 4.8: (A) Simulation of Er decay under the conditions of Figure 4.6A, including the
eﬀects of thermal excitations, Zeeman relaxation selection rules, nearest-state electronic
angular momentum exchange, and collisions with the helium buﬀer gas; (B) residuals from
the ﬁt to Equation 4.6 shown in Figure 4.6A for both the measured data and the simulated
total density shown in (A). This simulation is for kR = 3× 10−10 cm3 s−1, twice the number
extracted from the data. Many simulations are performed to estimate the systematic error
caused by simply ﬁtting to Equation 4.6.
consistent with the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction [123–125] described by
Vˆdipole(r) =
µ0
4π
µ2
r3
[(J1·J2)− 3(J1· rˆ)(J2· rˆ)]. (4.12)
The Zeeman relaxation rate induced by the operator Vˆdipole is dependent on the speciﬁc form
of the interatomic potential. However, in the limit of small inelastic transition probability
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Figure 4.9: Zeeman relaxation rate coeﬃcients measured or calculated for atom–atom col-
lisions near 500 mK in a magnetic trap. The rates for RE atoms with L 6= 0 are orders of
magnitude faster than the approximate µ4 scaling predicted from the form of Vdipole.
Equation 4.12 can be used to construct a simple scaling argument that kR ∝ Vˆ 2dipole ∝ µ4.
Figure 4.9 shows experimental and theoretical results for a number of atom–atom collision
systems in which the dominant loss mechanism is likely the dipolar interaction.
A rough prediction can be made for magnetic dipole-induced relaxation in erbium and
thulium based on the rates observed for europium and manganese. The latter species are
L = 0 isotropic ground states with large magnetic moments. Like erbium and thulium, they
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are also submerged-shell atoms. Scaling the cross sections measured for europium [97] and
manganese [33] by µ4 and averaging yields predictions of kR = 3.4 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 for
erbium and 3.5 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 for thulium. The measured inelastic rate coeﬃcients in
our experiments are 2–3 orders of magnitude larger than these scaled dipolar values. We
therefore conclude that the measured loss is inconsistent with a purely dipolar model.
4.4.2 Electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole interaction
Another possible loss mechanism is the electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. Like
the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, this interaction is long-range (Vˆquad ∝ r−5) and thus
should not be shielded by outer electrons. The quadrupole moment tensor operator is deﬁned
as [126]
Qˆ2q =
∑
i
r2i
√
4π
5
Y 2q (θi, φi), (4.13)
where ri is the electronic coordinate, Y
ℓ
m are the spherical harmonics, and the sum is taken
over all electrons in the atom. The atomic quadrupole moment refers to the Θˆzz component
of the expectation value of Qˆ2q,
Θˆzz = 〈LmL| Qˆ20 |LmL〉, (4.14)
which by the Wigner-Eckart theorem has only one truly independent component. Hence the
quadrupole moment is often written simply as Q and taken to be the mL = L component
of Θˆzz. The quadrupole-quadrupole interaction operator is then proportional to the product
of the quadrupole moments of the colliding partners (Vˆquad ∝ Q2 for atom–atom collisions).
Since 〈LmL| Y 2m |LmL〉 = 0 for L < 1, this interaction vanishes for collisions of S-state
atoms including all collisions with helium; but it is nonzero for nearly all lanthanide RE–RE
collisions, including those of erbium and thulium.
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There is reason to expect, however, that the quadrupole moments of RE atoms are small.
The relativistic collapse of the valence electron shells implies that the electrons are close to
the nucleus—the same reason that the anisotropy is submerged—and hence the moment arm
(ri in Equation 4.13) is small. Calculations for the RE atoms thulium [127] and dysprosium
[128] give values of Q < 0.2 a.u., which corresponds to an interaction energy of .100 mK
(in temperature units) at R = 10 Bohr radii, approximately the inner turning point of the
RE–helium potential. This is similar to the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction energy (at
the same R), ≈200 and ≈50 mK for erbium and thulium, respectively; thus it is unlikely
that the electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is responsible for the rapid RE–RE
relaxation.
4.4.3 Electronic interaction anisotropy
The inelasticity in the anisotropic RE–RE systems studied here is comparable to that ob-
served in anisotropic outer-shell (non-submerged) systems. For example, experiments with
metastable 3P2 states of calcium, strontium and ytterbium have observed very rapid inelastic
rate coeﬃcients greater than 10−11 cm3 s−1 [90, 129, 130]. This comparison suggests that
the submerged-shell model of anisotropy shielding that successfully described RE–helium
collisions may not be appropriate to RE–RE systems. A stronger RE–RE interaction poten-
tial may overcome the shielding eﬀect as the atoms approach each other and experience the
valence anisotropy at short range.
In response to recent experiments using laser-cooled dysprosium atoms, Kotochigova and
Petrov [128] performed calculations of dysprosium–dysprosium collisions in the ultracold s-
wave limit using a universal single-channel loss model. Their calculations yield large inelastic
rates at the same order of magnitude as observed experimentally [131], and speciﬁcally iden-
tify electrostatic interaction anisotropy as the dominant mechanism with a signiﬁcant addi-
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tional contribution from the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction (dysprosium has the largest
magnetic moment of any atom, µ = 9.93 µB). In contrast, the electrostatic quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction was shown to be a much weaker eﬀect. Collisions in dysprosium
were also experimentally studied at 390 mK by Newman et al. [132], ﬁnding large relaxation
rates similar to those of erbium and thulium. Since these three RE atoms have similarly
anisotropic valence shells, there is now strong evidence that the dramatic suppression of elec-
tronic interaction anisotropy observed in the RE–helium systems does not exist for collisions
between RE atoms.
4.5 Future prospects for RE atoms
An unfortunate consequence of the rapid Zeeman relaxation measured in this experiment
is that it is likely that evaporative cooling of these atoms in a magnetic trap is impossible.
Evaporative cooling relies on elastic collisions after losing atoms to evaporation in order to
thermalize the trapped distribution to a lower temperature, requiring γ & 100 for eﬃcient
evaporation [116]. This is not a fundamental limit; cooling can occur for lower values of γ
over small temperature ranges, but signiﬁcantly increased losses will be sustained.
The value of kel, and hence γ, for erbium and thulium is not measured in this experi-
ment, but an estimate can be obtained from the unitarity limit. For collisions at a ﬁnite
temperature, the total collision cross section σ in the absence of resonances is bounded by
[133]
σ <
ℓmax∑
ℓ=0
λth
π
(2ℓ+ 1)
<
2~2
µkBT
ℓmax∑
ℓ=0
(2ℓ+ 1) (4.15)
where λth =
√
2π~2/µkBT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of the colliding system with
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reduced mass µ, and ℓmax is the maximum partial wave involved in the collision. ℓmax is
found by equating the average collision energy EK = 3kBT/2 with the centrifugal barrier in
the approximate Van der Waals potential
Vˆ (R) =
~
2ℓ2
2µR2
− C6
r6
(4.16)
to yield
ℓmax =
√
µ
~
[(
3
2
kBT
)√
54C6
]1/3
(4.17)
The C6 coeﬃcient has not been calculated for erbium and thulium and must be estimated.
With the expectation that other lanthanide RE atoms will have similar isotropic parts of the
potential, we take the mean of theoretical calculations for ytterbium [134] and dysprosium
[128] to yield C6 ≈ 1,970 a.u. For erbium and thulium at 500 mK, this corresponds to ≈40
partial waves and a unitarity limit kel ≈ 8× 10−10 cm3 s−1. With this limit, γ . 10 for both
atoms, well below the minimum required for eﬃcient evaporative cooling in a magnetic trap.
Since each non-S-state RE atom studied thus far has exhibited similarly rapid relaxation,
there is little reason to be optimistic for others in the lanthanide series, with the possible
exception of europium (8S7/2).
The inelasticity in these RE–RE systems has been a setback for experimental progress
with these atoms. The earlier success in trapping >1011 of these highly magnetic and
anisotropic atoms held promise that evaporative cooling of buﬀer-gas trapped RE atoms
could provide a route to very large ultracold ensembles. Such techniques have already been
demonstrated to achieve Bose-Einstein condensation of metastable helium-4 [31]. Instead,
it may be that the RE–helium collisions that allow for buﬀer-gas trap loading are uniquely
insulated from the interactions that cause trap loss. As a result, cooling RE atoms to the
ultracold regime requires alternate methods.
Great progress has very recently been made using all-optical methods to cool erbium,
thulium and dysprosium. Both dysprosium and erbium atoms have now been laser cooled in
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a magneto-optical trap (MOT), loaded directly into an optical dipole trap and evaporatively
cooled to quantum degeneracy [11, 135, 136]. Similar work is underway with thulium [137].
The atom numbers are not large, however (<105 at degeneracy), limited by MOT density
and temperature together with the ﬁnite optical dipole trap size and depth. The inelastic
collision rates are found to be large in the ultracold regime, as well [131], so the short
lifetimes of certain states may limit the scope of future experiments. Nevertheless, despite
being constrained to diﬀerent technologies, progress continues with these interesting systems.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary of collision experiments
We investigate the role of anisotropic interactions in driving inelastic collisions between
atoms at low temperatures. We explore how relativistic eﬀects and collisional mixing of
energy levels lead to electronic interaction anisotropy that induces Zeeman relaxation. In
addition to developing a more complete model of inelastic atomic collisions, these results are
technically important to experiments. Buﬀer-gas loading of magnetic traps requires elastic
collisions with helium for cooling, while evaporative cooling requires elastic collisions between
trapped atoms. In both cases, relaxation must be suﬃciently rare so that the colliding atoms
remain in the trapped state.
The experiments presented here explore inelastic atomic collisions arising from three
distinct mechanisms. In the ﬁrst experiment, Zeeman relaxation of antimony occurs in
collisions with helium due to distortion of the ground-state wave function induced by the
spin-orbit interaction. Couplings to excited states introduce anisotropy into the ground
state independent of the collision, so that the interaction with helium is anisotropic. This
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fundamentally relativistic eﬀect is a strong function of the nuclear charge and is seen to
vary dramatically among the pnictogen atoms, with greatest wave function distortion for
the heavy atoms antimony and bismuth. As a result, the excellent collisional properties of
nitrogen are likely a special case, and no other pnictogen atom exists that could replace
nitrogen in collision experiments while providing more practical detection options.
In the second experiment, inelastic aluminum–helium collisions are suppressed by the
spherical symmetry of the ground 2P1/2 state. In this case, inelastic transitions occur by a
collision-induced admixture of the anisotropic 2P3/2 state. The same is true for the other
Group 13 atoms gallium, indium and thallium, as well as metastable halogen atoms [1], with
the inelastic collision rate suppressed by the ﬁne-structure splitting between the states. For
the heavier species with large splitting, the Zeeman relaxation rate is extremely low, with
calculated values of γ well over 107 for collisions with helium. It may then be possible to
sympathetically cool these atoms with other S-state atoms, provided that the interaction
strength remains suﬃciently weaker than the ﬁne-structure splitting.
In the third experiment, we extend earlier work observing suppressed inelasticity in col-
lisions of anisotropic rare-earth (RE) lanthanide atoms with helium [2] to examine RE–RE
collisions, observing no evidence of similar suppression. Indeed, we ﬁnd inelastic collisions
between RE atoms to be just as rapid as those between anisotropic open-shell atoms such
as metastable 3P states of ytterbium [90] and calcium [129], with relaxation rates similar to
the elastic collision rates. Thus we demonstrate a fundamental diﬀerence between these two
systems, along with the limitations of the “submerged-shell” collision model used to describe
them. If the interparticle interaction is suﬃciently strong, Zeeman relaxation driven by elec-
trostatic interaction anisotropy proceeds rapidly despite the anisotropic valence electrons
being submerged below spherical closed electron shells. As a result, evaporative cooling in
a magnetic trap is not feasible with these atoms. Instead other technologies, such as optical
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dipole traps that can trap the absolute ground state, must be employed, along with their
associated disadvantages of low trap depth and size.
5.2 An increasingly complete picture
The three experiments described here join a wealth of previous work in painting an in-
creasingly complete picture of atomic collisions. The variety of interaction mechanisms and
collisional processes seen across the periodic table is impressive, and has led to an equal or
greater variety of applications for further experiments and technologies. While there remain
unanswered questions—and surely surprises—the landscape has now been rather well ex-
plored. It is increasingly possible for theoreticians to make accurate predictions about novel
systems, and for experimenters to make informed decisions of which collisions to pursue,
exploit or avoid.
In particular, it is clear that elasticity in atomic collisions is not the norm. The majority
of atoms in the periodic table are not S-states, and as a result Zeeman relaxation induced
by collisions between two randomly chosen atoms is likely to be rapid. There are notable
exceptions, such as the suppressed relaxation seen in RE–helium systems and in collisions
of 2P1/2 states with S-states. There are also, however, many S-state atoms that readily
undergo inelastic transitions due to relativistic wave function distortion (i.e., antimony) or
dipolar relaxation (i.e., chromium). Overall, the number of atoms available for evaporative
cooling in magnetic traps is not much more than a dozen, with half being alkali metals. And
even when other methods are used—such as evaporation in an optical dipole trap with atoms
in the absolute ground state—inelastic transitions can still limit state lifetimes to constrain
experiments.
Despite these challenges, there is a wide variety of successful cold atomic physics experi-
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ments, both within the limited set of atoms with good collisional properties as well as with
other species for which cooling methods are adapted or invented. Looking to the future,
the ﬁeld of cold and ultracold collisions has been increasingly focused on molecules and will
likely expand in that direction. Qualitatively more complex than atoms, and with a great
deal more species available to explore, molecules bring with them a number of new challenges
and opportunities. Only a limited set of molecule–molecule collision experiments exist at
very low temperatures, and calculations are signiﬁcantly more diﬃcult. Nevertheless, the
experience of the past two to three decades of studying cold colliding atoms promises another
fruitful research eﬀort in the years ahead.
Appendix A
Cryogenic production of NH
A.1 Introduction
A.1.1 Motivations for the study of ultracold polar molecules
There is currently great interest in the production of ultracold ensembles of polar molecules.
Unlike atoms, molecules have closely-spaced energy levels of opposite parity, including rota-
tional levels, which can be fully mixed with electric ﬁelds available in the laboratory. The
resulting dipole moment leads to an electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction between molecules
with the same range (∝ r−3) as the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, but stronger by a
factor of α−2, where α ≈ 1/136 is the ﬁne structure constant. Common molecular dipole
moments of order 1 Debye interact over 100 times more strongly than even the largest atomic
magnetic moments (≈10 µB), and these interactions can easily dominate other energy scales
in ultracold experiments [138].
Such strong, long-range interactions have driven a surge of proposals for ways to use these
molecules at low temperatures. These include using polar molecules as qubits to realize a
scalable quantum computer [18, 19]; and creating tunable, low-disorder quantum simulators
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of condensed matter Hamiltonians [7, 14] to experimentally investigate outstanding problems
such as high-temperature superconductivity. Strongly-interacting quantum gases are also
predicted to exhibit a range of interesting ultracold phases not yet observed in atomic systems
[12, 15, 17]. Other proposed experiments include investigations of controlled cold collisions
and chemical reactions [87, 139], in which the applied electric ﬁeld can be used to align
the molecules and tune the interaction strength. Finally, precision measurements using
special molecular properties seek to test fundamental symmetries and search for physics
beyond the Standard Model. Several experiments are currently hunting for the electric dipole
moment of the electron by exploiting the large internal electric ﬁelds of polar molecules
[20–22, 140, 141]. While these precision studies may not require low temperatures, the
enhancement of rotational state purity and interaction time that low temperatures provide
can often lead to large improvements in sensitivity.
These many experiments have a variety of needs concerning speciﬁc molecular properties.
Some demand the largest electric dipole moment available to maximize interaction strength;
others need a high-Z constituent atom for relativistic eﬀects; still others require (or can-
not tolerate) chemical reaction pathways or collision resonances. As a result, No choice of
molecule can satisfy all experimental needs while also being a practical target for cooling.
For this reason, and also because many worthy goals likely have not yet been identiﬁed, a
diverse approach is necessary to provide an array of molecules of varying characteristics.
A.1.2 Direct cooling of molecules
Eﬀorts toward the creation of large ensembles of ultracold polar molecules have so far taken
two primary approaches. The ﬁrst is typically termed the “indirect” approach, and consists
of assembly of ultracold molecules from reservoirs of ultracold atoms. This so far is the only
approach to yield trapped molecules in their absolute rovibronic (rotational, vibrational and
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electronic) and nuclear spin ground states with phase space densities approaching quantum
degeneracy [142–144]. The primary downsides to this approach are that: (1) it is limited to
diatomic species for which the constituent atoms can be cooled; (2) a practical molecular
formation path must exist, typically photoassociation or magnetoassociation with a Feshbach
resonance; and (3) the molecules formed may be highly excited, requiring further cooling or
state transfer to be experimentally useful.
The second, “direct” cooling approach uses large molecular reservoirs available at higher
temperatures as a starting point for cooling directly to ultracold temperatures. One example
where recent progress has been made is laser cooling, which has been an enormously useful
tool for cooling atoms. Due to the large numbers of rotational and vibrational energy levels
between the molecular ground state and electronically excited states, there are many decay
paths to dark states, complicating laser cooling. However, molecular systems have been
identiﬁed in which a manageable number of lasers (∼3, plus modulators) can be used to
repump the primary decay paths [35, 36]. In this manner, 104–105 absorption-emission
cooling cycles can be achieved, enough to reach the Doppler limit.
Another direct cooling approach, discussed at length in this thesis, is buﬀer-gas cooling,
a general tool for cooling nearly all internal and external degrees of freedom.1 Buﬀer-gas
cooling is fundamentally limited by the vapor density of helium, which below ≈200 mK is
insuﬃcient to cool [28]. For this reason, buﬀer-gas cooling must be joined with another
cooling technique to reach ultracold temperatures. This hybrid approach has already been
employed to laser cool a beam of buﬀer-gas cooled molecules [35, 145]. Buﬀer-gas cooling
can also be useful for systems that do not have level structures suited to laser cooling. In
particular, trapped buﬀer-gas cooled molecules could be sympathetically cooled by atomic
1It has been observed that the vibrational degree of freedom of some molecules does not
cool readily in the buﬀer gas [28].
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species for which cooling is more straightforward [53, 146, 147]. This ﬁnal approach has been
the goal of the experiments with cold polar NH described in this appendix.
A.1.3 Previous work with cold NH
The imidogen molecule, especially its most common isotopomer NH, is among the best
diatomic molecular candidates for combining buﬀer-gas trap loading with the subsequent
thermal isolation required for further cooling in the trap. With a magnetic moment of 2 µB,
NH is readily trapped at temperatures that allow for the use of helium-4 buﬀer gas, which
can be rapidly removed after cooling and trapping (Section 4.2.2 and [31, 111]).2 The large
rotational splitting of NH prevents the rapid Zeeman relaxation that otherwise can occur
when rotational states are thermally populated in collisions with helium [148]. In addition,
the spin-spin interaction is weak compared to the rotational splitting, reducing the admixture
of the anisotropic N = 2 state into the ground state [149]. Finally, NH has accessible laser
transitions in the near-UV range, in particular the A 3Σ− → X 3Π2 line at 335.9 nm that is
accessible with a frequency-doubled dye or solid state laser.
NH molecules were ﬁrst buﬀer-gas cooled below 6 K in 2004 at Harvard from a room-
temperature beam of radicals created in a glow discharge of ammonia (NH3) [150]. The
experiments that followed with the same apparatus successfully trapped the molecules and
measured the elastic and inelastic NH–helium collision rate coeﬃcients [71]. Spin relaxation
in this system was experimentally investigated over a range of isotopomers and determined
by comparison to theory to be driven by rotational state coupling induced by the spin-spin
interaction [151]. In these early experiments NH lifetimes were limited to a maximum of
2Thermal isolation has not yet been demonstrated for species buﬀer-gas loaded with
helium-3 buﬀer gas, due to greater cooling requirements. For a thorough discussion of
buﬀer-gas cooling of 1-µB species (for which using helium-3 is generally required) see [113].
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≈1 s due to collisions with the buﬀer gas. Later work extended NH lifetimes to 20 s by
implementing a pulsed buﬀer gas source to minimize collisions after cooling [114]. Unfortu-
nately, the resulting molecule densities were also lower such that no NH–NH collisions were
observed. The lifetime remained limited by buﬀer gas collisions due to the residual helium
density created by desorption from helium coating the cell walls.
In 2008 NH molecules and atomic nitrogen (4S3/2, µ = 3 µB) produced in a glow discharge
of a nitrogen-hydrogen gas mixture were simultaneously buﬀer-gas cooled and co-trapped
[54]. This is a critical ﬁrst step to sympathetic cooling of the molecules to ultracold temper-
atures. Theoretical calculations show that nitrogen–nitrogen collisions are highly elastic (see
Section 2.1) and should allow for eﬃcient evaporative cooling. A later experiment observed
NH–nitrogen inelastic collisions at a rate suﬃcient for sympathetic cooling, ﬁnding good
agreement with theory that predicts the rate to remain similarly low over the range of 1 K
to 1 mK [53, 55], the second criterion for successful sympathetic cooling of NH using trapped
nitrogen. However, these experiments were performed in the presence of helium gas, and
the NH lifetime was in each case limited by NH–helium collisions. Under such conditions
evaporative cooling is not possible, since the trapped ensemble is not thermally isolated from
the ﬁxed cell temperature.
In the course of the recent NH experiments described in this appendix, it was discovered
that an error was made in the trapped NH density calibration cited in the previous results.
A measurement of probe laser absorption by trapped molecules was used to determine the
trapped NH density via a model using the known experimental conditions and optical tran-
sition properties (see Section 5.2 of [152]). Unfortunately, there were two signiﬁcant errors in
the calculation. First, the size of the region of resonant magnetic ﬁeld used in the calculation
was 10 times too large ([152], p. 94). Second, the application of the Landau-Zener model
was found to give a diﬀerent result from Beer’s Law, which is incorrect (see Appendix B of
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this thesis). Repeating the calculation gives an estimate of the trapped NH density that is
larger by a factor of ≈80 than that given in [152]. The corrected calculation gives a lower
bound for the density nNH > 5.5×1010 cm−3 and a total molecule number NNH > 7.3×1010.
This implies that the molecule numbers cited in [53, 54, 71, 114, 153] are too low by about
two orders of magnitude.
We describe in this appendix work that advances towards the hybrid approach of buﬀer-
gas cooling and sympathetic cooling of NH. NH has also been studied elsewhere, both theo-
retically and experimentally, using diﬀerent techniques. In particular, the NH–NH inelastic
collision rates have been the subject of theoretical eﬀorts using at least two distinct ap-
proaches [154–156]. Other experiments have used the large dipole moment of NH in the
metastable 1∆ state for Stark deceleration of the molecules [157–159], and cold collisions of
NH with several other atoms have been explored theoretically [146, 160–163]. There remain
few direct comparisons of theory and experiment with regards to NH collisions, however, pri-
marily due to the experimental challenges. Improved experimental techniques are needed to
create large ensembles of cold NH in conditions suitable for a variety of collision experiments.
A.1.4 The need for a better source
Future progress with buﬀer-gas cooled NH will require a source of molecules that is compat-
ible with the cryogenic conditions necessary for sympathetic cooling. Low cell temperatures
after trap loading are required to adsorb residual helium to the cell walls and ensure high
vacuum. The previous NH–nitrogen co-trapping experiments used a helium-3 refrigerator to
reach a cell temperature near 570 mK with a trap depth of 3.9 T, corresponding to η ≈ 9.
Values of η in this range leave little room for heating, and higher cell temperatures resulted
in signiﬁcantly fewer trapped molecules. As a result, the ∼200-mK drop in temperature
needed to staunch the desorption of a helium ﬁlm [60] was not possible. Since all previous
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buﬀer-gas cooling experiments with NH were conducted in copper cells, the pulsed-density
cold loading technique described in Section 4.2.2 could not be attempted.
One experimental improvement was identiﬁed that would directly beneﬁt these experi-
ments: a dilution refrigerator to reach lower temperatures. Even with such a system, however,
due to the heat load associated with the room-temperature molecular beam source, it would
be a challenge to reach suﬃciently low temperatures (.200 mK) to adequately bind helium-3
to the cell walls. Trap loading with 4He is possible, but the temperature required for ade-
quate vapor pressure sets η . 7, for which the NH lifetime is too short (.500 ms) to wait
for the copper cell to cool to achieve good vacuum.
Described here is technology that seeks to address both of these issues: (1) the devel-
opment a pulsed cryogenic source of NH that requires low cell heating (<10 mJ) and is
compatible with the low cell temperature (<200 mK) made possible by a dilution refrig-
erator; and (2) a composite G-10 cell to enable pulsed-density cold loading with helium-4
buﬀer gas, as well as sympathetic cooling with evaporatively cooled atomic nitrogen. The
experiments were conducted in four phases. In Phase I, NH was produced in a cryogenic
discharge from a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen gases, but production was not robust and
this method was abandoned. In Phase II, the production method was changed to ablation
of nitrogen precursors into a pulsed hydrogen vapor. This was achieved in a copper cell at
low temperatures, although trapping was not possible due to the inability to rapidly cool the
cell to decrease the helium density after production. In Phase III, the cell was constructed
from G-10 composite with a superﬂuid helium jacket to enable pulsed-discharge cold loading,
but production was weaker than in Phase II and no trapped molecules were observed. It
was assumed that hydrogen was poorly vaporized due to the speciﬁc cell design. Finally,
the cell was rebuilt for Phase IV to optimize both production and ﬂuorescence detection.
Unfortunately, sensitive ﬂuorescence detection was precluded by large levels of background
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ﬂuorescence from unidentiﬁed deposits on cold dewar optics, and again no trapping was
observed. In summary, a new cryogenic production method was demonstrated for NH, but
neither trapping nor sympathetic cooling has yet been demonstrated using this method.
A.2 Phase I: Discharge production
A.2.1 Finding a cryogenic production technique
Experiments with many diatomic radical species are constrained by the challenges of produc-
ing large densities of chemically unstable molecules. The ablation technique that has been
very successful for a wide range of atomic species has in general produced mixed results for
molecular yield and reliability, although some species (such as thorium monoxide [164] and
calcium ﬂuoride [165, 166]) give consistently good ablation yield from appropriately prepared
ablation targets. Others, such as manganese hydride [167, 168], are stubbornly diﬃcult to
produce in this manner. Part of the challenge is surely of fundamental chemical nature and
stems from the need for multiple atomic species to not only be present in the target, but
also to emerge from the ablation plume in the desired composition. Signiﬁcant eﬀorts con-
tinue towards improving molecular ablation yields, but much is still unknown about ablation
production of most species, and ﬁnding optimal precursor materials and target preparation
methods remains largely an empirical process.
An attempt to identify an ablation precursor target for NH is described in the thesis of
Wes Campbell [152]. Brieﬂy, solid targets of urea, ammonium nitrate, ammonium bromide
and ammonium chloride were ablated at 4.2 K into helium buﬀer gas. All these compounds
contain both nitrogen and hydrogen and are solid at room temperature. Materials that were
obtained in powder form were torch-melted and cooled to form chunks. No absorption signal
was detected in the ablation cell, corresponding to a quoted upper limit on the NH density
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of 1.8× 108 cm−3, and the search for an ablation precursor was abandoned.
Due to the success in generating large numbers (≈1012) of metastable helium (He*)
in a pulsed radiofrequency (RF) discharge below 1 K [58], Phase I of a new set of NH
cryogenic production experiments attempted to create NH using RF discharge in a nitrogen-
hydrogen gas mixture. As demonstrated in the He* experiment, the pulsed discharge reached
a saturated He* density within 200 µs at powers below 25 W, meaning that He* discharge
production did not require more energy then a standard ablation laser pulse. Furthermore,
subsequent evaporative cooling of He* to temperatures of order 1 µK [31] showed that the
gas density required to sustain the discharge was compatible with excellent vacuum >10 s
later.
Discharge dynamics are a complicated combination of atoms (and/or molecules), ions and
electrons colliding in the presence of electromagnetic ﬁelds, usually also with spontaneous
or collisional state quenching and emission of light. The discharge plasma is often optimized
empirically and is highly sensitive to factors such as conductor geometry, gas density and
gas impurity concentration. As a result, it is very diﬃcult to predict the equilibrium con-
centration of a given species in a molecular discharge at any temperature. The cryogenic
discharge has the additional complication that both nitrogen and hydrogen have negligible
vapor pressure below 1 K [59]. It has been observed, however, that an RF discharge can
etch material from surfaces into the discharging plasma despite the surface and neutral gas
temperature being too low for equilibrium vapor [169]. It is possible that high-energy elec-
trons or electronically excited atoms and ions collide with the surface and eject material.
Such an eﬀect would allow nitrogen and hydrogen to be vaporized for discharge production
at temperatures conducive to trapping NH.
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Figure A.1: Phase I test cell schematic.
A.2.2 Production test apparatus
RF discharge production of NH was tested at low temperatures using a small liquid helium
dewar3. The cryogenic cell (Figure A.1) was constructed from aluminum 6061 alloy with
windows on three faces to allow for both absorption and ﬂuorescence spectroscopy. A copper
ﬂange mated to the fourth face contained two 1/8” gas input feedthroughs and a hermetic
SMA bulkhead connector4 that remains leak-tight at 4 K. A G-10 support tube waas attached
to the inside of this ﬂange with the RF coil wound on the tube. In this manner, the coil
3HDL-5, Infrared Laboratories, Inc., Tucson, AZ.
4Huber+Suhner #34 SMA-50-0-3/111NE, distributed by Richardson Electronics, Ltd.,
Chicago, IL
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spacing from the inner walls of the cell was more than 1 cm. Transverse holes drilled through
the tube allowed for probe laser access.
RF discharge production of NH was ﬁrst observed at room temperature. The cell was
ﬁlled with a 1:1 mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen gases, which was kept slowly ﬂowing
through the cell to purge contaminants and discharge byproducts. RF current at 168 MHz
was chopped at 50-Hz with 50% duty cycle with an RF switch, sent through a 25-W ampliﬁer,
and directed to the discharge coil. The coil impedance-matching was poor and the fraction
of RF power deposited into the discharge was not measured. At pressures of 300–600 mTorr
the discharge glowed brightly, blinking on and oﬀ with the RF chop with a lag time of .5 µs.
NH was detected with absorption spectroscopy using the R1 line of the A
3Σ−(v = 0) →
X 3Π2(v = 0) transition at 335.9 nm from the rovibronic ground state. A 2-µW probe beam
was directed through the discharge region and to a photodiode, with a portion of the probe
beam diverted before the cell to another photodiode to serve as an intensity reference. The
diﬀerential photodiode signal was monitored with a lock-in ampliﬁer to extract the signal
component at the 50-Hz discharge chopping frequency. The 10 ms that the RF was oﬀ in the
chop cycle was several times the diﬀusion lifetime of NH in the cell, so the RF modulation
was eﬀectively a modulation of the NH density.
The room-temperature absorption spectrum of NH in the discharge is shown in Fig-
ure A.2. The observed Doppler broadening suggests a temperature of 570 K, much hotter
than the cell or coil temperature (the cell was not warm to the touch, and internal compo-
nents would melt or degrade at such a high temperature). It is more likely that the collisional
process that produced NH in the discharge occurs at higher temperatures, and the molecules
do not have time to cool to the cell temperature before chemically reacting. The NH trans-
lational temperature dropped to about 380 K when the experiment was repeated with the
cell cooled to 77 K, at which point both nitrogen and hydrogen remain in gas phase. The
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Figure A.2: Absorption spectra of NH produced in an RF discharge of equal parts nitrogen
and hydrogen gases. The room temperature and 77 K data are shown with ﬁts (dashed
lines) to Doppler temperatures of 570 and 380 K, respectively. The room temperature data
has been magniﬁed by a factor of 5 for clarity. If similar production is assumed at the two
temperatures, then the increased signal at 77 K suggests that the rotational temperature is
close to that of the cell and not in equilibrium with the translational temperature.
population of other rotational levels was not investigated, so it is not known whether the
rotational temperature is also much warmer than the cell. Assuming rotational temperatures
of 77 K and 300 K, the NH density is calculated to be ≈4×1010 cm−3 averaged over the 1 cm
diameter of the coil support tube. This corresponds to a fractional NH density of ∼10−6,
about an order of magnitude lower than observed for cryogenic He* production [58, 111].
When the cell was cooled to its base temperature of ≈7.5 K, a discharge could still be
readily ignited in the cell, suggesting a non-negligible vapor pressure of hydrogen at this
temperature. To ensure an eﬀective test of how the production method would fare below
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Figure A.3: Saturated vapor density of hydrogen isotopomers [170]. Solid (dashed) lines are
for the liquid (solid) phase.
1 K in the absence of thermal vapor, deuterium was used in place of hydrogen to reduce the
gas density by more than a factor of 100 (Figure A.3). With deuterium the discharge could
not be reliably ignited at 7.5 K, consistent with low density. Higher-temperature N2 + D2
discharge conﬁrmed the formation of ND, which was observed with the same probe laser
detuned by the isotope shift νND–NH = −11.70 cm−1 [151].
To create a low-temperature discharge in the cell and to provide cooling after production,
helium buﬀer gas was used. As was observed in the He* experiment, the discharge would not
reliably “self-ignite” immediately at low temperatures. In that experiment, a .1-mJ YAG
laser pulse focused on a metallic target was suﬃcient for ignition [58, 111]. In the NH test
apparatus here, two methods were tried. First, a high DC voltage of ≈900 V was applied
to a wire suspended in the cell with the cell walls grounded. The wire was multi-stranded
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tinned copper, with the strands pulled apart to form several high-ﬁeld regions in space near
the strand tips. With the ignition voltage applied, the discharge would ignite robustly at
low temperatures. At higher voltages arcing was observed to the cell walls spaced ∼1 cm
away.
Both nitrogen and deuterium were added to the 7.5-K cell by brieﬂy opening a valve (for
∼0.3 s) to vent gas at approximately 1 bar from a 150-cm3 volume. The high gas ﬂow ensured
poor thermalization in the cryogenic gas lines, so that the precursor molecules entered in gas
phase and froze to the inner surface of the coil support tube. After precursor ice was added,
however, no ND signal was observed at 7.5 K, suggesting that nitrogen (and possibly also
deuterium) was not suﬃciently vaporized from the frozen solid. To vaporize the precursor
molecules, a 7-mJ unfocused YAG pulse of diameter ≈3 mm was directed onto the inner
surface of the coil support tube, where the ice was deposited. This vaporization laser was
suﬃcient to ignite the discharge without the use of the high-voltage ignition wire, and the
latter was abandoned.
NH and ND detection at low temperatures diﬀered from the ≥77-K method described
above, because the lock-in detection required RF power incompatible with the cryogenic
environment. Instead, a single 1-ms RF pulse was used, averaged over several repeated
experiments at 1-s intervals. With the vaporization YAG pulse coincident with the start of
the discharge pulse, ND could be reliably produced and detected (Figure A.4). The density
achieved was signiﬁcantly lower (≈3 × 109 cm−3) than that seen in the 77-K discharge,
possibly due to reduced precursor gas density. Nevertheless, if similar densities could be
achieved over a 100-cm3 volume in a trapping cell below 1 K, the resulting trapped molecule
number would be comparable to that of the previous NH experiments [54, 71].
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Figure A.4: ND produced in an RF discharge at T = 7.5 K from nitrogen and deuterium
vaporized into 4He buﬀer gas by an unfocused YAG laser pulse at t = 0. The discharge glow
lags the RF pulse by .50 µs. The temperature of the Doppler ﬁt in this range is poorly
constrained due to the unresolved hyperﬁne structure; the actual temperature may be a few
kelvin warmer.
A.2.3 G-10 composite trapping cell
The cell built for NH trapping below 1 K was constructed under several design constraints:
1. Discharge production of NH must be possible. This requires a method for delivery of
precursor ice to the cell in a manner that does not inhibit transmission of dewar optics.
In addition, the ice must be accessible by the vaporization YAG pulse.
2. The cell’s heat capacity must be large enough that energy required for NH production
does not leave the cell too hot for trapping. In addition, regions of the cell with line-
of-sight access to the trap must not take too long to cool, or helium desorbing from
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Figure A.5: Phase I G-10 trapping cell schematic.
these places will drive molecules out of the trap.
3. The magnetic ﬁeld must be ramped for evaporative and sympathetic cooling, which
requires a nonmetallic cell to avoid eddy current heating.
With these constraints in mind, we constructed a superﬂuid-jacketed G-10 composite cell
similar to those described in Sections 2.2.1 and 4.2.1.
A schematic of the cell is shown in Figure A.5. The cell is divided into three regions: an
“attic” region where gas and precursor ice are introduced; a narrow production region where
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the discharge is ignited; and the trapping region where the majority of the exposed surface
area is well anchored to the superﬂuid jacket. A precursor input line deposits ice on an
angled target in the attic region to be vaporized into the production region. In order to
address the second constraint above, the discharge coil is wrapped around the production
region on the outside surface of the superﬂuid jacket so that the inner cell surface will remain
cold after production. This method was successfully used for the He* evaporative cooling
cell [58, 111]. It was also hoped that by spatially separating NH production and trapping it
might be possible to trap molecules at a higher density than can be achieved in the discharge.
Discharge ignition is accomplished by a weak ablation laser pulse targeting a copper foil in
the production region. Finally, two separate cell mirrors allow for absorption or ﬂuorescence
spectroscopy in both the trapping and production regions.
A.2.4 Phase I failure: No NH nor N2* detected
Despite the success of the cryogenic test apparatus at 7.5 K, no NH was observed in the
trapping cell near 1 K. A range of discharge conditions was tried with a range of vaporization
YAG powers, to no avail. Since nitrogen vapor is the most diﬃcult requirement for the
success of the discharge production method, it was thought that this was the limiting factor.
To investigate the nitrogen gas density, a spectroscopic search was performed for molecular
nitrogen in the metastable A3Πu state (N2*), which has a radiative lifetime of 1.9 s. The
state was probed using the A3Πu(v = 0) → B3Πg(v = 0) transition at 1049.6 nm.
Detection of N2* was ﬁrst tested in discharges at room temperature and at 70 K.
5 The
spectra in Figure A.6 show the observed translational and rotational cooling. The rota-
5In addition, N2* was also detected at room temperature using the A
3Πu(v = 0) →
B3Πg(v = 3) transition at 687.5 nm and the B
3Πg(v = 0) → C3Πu(v = 0) transition near
337 nm. Inferior signal-to-noise ratios were achieved on these transitions.
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Figure A.6: N2* A → B absorption spectra observed in nitrogen discharge at a detuning
near 9,527.13 cm−1. The Doppler widths ﬁt best to 319 and 107 K, however the rotational
temperature is consistent with the cell temperature of 295 and 70 K, respectively. The R11
line from the ground rotational state is used to search for N2* near 1 K. Rotational line
assignments are based on the (0,0) band analysis in [171].
tional temperatures are more consistent with the cell temperatures than they are with the
translational temperatures, suggesting that these degrees of freedom are not equilibrated.
The 70-K spectrum in Figure A.6 implies a N2* density of ∼1 × 1012 cm−3 in the v = 0
vibrational state (the excited state lifetime is 8 µs [172] and the Franck-Condon factor
is 0.37 [173]). The nitrogen density is not well known, but is likely to be no more than
1016 cm−3, implying a fractional population of N2* of &10
−4. Assuming this limit to be the
N2* fraction in the 1-K discharge, as well, and assuming fractional absorption sensitivity of
10−4, this implies sensitivity to molecular nitrogen densities above ∼1012 cm−3 at 1 K, and
perhaps lower.
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Using this spectroscopic tool, no N2* was observed when the apparatus was cooled to near
1 K. The combination of no signature of molecular nitrogen nor of NH suggests that nitrogen
ice is not suﬃciently vaporized in the 1-K trapping cell to emulate the performance of the
test cell at 7.5 K. It is possible that the geometry of the trapping cell, with the production
region signiﬁcantly larger than that of the test cell, limited the nitrogen density—assuming
a similar quantity of molecules vaporized by the YAG laser pulse. It is also possible that the
lower temperature aﬀected the N2* fraction or that the discharge formation of N2* and NH
is signiﬁcantly altered at 1 K.
Initial tests of ﬂuorescence spectroscopy were performed in the Phase I trapping cell,
although no NH ﬂuorescence was observed. Large photon count rates were observed from
the cell after the end of a discharge pulse in the helium buﬀer gas (Figure A.7). This
bright source of photons in the ﬁrst few milliseconds is termed the “discharge ﬂash,” and
its cause is not understood. The discharge may excite long-lived ﬂuorescence in the G-
10 walls surrounding the production region. Alternately, the initial millisecond-scale decay
proﬁle is also consistent with the diﬀusion time of He*, which is produced in densities over
1011 cm−3; hence it is possible that the ﬂash is short-lived ﬂuorescence at the wall caused
by He* atoms, each depositing 20 eV internal energy. This ﬂash limits the sensitivity to
molecule ﬂuorescence at early times. Fluorescence detection is discussed in more detail in
Section A.3.7.
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Figure A.7: PMT count rate after a YAG-ignited helium discharge lasting 3 ms in the Phase I
G-10 trapping cell near 1 K. This discharge ﬂash displays a bimodal exponential decay with
the two time constants shown. The early decay is consistent with the He* diﬀusion time.
A.3 Phase II: Production by ablation of nitrides into
hydrogen
A.3.1 Production test apparatus
After the apparent failure to vaporize molecular nitrogen from solid ice at 1 K, a diﬀerent
process was employed for Phase II of the NH experiment: ablation of ceramic nitrides. The
appeal of a solid ablation target is that it can be installed in the cell and trusted not to
migrate for the duration of the experiment. In addition, if the target is chemically inert or
prepared in a rare gas environment then there is a low probability of target degradation with
time, at least for atomic precursors. Aside from the inherent unpredictability of ablation
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A B
Figure A.8: (A) Phase II test cell looking through the discharge coil to the ablation targets
and gas input lines; (B) the cell with a helium discharge ignited.
yield from a given source [28], ablation is an extremely robust production method for atoms.
Ablation of atomic precursors into reactive gases is a common method of generating
molecular species, especially radicals that are chemically unstable [22, 50]. Typically, how-
ever, the molecular yield from this approach is low, so it is most often used for spectroscopic
studies that need only a minimal number of molecules. In the case of NH production, the
success in forming NH molecules in a discharge with molecular nitrogen present suggested
that ablating atomic nitrogen into a hydrogen discharge could take the place of vaporizing
molecular nitrogen.
Testing of the ablation-discharge production concept was ﬁrst performed in a modiﬁed
version of the Phase I test cell (Figure A.8). Four ablation targets—boron nitride (BN),
aluminum nitride (AlN), silicon nitride (Si3N4) and aluminium 6061 alloy (as a negative
diagnostic)—were epoxied to a copper mount bolted to the inner cell wall. With the cell
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Figure A.9: NH production after ablation of various targets into hydrogen gas in Phase II
test cell at 8.5 K, with probe laser parked on resonance at f = 2 × 14885.31 cm−1. The
ablation energy is 6.3 mJ and the H2 pressure, as read with a room-temperature Convectron
gauge without correcting for transpiration, is 27 mTorr. The production of NH when ablating
non-nitrogenous targets is assumed to make use of nitrogen in cell contaminants, such as air
ice.
cooled to 8.5 K, we ablated the targets into hydrogen, which has signiﬁcant vapor density
above 1016 cm−3 at this temperature. NH was observed when all materials were ablated,
including the aluminum alloy and the copper target mount (see Figure A.9). Since there
is no signiﬁcant nitrogen content in the latter two materials, it is assumed that NH was
formed in these cases with nitrogen deposited from ablation of the nitride targets or from
air contamination of the cell while at room temperature. Three rotational lines of NH and
one of ND (using deuterium in place of hydrogen in this case) were independently observed
to conﬁrm that the apparent NH absorption signal was not a coincidental resonance with
another ablation product.
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This performance suggests that the chemistry of ablation into hydrogen gas is favorable
for NH formation. With ablation energy of 6.3 mJ, an average density of ≈3×1010 cm−3 NH
molecules was achieved, corresponding to &1011 total molecules. Atomic ablation yields are
rarely in excess of 1014 atoms at these energies [28], which would imply that at least 0.1%
of the nitrogen atoms produced in ablation are converted to NH molecules, a signiﬁcantly
higher fraction than that observed in discharge.
The test apparatus was subsequently adapted for lower temperatures and a more open
geometry. The G-10 support tube and coil were replaced with a shorter, free-standing coil
suspended on two nylon rods, allowing for more open area for gas ﬂow transverse to the
coil. The absorption probe laser was directed transverse to the coil just after its end. Better
thermal connections allowed the cell to reach 4.5 K, and deuterium was again used in place
of hydrogen to further limit the thermal vapor (Figure A.3) to simulate the conditions of
a <1 K cell. With deuterium ice added to the cell, we observed ND upon ablation of all
nitride targets. The molecule yield steadily decreased with subsequent ablation pulses, but
would return when the ablation laser was directed to a fresh target. Reﬁlling the cell with
deuterium ice also caused the signal to return. This behavior suggests that ablation alone
(without the discharge) is suﬃcient to vaporize deuterium ice near to the target, but that the
ice is rapidly depleted as it migrates elsewhere in the cell. The ND yield was more consistent
when a 1-ms discharge was ignited immediately prior to ablation. The discharge likely plays
no role in ND formation other than to provide a signiﬁcant and repeatable deuterium gas
density. Roughly 1011 ND molecules could be reliably produced at 4.5 K with ≈10 mJ of
combined ablation and RF energy.
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A.3.2 Copper trapping cell
After the Phase I failure to produce NH, the Phase II cell construction was approached with
great caution. Rather than construct a new G-10 composite cell, which would be diﬃcult
to assemble and even more diﬃcult to modify or to ﬁx in the event of leaks, a copper cell
was built. This decision favored a successful test of NH production below 1 K using the
technique of nitride ablation into hydrogen vapor, but precluded the possibility of rapid
magnetic ﬁeld changes, including evaporative cooling. A schematic of the copper cell is
shown in Figure A.10. The discharge coil sits above the trap center in the cell vacuum,
supported on G-10 posts and suﬃciently spaced from the grounded cell walls to allow for
large electric ﬁelds inside the coil. Ablation targets are epoxied in a copper mount above the
coil. A 1/4” copper tube for the introduction of hydrogen ice traverses the cell from the top
plate to aim at the inner coil surface. The cell window and top plate are aﬃxed with indium
seals, and the top plate is thermally anchored to the dilution refrigerator mixing chamber
with seven ﬂexible heat links made of braided copper. The bottom of this cell reached a
base temperature of about 130 mK.
With the cell cooled to below 1 K, hydrogen was added in a brief pulse from a ≈150-cm3
room temperature volume, in the same manner as described in Section A.2.4. At ﬁrst, a
hydrogen-helium ﬁlling mixture was used to ensure that the entrained hydrogen would reach
the cell without freezing in the cold ﬁll line. It was discovered, however, that venting a pulse
of pure hydrogen with 1 bar backing pressure was adequate and no helium was necessary.
This suggests that during the ﬁlling procedure the inner surfaces of the gas line warmed
momentarily and prevented freezing. Avoiding helium in the ﬁll resulted in a reduced cell
heat load and no need to pump on the cell for a long time afterward.
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Figure A.10: (A) Phase II trapping cell schematic; (B) view through the cell window; (C)
apparatus schematic showing refrigerator, magnet, and vacuum can (ﬂexible copper braid
heat links between cell and mixing chamber are not shown).
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A.3.3 Observation of cold NH
Despite equivalent performance of the nitride ablation targets in the test apparatus, diﬀer-
ences were observed in the trapping cell. Surprisingly, we observed no NH when ablating
the silicon nitride target6. This target was a fragment of a larger piece, which potentially
had diﬀerent material properties on its outer faces than in the center such that ablation
would diﬀer for outer vs. cleaved surfaces. Next, the boron nitride target7 produced a
∼0.5% “absorption” signal independent of probe laser frequency. Since boron nitride is a
porous and powdery material, this apparent absorption likely was instead just occlusion
of the probe beam by dust particles produced in ablation. The aluminum nitride target8,
however, produced reliable yields of over 1011 NH molecules when ablated into a mixture of
hydrogen and helium-4 gases with the cell temperature held above 6 K. With the cell cooled
to 1 K and no hydrogen in gas phase, the ablation still produced a similar yield, consistent
with the observations of the test apparatus. Also consistent with testing, the yield at 1 K
steadily decreased with additional ablation pulses, likely due to depletion of hydrogen near
the ablation target. NH production consistency was again improved by adding a discharge
pulse that ended coincident with ablation. The discharge was usually ignited with a sepa-
rate, weaker YAG pulse, but this was found to be unnecessary at higher helium densities. It
was not known whether the eﬀect of the discharge was to etch hydrogen from cell surfaces
or whether it rapidly heated the buﬀer gas near the coil, which then caused hydrogen to
evaporate.
When the cell was cooled below ≈750 mK, NH could no longer be observed. This is likely
because the helium-4 density required to sustain the discharge that produces hydrogen was
699.5% purity, Plasmaterials, Inc., Livermore, CA.
7Part #44838, 99.5% purity, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA.
8Part #43790, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA.
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Figure A.11: NH hyperﬁne spectrum of over 1011 molecules at T = 1.2 K produced in the
Phase II cell by ablation of aluminum nitride into discharge-vaporized hydrogen gas.
at that point vapor-pressure-limited. In addition, the NH signal near 850 mK was largest
on the ﬁrst production attempt, made after adding more helium to the cell. We believe that
ﬁring the discharge caused local heating of the discharge coil that evaporated helium there.
The helium then migrated to the colder cell walls and was not so easily vaporized on the
next attempt. Similar behavior was observed at lower temperatures using helium-3 buﬀer
gas.
NH densities of ≈1010 cm−3 were achieved with helium-3 buﬀer gas in a cell originally
held near 300 mK (see Figure A.11). The Doppler temperature obtained from spectra varied
with the production energy. Temperatures of ≈900 mK were observed 50 ms after ablation
for the lowest production energies of about 10 mJ, consistent with the expected temperature
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rise from heating the thermal mass of the cell’s ≈300 cm3 of copper.
A.3.4 Limitations of a copper cell
The inability to produce NH using helium-4 buﬀer gas at temperatures below 750 mK is
consistent with the thermal dynamics of copper described in Section 2.2.4. The high thermal
conductivity of the cell walls rapidly diﬀuses the energy from RF heating and ablation
throughout the cell’s heat capacity, keeping the walls cool and the helium density too low
to ignite a discharge. Without a discharge, the hydrogen density would be limited to what
could be vaporized by the ablation pulse, and the low helium density would also likely limit
how much of this vaporized hydrogen stayed near to the ablation target.
Unfortunately, the same thermal properties also ensure that the cell temperature, and
hence the helium density (of either isotope), will will not drop rapidly after NH production.
We estimated the lower limit of helium density necessary for NH production from NH dif-
fusion times and helium vapor pressure curves to be ≈1016 cm−3. At this density the NH
Zeeman relaxation lifetime is only ∼30 ms [71], which is too short to allow NH produced in
a magnetic trapping ﬁeld to equilibrate to a trapped spatial distribution, and also too short
to achieve thermal isolation. NH trapping was not achieved in the Phase II cell.
A.3.5 Limitations of detection
Despite reasonably eﬃcient NH production of over 1011 molecules, detection remains a chal-
lenge with NH, a challenge that is signiﬁcantly worsened when trapping is attempted. Due
to the long excited state lifetime of 440 µs and the UV wavelength, absorption signals of
cold NH were limited to 2% at zero ﬁeld. In the presence of a trapping ﬁeld, two competing
eﬀects modify the absorption. First, the quadrupole trap compresses the molecular ensemble
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to enhance the density from the full trap volume of ≈100 cm3 to the eﬀective volume
Veff = 4π
(
R
η
)3
, (A.1)
which is ≈0.5 cm3 for R = 3 cm and η = 9. This gives a compression factor of about 200
averaged over Veff. Second, however, the large gradient of the trapping ﬁeld causes signiﬁcant
Zeeman broadening, reducing resonant absorption. For a ﬁxed laser frequency, there is an
ellipsoidal shell of constant magnetic ﬁeld which is resonant. The thickness of this resonant
shell, ∆z, can be computed from the Doppler width ωD, the Zeeman shift ∂ω/∂B of the
transition, and the ﬁeld gradient, giving
∆z =
∑
i
fi
∆ωD
∂ω
∂B
∂B
∂z
, (A.2)
where the sum is taken over all hyperﬁne transitions with relative transition strengths fi
(
∑
i fi = 1), which overlap in the Zeeman-broadened spectrum. At 0.5 K, ∆z ∼ 0.5 mm,
which is about 150 times smaller than the eﬀective resonant path length of the spatial
molecule distribution at zero-ﬁeld, as calculated from the lowest-order diﬀusion mode.
Assuming no change in production yield, the expected trapped absorption can be es-
timated by combining the ∼200 enhancement in density with ∼150 ÷ 2 decrease in path
length, where the factor of two accounts for the interaction of the trap-centered probe laser
with both halves of the resonant shell. This factor of ∼3 increase, along with the fact that
only a third of the molecules are produced in the mJ = +1 trappable state, implies that
the observed OD will be roughly unchanged with the trap energized only if every one of
these molecules were trapped. In reality, molecules will evaporate from the trap or relax to
untrapped states before coming to equilibrium, thus the OD is almost certain to decrease,
perhaps dramatically.
Balanced absorption regularly yields a noise ﬂoor of 10−3 for absorption detection in
the experiments with NH, with an additional factor of .10 obtained from averaging. The
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limiting factor is diﬀerential vibrations between the probe laser and cryogenic apparatus.
These are partially compensated by the use of a lens to focus the beam onto the cell mirror
(see Section 4.2.1 of [111]). However, residual noise has signiﬁcant amplitude in the 1–1,000-
Hz bandwidth of the experimental dynamics. Rapidly scanning the laser over GHz-scale
spectral features cannot be done while maintaining the doubling cavity lock, and so it is
diﬃcult to remove this low-frequency noise.
A.3.6 FM spectroscopy of NH
Frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy is a powerful method for eliminating low-frequency
noise sources. A probe laser is frequency modulated to add sidebands before interacting with
the molecules. The diﬀerential interaction of the sidebands with the molecular spectrum is
extracted with a homodyne measurement that includes only the small components of noise
at the high modulation frequency. Bjorklund et al. [174] calculate the minimum detectable
change in the absorption δ in the shot noise limit to be
∆δmin = 2
[
ηeM
2
(
P
~ωc
)
∆f
]−1/2
, (A.3)
where ηe is the detector quantum eﬃciency, M is the modulation index, P and ωc are the
laser power and carrier frequency, respectively, and ∆f is the measurement bandwidth. The
best detection limit is achieved for long wavelengths and high laser power. In addition, the
sidebands should be as strong as possible.
Unfortunately, several factors conspire against FM detection of NH in a trap. Foremost,
the spectrum is spread over several GHz at temperatures near 0.5 K. Electro-optical modu-
lators (EOMs) in the UV require low-absorption crystals that have high indices of refraction,
which makes it more diﬃcult to produce strong modulation at high frequencies in the GHz
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range.9 As a result, both the carrier frequency and sidebands necessarily interact with the
molecules. Since the FM signal is proportional to the diﬀerential absorption and phase shift
between the sidebands, this causes partial common-mode signal rejection. In this regime, the
FM signal resembles the derivative of the spectrum rather the spectrum itself. For the largest
signal, the experiment should therefore seek to sharpen the spectral features, which can be
accomplished by using a small probe beam. On the other hand, the long NH excited state
lifetime ensures a low saturation intensity of 3.6 mW/cm2 and a correspondingly low power
limit for a small beam. Taking these limitations and the short wavelength into account, the
expected noise ﬂoor for trapped NH is only somewhat better than AM spectroscopy can
achieve. For a 3-mm beam at saturation intensity and a strong modulation index of 0.3,
∆δmin ≈ 2× 10−5 with 1-kHz bandwidth.
Another technical limit enters when the detector is considered. In practice, the 250-µW
beam described above is far in excess of the maximum power observable by the PMTs used
for NH detection, which reduces the sensitivity by more than an order of magnitude. This
limit can be overcome by using photodiodes, although Johnson noise must be accounted for
in this case, since photodiodes have no intrinsic gain. For a room-temperature 50-Ω load,
the Johnson noise amplitude is similar to that of shot noise. This permits observation of
absorption below 10−4 with 1-kHz bandwidth, but only with electronics operating near the
9Since the 336-nm probe laser for NH is produced by frequency doubling a 672-nm dye
laser, it is possible to modulate the red fundamental wavelength at a higher modulation
frequency than is achievable in the UV. The doubling cavity must then be co-resonant for
both the carrier and sideband frequencies (which are likely to be spaced at greater than a
cavity free spectral range), although this could potentially be avoided by single-pass doubling
in a periodically-poled nonlinear crystal [175]. The sidebands and carrier will mix when
doubled to produce additional frequency components, with minimum spacing equal to the
modulation frequency. Modulation of the fundamental wavelength was not attempted here,
but could in principle provide several GHz separation between the UV carrier and nearest
sideband frequencies.
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Figure A.12: FM absorption spectrum of NH near 1 K taken with 50 MHz modulation
frequency. The PMT is protectively gated oﬀ until 2 ms after the ablation pulse to allow for
decay of the ablation plume. The large initial spike at t ∼ 15 ms is a recovery artifact due
to the fact that the PMT is operating near its maximum output current. The inset shows
simulated AM and FM spectra.
Johnson noise limit. It is also important to note that a 250-µW probe beam will cause
signiﬁcant optical pumping of the trapped ensemble, which limits observation time.
For narrow zero-ﬁeld spectra, the constraints are relaxed somewhat. Figure A.12 shows
a zero-ﬁeld hyperﬁne spectrum obtained with FM spectroscopy. The EOM used to produce
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Figure A.13: Sidebands of 336-nm NH probe beam at diﬀerent modulation frequencies, as
measured by transmission of a 8-cm confocal cavity, for use in FM absorption spectroscopy.
The EOM is non-resonantly driven with RF signal power of 10 dBm× 45 dB ampliﬁcation.
The individual cavity scans are oﬀset vertically for clarity.
the sidebands10 is broadband to allow for tuning of the modulation frequency, although
the modulation index is stronger at lower frequencies (Figure A.13). The downside of a
nonresonant EOM is that the necessary RF drive power is large (≈300 W is used here11)
and the radiated drive signal is picked up by detection electronics to cause additional noise.
For this technical reason and the fundamental limitations noted above regarding in-trap
detection, FM spectroscopy of NH was abandoned.
10Model 350-50-UV-Phase EOM with potassium dideuterium phosphate (KD*P) crystal,
Conoptics, Inc., Danbury, CT.
11Model 550 ampliﬁer, 50–500 MHz, Conoptics, Inc., Danbury, CT.
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A.3.7 Challenges of fluorescence detection with limited
optical access
The dilution refrigerator and magnet used in these experiments were both designed to be
fully or partially immersed in liquid helium for normal operation. Retroﬁtting the apparatus
to run with these components in vacuum (and using, for example, a pulse tube cooler to
provide cooling to 4 K) would be an extremely expensive and formidable engineering eﬀort.
The alternative—the constraint of maintaining a liquid helium reservoir surrounding the
experiment—makes it very diﬃcult to optically access the trapped ensemble through the
midplane of the magnet. Doing so would require creating several additional cryogenic seals
to provide beam access through the liquid reservoir, magnet, and inner vacuum can. These
seals would complicate the mechanical constraints and assembly procedures of the apparatus.
In addition, the interface with the vacuum can, in particular, would likely require a reduction
in trap depth. Finally, providing superﬂuid leak-tight optical access through the side of the
superﬂuid jacket surrounding the cell is an especially complex task.
For these reasons, the experiments in this apparatus have made exclusive use of optical
access via downward-facing windows and a cell mirror. Imaging or ﬂuorescence detection
must therefore collect photons from the same window as lasers used for optical pumping
and ablation, reducing available solid angle. Even worse, unavoidable scatter from these
lasers into collection optics can swamp low signal levels. This is especially true for diagonal
ﬂuorescence spectroscopy, in which the emitted photons are the same wavelength as the
pump photons and scatter cannot be spectrally ﬁltered from the signal.
Diagonal ﬂuorescence detection can still be achieved by temporally ﬁltering the signal
photons from the scattered pump light. As described in Section 2.3.2 of the thesis of Matthew
Hummon [168], the 440-ns excited state lifetime allows enough time to turn oﬀ the pump
beam and collect ﬂuorescence light in the absence of scatter. The process is repeated with a
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1-MHz square-wave chop of the pump beam. This temporal ﬁltering reduces the signal level
by about a factor of 6 (including the ≈100-ns dead time to wait for the pump shutoﬀ) while
fully eliminating pump scatter as a source of noise.
Unfortunately, secondary eﬀects of the pump light cause noise that is not eliminated using
this technique. First, ﬂuorescence in cold solid materials may take longer to decay than the
excited molecules, and hence cannot be removed with the pump laser chop. Second, a high
rate of scattered pump photons incident on the detection PMT in the bright phase of the chop
cycle can cause spurious delayed noise pulses called “afterpulses” when the pump laser is oﬀ
[176]. Such afterpulsing is sometimes seen when the PMT vacuum becomes contaminated
with helium gas. With the pump laser oﬀ the PMT used for these experiments12 generated
afterpulses at a rate of approximately 1% the pump-on count rate (Figure A.14), with a
decay time of roughly 300 ns.13 The afterpulsing can be eliminated by gating the PMT oﬀ
when the pump laser is on. However, the repetition rate of the gate is limited to 10 kHz (due
to capacitance in the gating circuit that provides rapid gate speed—higher duty cycle may
be possible with slower gate speed), hence this solution sacriﬁces two orders of magnitude
in signal photons.
Another detection option is oﬀ-diagonal ﬂuorescence using the (0,1) vibrational transition
at 375 nm. The fractional decay to the v = 1 state is only 0.6% [152], hence about 150
photons must be scattered on the (0,0) transition for every 375-nm photon. The bright
pump light can be spectrally ﬁltered, but ﬂuorescence in other materials may be spectrally
12Model H10304 PMT module with gate function, Hamamatsu Corporation, Bridgewater,
NJ.
13The afterpulsing of the PMT used for the previous NH work (Model P25A-02, Electron
Tubes Limited, now defunct) was also measured and found to be about a factor of 2 worse,
although this behavior may have worsened in the intervening months. This suggests that
afterpulsing may be the limiting noise source for the previous chopped-pump experiments of
Hummon et al., rather than imperfect AOM extinction, as was thought at the time [168].
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Figure A.14: PMT count rate with 0.5-µs pump laser pulse, normalized by the rate observed
when the pump laser is on (dominated by scattered pump light). When the PMT is not
gated oﬀ during the pump pulse, the count rate drops only to ≈1% when the pump laser is
extinguished and decays on a time scale similar to the NH natural lifetime. If the PMT is
gated oﬀ (by reverse-biasing the photocathode) during the pump pulse, the count rate drops
much faster. A single AOM is found to provide an extinction ratio of about 104. When
gating, the count rate in the ﬁrst 400 µs after extinguishing the pump laser may be due to
the ﬁnite AOM extinction time, materials ﬂuorescence, or a combination of both.
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broad and have a signiﬁcant component in the detection band, especially when that band
is at a longer wavelength than the excitation. The opposite pumping scheme, in which
v = 1 molecules are pumped on the (0,1) line and 336-nm photons are collected, reverses the
wavelength order to reduce materials ﬂuorescence. In this scheme, however, the experiment
will be limited by the 37-ms lifetime of the v = 1 state [153].
Oﬀ-diagonal ﬂuorescence detection was attempted in the copper cell by pumping from
the ground (0,0) state and looking for 375-nm photons. With an observed 0.7% pump laser
absorption, no ﬂuorescence signal above background was observed. Based on the measured
ﬂuorescence rate and estimated detection eﬃciency, a signal-to-noise ratio of ∼8 was ex-
pected. It is diﬃcult to align the ﬂuorescence collection optics to an unobserved signal,
however, and imperfect alignment may be to blame.
A.4 Phase III: Modification of G-10 cell from
Phase I
A.4.1 No NH production enhancement with discharge
After the success of producing NH in the copper Phase II cell using ablation of aluminum
nitride into discharge-vaporized hydrogen gas, the Phase I G-10 cell was modiﬁed to insert
ablation targets. The cell walls were cut with a Dremel tool ﬁtted with an abrasive cutting
wheel, with care taken to minimize dust contamination of the interior cell space. With new
ablation targets in place, a new cell window and superﬂuid jacket patch were epoxied to the
remaining cell wall.
When the modiﬁed cell was cooled below 1 K and ﬁlled with precursor hydrogen ice,
NH was observed from ablation of aluminum nitride in the production region of the cell.
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Unfortunately, the density was about an order of magnitude lower than that observed in
Phase II. More signiﬁcantly, while a discharge pulse had served to enhance the hydrogen
density in the copper cell, the discharge had no positive eﬀect on the signal in the G-10 cell.
The maximum NH density was the same as that achieved purely with ablation. As was seen
in the previous cell, the production steadily decreased with repeated ablation pulses after
ﬁlling the cell once with hydrogen, and would be replenished upon subsequent ﬁlling. Unlike
the previous cell, the discharge appeared to accelerate the production decrease.
One potentially signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the cells is that the Phase III cell had
the discharge coil wrapped external to the superﬂuid jacket (see Figure A.5), whereas the
Phase II cell coil was in contact with the buﬀer gas and hydrogen. It is possible that the
dramatic diﬀerence in production between the two cells is due to the necessary hydrogen
vaporization being primarily a thermal process: the coil surface heats during the discharge
pulse to evaporate hydrogen. This heating could be caused by resistive heating in the copper
wire or by dissipation of energy into the plasma in the regions of high electric ﬁeld near
the wire. On the other hand, in contrast to this thermal vaporization, hydrogen could be
vaporized in a process of etching from cold ice by energetic particles produced in the discharge
[169]. The etching process would likely be less dependent on the surface temperature than
the evaporative process, and should not depend strongly on whether or not the coil is in
contact with the hydrogen ice. The contrasting behavior of the Phase II and III cells is
evidence in support of the thermal process being dominant.
A second performance diﬀerence between the cells is that the discharge in the Phase III
cell was weaker and less repeatable, due primarily to the twisted-pair cabling leading to the
coil from outside of the cell. The heating observed from the discharge was roughly a factor
of 2 lower than observed in previous cells at similar RF power input, suggesting that power
was being reﬂected from the coil due to poor coupling.
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A.4.2 Detection limited by fluorescence of G-10
Since oﬀ-diagonal ﬂuorescence detection of NH had failed in the copper cell with a clear
simultaneous NH absorption signal, a test experiment was performed to observe (0,1) ﬂuo-
rescence at room temperature. Boron nitride was ablated into hydrogen gas and illuminated
with a 50-µWpump beam resonant with the (0,0) line. Fluorescence was observed separately
at both 336 nm and 375 nm, with a ratio consistent with previous measurements [152]. The
observed collection eﬃciency was ≈7 times weaker than estimated, which may expose an
ﬂaw in the calculated spatial distribution of ﬂuorescence, and may be related to the failure
to see ﬂuorescence in Phase II. Nevertheless, this observation conﬁrmed the feasibility of
detecting NH using oﬀ-diagonal ﬂuorescence.
Due to the weak oﬀ-diagonal ﬂuorescence rate, excellent rejection of pump light is nec-
essary. To this end, the PMT aperture was covered by a stack of four ﬁlters in the following
order of incidence, as seen by arriving photons: (1) a 6-nm bandwidth interference ﬁlter
centered at 375 nm14; (2) a colored glass ﬁlter passing 375 nm but not 336 nm15; (3) an
identical copy of (1); and (4) a colored glass ﬁlter that passes both 336 and 375 nm16. The
stack is oriented in this way to minimize laser-induced ﬂuorescence in the ﬁlters themselves.
The eﬀective rejection factor of this ﬁlter stack for the 336-nm pump photons is measured
to be 3× 108.17 When looking for (0,1) ﬂuorescence in the G-10 Phase III cell, a large noise
background was observed. The noise was correlated with the (0,0) pump laser, but was in-
14Model LD01-37516, Semrock, Inc., Rochester, NY.
15Model B-440, Edmund Optics, Inc., Barrington, NJ.
16Model FGUV11, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ.
17It is not known whether the (3 × 108)−1 photons detected for each 336-nm photon
incident on the ﬁlter stack is a transmitted photon or whether it is produced by laser-
induced ﬂuorescence in the ﬁlters. Transmission data the individual ﬁlters suggest that the
ﬁlter stack transmission should be lower than this value.
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dependent of the pump laser frequency, suggesting that the source was either pump scatter
or unwanted ﬂuorescence in the apparatus. The former was ruled out by the measured ﬁlter
stack rejection factor. Visual inspection of the cell revealed visibly ﬂuorescing spots where
stray pump reﬂections struck G-10, which implied bright, broadband sources of unwanted
light. When the ﬂuorescence detection system was aligned to one of these spots, the noise
level grew dramatically.
Stray reﬂections are a particular challenge in this apparatus due to the four uncoated
UV fused silica windows between the laser system and molecular ensemble. Each window
surface produces a 3.7% Fresnel reﬂection of the pump beam. The windows are wedged to
eliminate etalon eﬀects that convert frequency shifts into amplitude noise, and so these stray
reﬂections propagate in many directions. In principle, the NH experiment could have used
antireﬂection window coatings for wavelengths of 336 nm, 375 nm and 532 nm to accomodate
the pump, ﬂuorescence and ablation light, respectively. However, other wavelengths are also
often used for diagnostic purposes, especially when other experiments share the apparatus
on the same experimental run. Moreover, the coating is not perfect and the reﬂections that
remain are still signiﬁcant.
On the way into the cell, the pump beam produces 8 primary reﬂections of ≈3.7% power
(some are somewhat weaker due to prior attenuation of the pump beam), and another 8 on
the way out. These primary reﬂections produce 56 secondary reﬂections at ≈0.14%, and
240 tertiary reﬂections. Controlling the directions of all of these reﬂections is not feasible,
although alignment of the window wedge angles can allow for all the reﬂections to be con-
tained in a single plane for spatial ﬁltering. Half of these reﬂections enter the cell, where
many strike a G-10 surface to cause ﬂuorescence. This background light prevented observa-
tion of NH (0,1) ﬂuorescence in the Phase III cell, since even the secondary reﬂections cause
an unacceptable noise level. Without ﬂuorescence detection, the weaker NH production en-
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sured that no trapped signal could be observed. It was clear from Phase III that ﬂuorescence
detection had to be improved.
A.5 Phase IV: Design for maximized production and
fluorescence sensitivity
A.5.1 Building a new cell
We come now to the ﬁnal phase of the NH cryogenic production experiments. The Phase IV
cell, a schematic of which is shown in Figure A.15, was designed as the best eﬀort for
trapping, cooling and detection of NH within the constraints of the current apparatus. The
primary improvements are in production and detection. First, in an attempt to recreate the
good production of the Phase II copper cell in a manner consistent with trapping and further
cooling, the discharge coil for the Phase IV cell was anchored to the internal surface of the
cell wall. The calculated time constant necessary to cool this coil after production is similar
to the time for cooling the wall surface itself, consistent with the need to rapidly decrease the
helium density after trap loading. Whether the Phase II cell discharge vaporized hydrogen
by evaporation or by etching, the Phase IV cell mimicked that design for similar results.
Second, to improve the ﬂuorescence detection sensitivity, the cell was engineered to be
dramatically less ﬂuorescent. Rather than the back surface of the cell that is exposed to
stray pump beam reﬂections being composed entirely of ﬂuorescent G-10, it was covered by
a beam reﬂector created from polished single-crystal silicon (Figure A.15B). The two halves
of the beam reﬂector were cut with a waterjet cutter18 from silicon wafer, sandwiching the
wafer between two sheets of 5-mil Kapton and then two 1/4” thick Teﬂon plates. Piercing
18OMAX Corporation, Kent, WA.
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Figure A.15: (A) Phase IV trapping cell shown with lower portion of inner vacuum can and
ﬂuorescence collection lens; (B) single-crystal silicon beam reﬂector before installation in the
Phase IV trapping cell; (C) schematic of ﬂuorescence collection lens design. Both the beam
reﬂector and collection lens were fabricated using a waterjet cutter.
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wafers with the jet causes them to fracture, due to the large force generated when the jet
scatters from the surface. However, wafers can be successfully cut from an edge where the
jet can be minimally deﬂected by the cutting process. In addition, using the low-pressure
cutting mode results in a reduced failure rate. The roughness of the edges cut with the water
jet in the wafer is sub-millimeter scale. The beam reﬂector, with measured reﬂectance of
≈50% at 336 nm and no detected ﬂuorescence, was mounted to the mirror so that reﬂections
of the pump beam would strike the silicon and exit through the cell windows. Cutouts in
the beam reﬂector accommodate ablation targets and the hydrogen ﬁll line, and the window
wedge alignment was chosen such that all pump reﬂections would be contained in a plane
that does not intersect these cutouts.
In addition to these changes in cell design, additional apparatus changes were made to
improve ﬂuorescence detection. The “UV grade synthetic fused silica” dewar windows used
in Phase III19 were observed to ﬂuoresce visibly under excitation at 336 nm, despite the
manufacturer’s literature stating that the material “does not ﬂuoresce in respond to wave-
lengths longer than 290 nm” [177]. Before choosing windows for the Phase IV apparatus,
room-temperature tests were performed with several UV fused silica windows from several
manufacturers. The results of this testing are shown in Table A.1. While the magnesium
ﬂuoride (MgF2) windows exhibit the least ﬂuorescence, the transmission of infrared wave-
lengths for this material is such that it provides a less reliable barrier against heating due
to blackbody radiation. Suprasil 1, essentially high-purity UV fused silica, is another low-
ﬂuorescence material, but it is very expensive and could not be available soon enough to be
used in Phase IV. Instead, the UV fused silica windows from Optosigma were used.
The ﬁnal major change to the ﬂuorescence collection apparatus was the incorporation of a
19Model IF-3050-UV, CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM.
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Table A.1: Fluorescence in UV windows under 336-nm excitation. Fluorescence rates are
given as number of photons ﬂuoresced per 1 cm of material into the 6-nm detection band
centered at 375 nm divided by the total number of incident photons.
Material Vendor Part Number Fluorescence Fraction
(×10−9 cm−1)
UVFS CVI Melles Griot IF-3050-UV 9
UVFS Laser Components PL2-24850UV-S 6
UVFS Optosigma CI# 100205RT01a 5
UVFSb Thorlabs LA4984-UV 80
MgF2 CVI Melles Griot PWI-2019-MF 1.5
Suprasil 1 CVI Melles Griot IF-2037-SS 1.5
aCustom-ordered optic: 3” × 0.5” with 2◦ wedge
bThis optic had a antireﬂective UV coating which may contribute additional ﬂuorescence.
high numerical aperture lens20 directly outside of the cell within the inner vacuum can. This
lens was designed to collimate light emitted from the trap center to enhance the fraction
of ﬂuorescence that exits the dewar. The collimation also allowed for spatial ﬁltering to
reduce the collection of unwanted downstream window ﬂuorescence. To allow for pump and
ablation laser propagation, the lens was cut with a waterjet cutter to form a 1.5-cm wide
notch from the lens center to its edge (Figure A.15C). Simulations of ﬂuorescence collection
demonstrated collection eﬃciency of approximately 1% for photons emitted from a 5-mm
diameter volume surrounding the trap center. The lens had spherical curvature; however, the
ability to focus ﬂuorescence on the detector surface was limited not by spherical aberration,
but by the ﬁnite size of the emitter. The lens was held in place by a copper tube bolted to
the 4.2-K inner vacuum can, with eight long slits cut in the tube to provide greater ﬂexibility
so that the lens would not crack under the stress of thermal contraction.
20Model LA-4078, 2”, f = 7.5 cm, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ.
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A.5.2 Leaky G-10 tubing
After the Phase IV cell was constructed, a very large leak was discovered (>1 sccm at 1 bar
diﬀerential pressure) between the cell space and superﬂuid jacket. Leaks in G-10 trapping
cells are not uncommon, and will readily occur due to design errors. Leaks at joints due to
diﬀerential thermal contraction, in particular, are more diﬃcult to prevent with G-10 due
to the fact that contraction is anisotropic in the composite [178]. Surprisingly, the leak in
the Phase IV cell was not at a joint. With the jacket space ﬁlled with water and the cell
pressurized with 1–2 psig, a stream of bubbles poured from a pinhole defect in the G-10
tube21 forming the inner jacket wall.
A 1 cm × 2 cm section of the outer jacket wall was removed with a Dremel tool to expose
the area, but there was no obvious defect visible in the inner wall tube. The exposed region
was painted with a thin coating of Stycast 1266 epoxy to seal the leak. After the epoxy
had cured, however, multiple other, smaller pinholes were found within 1 cm of the same
area. The outer jacket wall cutout was enlarged and these areas were also painted. After
this, no leak was detected. Next a 77-K leak test was conducted by immersing a vacuum
can containing the cell into liquid nitrogen. Another large leak was measured, presumably
having opened as a result of thermal stress. The leak remained when the cell was returned
to room temperature.
When the jacket space was again ﬁlled with water, a new point defect was discovered.
Again, a section of the outer wall was removed and the defect was painted. Unfortunately,
upon cooling to 77 K, yet another, smaller leak appeared (≈10−4 mbar l/s at 1 bar). To avoid
an endless game of “G-10 Leak Whack-a-Mole,” the entire outer jacket wall was removed
and the entire outer surface of the inner jacket wall was painted with a more liberal coating
of Stycast 1266 (enough to ensure that the epoxy layer continuously coated the surface,
21Spaulding Composites, Inc., Rochester, NH
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although the layer was still thinner than 1 mm). A new section of G-10 tube from the
same stock was then attached. Before this was done, the new outer wall tube stock was
separately cooled to 77 K, warmed back to room temperature, and leak tested. For the new
tube attachment, each joint was made with the standard 0.25” of overlap between the two
parts, one or both of which was 1/32” in thickness. Thankfully, this time the cell had no
leak at 77 K above 2 × 10−9 mbar l/s, and it was subsequently used for Phase IV of the
NH experiment, as well as for the experiments with antimony and aluminum described in
Chapters 2 and 3.
Pinhole leaks in G-10 are not unheard of (see Section 5.5 of [70]). To avoid them, the
inner jacket wall of the Phase IV cell had originally been painted with a very light coating of
Stycast 1266 to avoid such leaks. This coating was apparently either patchy or too thin to ﬁx
the defects in the tubing, but a more aggressive coating appeared suﬃcient. Much worse leak
behavior was observed in poor-quality G-10 that was not constructed with very ﬁnely-woven
ﬁberglass fabric, or which had signiﬁcant defects in the fabric. The quality of the weave can
be investigated by soaking a portion of the tube stock in an epoxy stripping agent such as
MS-111.22 An example of particularly poor-quality G-10 fabric (unknown origin) exposed in
this manner is shown in Figure A.16.
A.5.3 Production performance
As was seen in the Phase II and III cells, NH could be successfully produced in the Phase IV
cell purely by ablation of aluminum nitride after adding hydrogen ice to the cell. The
density produced was larger and more stable than the Phase III cell, possibly due to the
larger volume reducing diﬀusive loss to the cell walls. Unfortunately, a brief discharge pulse
using 25 W of RF power seemed to provide little signal enhancement, as was observed in
22Miller-Stephenson Chemical Company, Inc., Danbury, CT.
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Figure A.16: Defects in the ﬁberglass fabric of poor-quality G-10 tubes (unknown origin)
exposed by soaking the tubes in MS-111 epoxy stripping agent. A section of tube stock
similar to this was found to leak longitudinally through the wall from one end of the tube
to the other, without penetrating either the inner or outer surface.
the Phase III cell. Somewhat longer discharge pulses (with energy ∼ 10 mJ) were observed
to decrease the observed OD, possibly due to increased Doppler broadening. Finally, with
very large discharge energies of &100 mJ the signal increased to several times larger than
the ablation-only production. This is likely due to warming of the internal surfaces of the
cell above 5 K, forming a dense hydrogen vapor. However, this energy is far in excess of
what can be used in conjunction with trapping.
The inability to recreate the Phase II production yield in a G-10 cell leads to some
disheartening conclusions. The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the cells may be that the
Phase II discharge coil is eﬀectively thermally disconnected from the cell on short timescales
below 100 ms. This is because the only signiﬁcant cooling processes are conductive cooling
along the ≈1 m coil length and energy transfer to the buﬀer gas. This thermal disconnect
and the small heat capacity of the coil imply that a few-mJ discharge pulse will heat the
coil to temperatures where the hydrogen vapor density is above 1017 cm−3. While this is
excellent for NH production, this thermal disconnect is in conﬂict with the need for the coil
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to cool rapidly after production to allow for trapping and thermal isolation. The experience
of Phase III and IV seems to imply that these conﬂicting requirements cannot be reconciled
to achieve the simultaneous goals of large production yield, trapping, and thermal isolation.
A.5.4 Detection performance
Before the Phase IV cooldown, the room-temperature noise background of unwanted ﬂu-
orescence in the new cell was tested in a tabletop apparatus where full optics positioning
control is possible. These tests conﬁrmed a dramatically reduced ﬂuorescence rate compared
to the Phase III cell, with ﬂuorescence noise at a similarly low level as that caused by pump
beam reﬂections striking the PMT ﬁlter stack. With the pump beam deliberately aligned
poorly to strike the G-10 hydrogen ﬁll line, a somewhat larger, but still acceptable, noise
level was measured, demonstrating the eﬀective spatial ﬁltering of the ﬂuorescence collection
lens. The total noise level with a 50-µW pump beam was measured to be less than 10 kHz,
where a signal of over 1 MHz would be expected for 0.01% of the pump being absorbed and
ﬂuoresced in the collection region.23
Phase IV of the NH experiment was conducted in the cold apparatus after the antimony–
helium collision experiment described in Chapter 2. In the 3–4 weeks of discharge and
production tests after ending the antimony experiment, a ﬁlm of unknown composition was
deposited on the outer surface of the 77-K window. This ﬁlm was found to be opaque to
the 207-nm laser used to detect antimony, and hence it cannot have been present for that
experiment. When ﬂuorescence detection of NH was attempted, the ﬁlm glowed brightly
under excitation with the 336-nm pump beam, with correspondingly terrible background
23This region is about 10% the length of the cell and is overlapped with the trap. Therefore
this 10−4 local ﬂuorescence level would be equal to the in-trap OD , or 10% of the zero ﬁeld
OD .
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noise levels at the 375-nm detection band. This background prevented ﬂuorescence detection
of NH in Phase IV, and further testing of the detection improvements could not be performed.
A.6 Summary and future prospects
A.6.1 Successful cryogenic production
The experiments described here demonstrated production of 1011 NH molecules at temper-
atures below 1 K (in the copper Phase II cell) and over 1010 molecules under conditions
compatible with trapping (low production energy in a G-10 cell). The production method
is relatively straightforward to implement, involving only an aluminum nitride target, a gas
line to deposit hydrogen ice, and an ablation laser. This yield is approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than the previous room-temperature discharge source [150], but can be
implemented with under 10 mJ of energy and no additional heat load, such as that associated
with open apertures that pass room-temperature blackbody radiation. Cryogenic discharge
production of NH from nitrogen and hydrogen vapor was also achieved at 7.5 K, but this
could not be replicated in a trapping cell.
Despite this success in production, none of the four phases of the NH work described here
demonstrated NH trapping. The fundamental barrier is poor detection, since a large number
of molecules are produced. As a result, future work with NH could beneﬁt from adopting
the cryogenic production described here in an apparatus better suited to low-background
ﬂuorescence spectroscopy.
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A.6.2 Proposed improvements for improved detection
sensitivity
The apparatus used for this work struggles against a single design constraint: both optical
pumping and ﬂuorescence detection share the same optical path into the cell. Especially be-
cause of the UV wavelengths needed for NH detection, the inevitable scatter and ﬂuorescence
due to the pump beam cannot be adequately ﬁltered from the signal photons. The task of
retroﬁtting the current experiment for perpendicular optical access would be prohibitively
expensive and diﬃcult, and future experiments would do better to construct a new apparatus
that allows the magnet, refrigerator and cell to occupy the same vacuum space.
Even with perpendicular access, care must still be taken to minimize stray window re-
ﬂections and ﬂuorescence of materials. If pump laser scatter can be adequately reduced,
then diagonal detection is preferable due to the much higher ﬂuorescence rate. Chopping
the pump beam improves the signal-to-noise by a factor of about 12, limited by PMT af-
terpulsing. Afterpulses are not intrinsic to detection with PMTs, so the eﬀect likely can be
greatly reduced if extreme care is taken to avoid helium contamination.24 Alternatively, a
gated detector can be used to remain insensitive to the bright pump, but the gate repetition
rate must be close to 1 MHz to preserve the high signal rate. Likewise, oﬀ-diagonal detec-
tion with a perpendicular pump beam could achieve extremely low background noise with
appropriate elimination of line-of-sight between the detector and ﬂuorescing materials along
the pump beam path. Oﬀ-diagonal sensitivity would then likely be shot-noise limited due
to the weak Franck-Condon factor.
24Reasonable care was taken with the PMTs used for this work, and the previous NH
work. The PMTs were kept in enclosures either pumped to vacuum or continuously purged
with nitrogen gas. Nevertheless, both PMTs show similar afterpulsing behavior.
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A.6.3 Prospects for sympathetic cooling
Based on the work outlined in this appendix, one can make modestly optimistic assumptions
about the ability to produce and cool NH in a future G-10 cell. With 1010 molecules produced
under trappable conditions at 0.5 K and a reasonable 10% trapping eﬃciency, an maximum
initial density of 2× 1011 cm−3 would be achieved. A signiﬁcant number of these molecules
would likely undergo spin relaxation in the initial ∼30 ms during which the helium-4 density
drops and thermal isolation is achieved.
Nitrogen is not directly observed in the experiments described here, but the rather ef-
ﬁcient NH production from ablation of aluminum nitride into hydrogen suggests a large
nitrogen yield. Based on previous measurements and calculations of the nitrogen–helium
system, it is safe to assume that nitrogen will be eﬃciently buﬀer-gas cooled and trapped
after production and will likely be present in much greater numbers than NH in the trap.
The resulting nitrogen–nitrogen collision rate will be more than rapid enough to proceed
with evaporative cooling.
Sympathetic cooling of NH with evaporatively cooled nitrogen is hampered by the mis-
matched magnetic moments of the two species. The 3-µB nitrogen atoms will form a dense
cloud at the trap center with a more diﬀuse surrounding cloud of 2-µB NH, precisely the
wrong ordering for eﬃcient sympathetic cooling with the large nitrogen reservoir. As cooling
continues, NH will be consistently at a value of η that is 2/3 that of nitrogen, and thus NH
will be preferentially evaporated. The sympathetic cooling of NH is therefore necessarily less
eﬃcient than evaporative cooling of nitrogen, even neglecting NH–nitrogen inelastic losses.
Evaporative cooling of buﬀer-gas cooled nitrogen will follow similar constraints as those
outlined in the thesis of Charlie Doret [111] in reference to cooling metastable helium, includ-
ing the rather slow rate at which current can be removed from the superconducting magnet
coils to reduce the trap depth. For this technical reason, and because the values of γ for ni-
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trogen and 4He* are similarly high [52, 179], we take the demonstrated evaporation of 4He*
in that experiment as an eﬃciency benchmark for predicting the behavior with nitrogen.
Speciﬁcally, the two orders of magnitude of atom loss required to reduce the temperature
by two orders of magnitude [180] is a reasonable expectation. As this atom loss would stem
largely from evaporative losses at ηN < 8, the NH loss is likely to be at least an additional
order of magnitude worse (Equation 4.1). Finally, it is important to consider the inelastic
NH–nitrogen losses that will be sustained in addition to this evaporative loss. If ramping the
magnet takes the ∼100 s necessary for the 4He* work, inelastic losses could be signiﬁcant
even with the interspecies γ being greater than 100. Also, the inelasticity of the interspecies
collisions is calculated to increase at lower temperatures [53]. It will be thus be critical for
the sympathetic cooling experiment not to “waste” any collisions with a suboptimal evap-
oration trajectory. Finally, a large initial molecule reservoir will be necessary—a condition
satisﬁed by the cryogenic production method described here.
Appendix B
Calculating absorption for trapped
molecules in motion
B.1 Reconciling Beer’s Law with the Landau-
Zener model
Molecules (or atoms) in a magnetic trap will have a distribution of Zeeman shifts corre-
sponding to their spatial distribution superimposed on the trapping ﬁeld. For a ﬁxed probe
laser frequency, only a certain shell of constant magnetic ﬁeld will be in resonance. For a
spherical quadrupole ﬁeld with ﬁeld along the z-axis given by B = B′0z, the thickness ∆z
of this shell is given by
∆z =
Γnat
∂ω
∂B
B′0
=
1
τnat
∂ω
∂B
B′0
, (B.1)
where Γnat and τnat are the natural linewidth and lifetime, respectively, and ∂ω/∂B is the
diﬀerential magnetic moment between the ground and excited states. For B′0 ∼ 1 T/cm,
∂ω/∂B ∼ µB, and τnat ∼ 100 ns, this resonant shell has ∆z ∼ 1 µm, much smaller than the
trap size. The absorption of the probe laser with initial intensity I0 at the intersection of
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this shell can be calculated from Beer’s Law,
1− I
I0
= 1− e−OD (B.2)
OD =
∫
n(z) σ(z) dz (B.3)
where n(z) is the molecule density distribution averaged over the laser beam cross section
and σ is the optical cross section.
At temperatures near 500 mK, the molecules are moving at a mean velocity of v¯z ∼ 1–
2 × 103 cm/s. Doppler broadening inhomogeneously thickens the resonant shell, however
each individual molecule sees the same ∆z ∼ 1 µm at a Doppler-shifted location. The
molecules traverse ∆z on average in a time ∆t < 100 ns (for transitions with longer excited
state lifetimes, transit time broadening will increase ∆z and ∆t). Even for short lifetimes of
10 ns, the molecules will still cross the resonant shell slower than the mean time to excitation
(assuming saturation s0 < 1%, as is typically used to avoid optical pumping out of the trap).
It is then reasonable to ask whether the fact that the molecules are in resonance for a very
brief time aﬀects the absorption rate of photons from the laser beam. Going further, if we
assume a mean collision time longer than ∆t, the molecules will maintain a constant velocity
as they pass through resonance, and hence will experience a linearly-varying detuning
δ =
∂ω
∂B
B′0z =
∂ω
∂B
B′0vzt. (B.4)
This linear sweep through a resonant interaction is reminiscent of the classic Landau-Zener
treatment of an avoided crossing. It is not obvious that the result of Beer’s Law, obtained
from integrating over a stationary distribution in space, will be the same as that obtained
from applying the Landau-Zener method to each passing molecule. However, through a
series of cases, we show in this appendix that the two approaches are indeed equivalent in
the limit of weak laser power.
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B.1.1 Case 1: Stationary atoms
For the purposes of all four cases considered here, we will consider a uniform density n of
two-level atoms with excited state lifetime τnat = Γ
−1
nat. The atoms are moving with constant
uniform velocity v = vz zˆ in a constant-gradient magnetic ﬁeld B = B
′
0z. We will ﬁrst
consider the stationary case of vz = 0. When illuminated with laser light with frequency ω
and saturation parameter s0, the scattering rate of the atoms will be
Γsc =
1
2τnat
[
s0
1 + s0 + (2δ/Γnat)2
]
=
s0
2τnat
[
1
1 + (2δτnat)2
]
, (B.5)
where the second equality has used s0 ≪ 1. The total ﬂuorescence rate is given by integrating
Equation B.5 over all space,
Γf =
∫
nΓsc d
3r
=
s0nA
2τnat
∫
dz
1 + (2τnatδ(z))2
=
πs0nA
4τ 2nat
∂ω
∂B
B′0
, (B.6)
where A is the cross sectional area of the laser beam.
B.1.2 Case 2: Arbitrarily slow atoms
Next we calculate Γf for the case in which the atoms are moving at a constant, very slow
velocity that satisﬁes vz/∆z ≪ Γsc ≪ Γnat, i.e., the timescale for crossing the resonance is the
slowest in the problem. Each atom will now see a linearly-changing detuning (Equation B.4),
which moves through resonance as t goes from −∞→∞. Ignoring the excited state decay,
this is the standard Landau-Zener case. The probability of each atom being found in the
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excited state after passage is given by [181]
P = 1− exp
(
−2πΩ
2
α
)
. (B.7)
where α = ∂δ/∂t is the detuning sweep rate and ~Ω the interaction matrix element. It is
important to note the relationship between Ω and the Rabi frequency ΩR = −(eE0/~)〈e|(r ·
ε)|g〉 that results from the interaction of the two-level atomic dipole, d = −e r, with the
electric ﬁeld, E(t) = E0ε cos(kz − ωt), of the laser (with wavevector k and frequency ω).
In the rotating wave approximation, only half of the electric ﬁeld magnitude drives the
transition with the correct frequency, giving Ω2 = (ΩR/2)
2 = s0/8τ
2
nat [181, 182].
Akulin and Schleich have analyzed the Landau-Zener problem when excited state decay
is taken into account [183]. They ﬁnd that the number of photons emitted by each atom
passing through resonance is given by
Nph = 2π
Ω2
α
e−πΩ
2/α
∣∣∣∣WiΩ2/α,−1/2
(
−iΓ
2
nat
α
)∣∣∣∣
2
, (B.8)
where Wk,m(z) is the Whittaker function [184]. This result is nontrivial and rather opaque,
but useful asymptotic limits are presented in [183]. In the slow-sweep limit considered in
this case (Ω2Γ2nat/α
2 ≫ 1), Equation B.8 simpliﬁes to
Nph = 2π
Ω2
α
. (B.9)
We then must only multiply by the rate that atoms pass through the resonance to determine
the ﬂuorescence rate
Γf = (nvzA)
[
2π
Ω2
α
]
= (nvzA)
[
2π
s0
8τ2nat
∂ω
∂B
B′0vz
]
=
πs0nA
4τ 2nat
∂ω
∂B
B′0
, (B.10)
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where we have used Ω2 = s0/8τ
2
nat. Comparison of Equations B.6 and B.10 shows no diﬀer-
ence between the stationary case and the arbitrarily-slow case, which is comforting.
B.1.3 Case 3: Rapid atoms
Next, we consider the case where atoms cross the resonance quickly (vz/∆z ≫ Γnat ≫ Ω).
Akulin and Schleich also consider this limit (α≫ Γ2nat), ﬁnding that the number of photons
scattered per atom is given by [183]
Nph = 1− exp
(
−2πΩ
2
α
)
. (B.11)
Note that this is the same as the result that ignores decay (Equation B.7). This makes
sense, since in the case of slow decay the number of photons emitted per atom is at most
one and equal to the probability of reaching the excited state during the crossing. For the
weak-probe limit (s0 ≪ 1), Equation B.11 reduces to Equation B.9 and the ﬂuorescence rate
is the same as in Case 2 (Equation B.10).
B.1.4 Case 4: Intermediate-speed atoms
Finally, we consider the case in which the atoms are moving at a speed such that Ω ≪
vz/∆z ≪ Γnat. This is the case in which the atoms cross the resonance much slower than
the excited state decay, but much faster than the mean time to excitation—so most atoms
cross without scattering a photon. This case (Ω2/α ≪ Ω/Γnat ≪ 1 and Γ2nat ≫ α) is not
speciﬁcally addressed in [183]. In this limit, Equation B.8 reduces to
Nph = lim
Γ2nat/α→∞
2π
Ω2
α
e−πΩ
2/α
∣∣∣∣WiΩ2/α,−1/2
(
−iΓ
2
nat
α
)∣∣∣∣
2
= 2π
Ω2
α
e−πΩ
2/α eπΩ
2/α
= 2π
Ω2
α
, (B.12)
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which is the same result as found in Case 2. Hence the ﬂuorescence rate is again the same
as Equation B.10.
B.1.5 Conclusions from the comparison
Using the appropriate asymptotic limits of the Landau-Zener problem with decay, compar-
ison of Cases 2–4 gives the same result in all velocity limits, (assuming laser intensity well
below saturation). This shared result is also the same as that of Case 1, the stationary
case. Therefore, we conclude that there is no diﬀerence between calculating the ﬂuorescence
rate as a Landau-Zener level crossing or by integrating over a spatially-extended resonance
with a stationary atom distribution. It is safe to assume the atoms to be stationary for the
calculation (except in regards to Doppler shifts), which is a more straightforward calculation.
To determine the OD from the ﬂuorescence rate Γf, we normalize by the incident photon
ﬂux Γph to yield the absorption:
Γf/Γph =
[
πs0nA
4τ 2nat
∂ω
∂B
B′0
] [
s0IsatA
~ω
]−1
=
π
2
nσ
(
1
τnat
∂ω
∂B
B′0
)
=
π
2
nσ∆z, (B.13)
where we have used Equation B.1 and the deﬁnition of the saturation intensity,
Isat =
~ω
2σ0τnat
. (B.14)
where σ0 is the resonant optical cross section. We have already made the assumption in
Equation B.5 that absorption of photons does not aﬀect the ﬂuorescence rate (i.e., Γf ≪ Γph)
and so OD ≪ 1 and we can equate it with absorption,
OD =
π
2
nσ0∆z. (B.15)
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As a ﬁnal check, it is simple to show that Equation B.15 is the same as the result of using
Beer’s Law (Equation B.3):
OD =
∫
n(z) σ(z) dz
= nσ0
∫
dz
1 + (2δ(z)τnat)2
(B.16)
=
π
2
nσ0∆z, (B.17)
where again we have used Equation B.1 and assumed s0 ≪ 1.
When the problem is generalized to more complicated situations, the equivalence between
Beer’s Law and the Landau-Zener approach holds. To start, we can replace the two-level
atoms with multi-level molecules. Also, Doppler broadening leads to a velocity-dependent
shift of the resonant region in space, but the same result is obtained for each 3D velocity
component of the distribution; and similarly, the magnetic ﬁeld gradient can have a compli-
cated form without eﬀect, as long as the curvature remains small on the scale of ∆z. Lastly,
the polarization of the laser beam will introduce a numerical factor that depends on the
angle between the polarization and the local magnetic ﬁeld (see Section A.2.2 of [113]). All
of these eﬀects can be included in the optical cross section when performing the integration
in Equation B.16, including the addition of a second integration over the 2D beam proﬁle.
B.2 Implications for simulations of trapped
spectra
The equivalence of the Beer’s Law and Landau-Zener approaches implies that one is free to
choose whichever method is more straightforward for calculation of trapped absorption in a
given circumstance. The trapped spectrum simulations described in the theses of Jonathan
Weinstein and Nathan Brahms [70, 113] use Beer’s law with the stationary assumption.
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These simulations also go much further than this discussion to appropriately account for the
Zeeman eﬀect in multi-level systems, the ﬁnite extent and oﬀset of the beam, and the spatial
integration through the actual trapping geometry.
The thesis of Wes Campbell includes a separate calculation of the ﬂuorescence rate using
the Landau-Zener approach (see Section 5.2 of [152]). He ﬁnds a discrepancy compared with
the Beer’s Law result, but this is due to an error in the calculation. The correct result for
trapped absorption is that shown in Equation B.17, along with appropriate consideration of
polarization and spatial integration in the trap.
Appendix C
Polarization-sensitive absorption
spectroscopy and “extra light”
C.1 Observations of “extra light”
Appendix C of the thesis of Cindy Hancox [72] details observations of a confusing phe-
nomenon in which the presence of atoms in a buﬀer-gas cell led to more light reaching the
signal photodetector, rather than less. This eﬀect gives the impression of negative absorption
and was dubbed “extra light.” Hancox gives her expression for calculating the absorption A
as
A(t) = 1− D(t)
Dbaseline
(C.1)
D(t) =
Vsignal(t)
Vreference(t)
, (C.2)
where the ratio D(t) of voltages from photodetectors monitoring signal and reference beams
is called the “divide,” and Dbaseline is the divide measured with no atoms in the cell. The
extra light eﬀect was observed purely as an increase in the Vsignal, with no unusual behavior in
Vreference. Examples of extra light given by Hancox in her thesis are reproduced in Figures C.1,
184
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Figure C.1: Negative absorption observed by Hancox et al. in the spectrum of HFS states of
Ti at the saddle points of an anti-Helmholtz ﬁeld. Figure taken from [72].
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Figure C.2: Negative absorption observed by Hancox et al. with laser frequency parked near
a HFS line of Ti at the saddle points of an anti-Helmholtz ﬁeld. Diﬀerent traces are for
diﬀerent ablation energies. The legend gives the YAG laser Q-delay for each trace, with
lower Q-delay corresponding to higher energy. Figure taken from [72].
C.2, and C.3.
While she did not oﬀer any physical explanation for the eﬀect, Hancox catalogued its
observed properties. These include:
1. The extra light is coherent and does not decrease if the beam exits the cell through an
iris or the PMT detector is moved across the room.
2. The amount of extra light observed is linear in laser intensity.
3. Extra light is only observed with atoms in a magnetic ﬁeld, and it is observed in both
Helmholtz and anti-Helmholtz ﬁeld conﬁgurations.
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Figure C.3: Negative absorption observed by Hancox et al. in the spectrum of LFS (top)
and HFS (bottom) states of Dy in a Helmholtz ﬁeld. The bottom ﬁgure is taken with laser
frequency parked on the HFS peak. The stable portion from ≈50–300 ms was believed to be
100% absorption, but with extra light causing it to appear lower. Figure taken from [72].
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4. The eﬀect is frequency dependent and strongest near strong spectral features associated
with both low- and high-ﬁeld-seeking (LFS and HFS) states.
5. The eﬀect is most pronounced at high buﬀer gas densities.
6. Extra light was observed in experiments with both titanium and dysprosium. No other
species were investigated for the eﬀect.
Since the extra light eﬀect did not interfere with the measurements of Hancox et al., it was
not investigated further. The eﬀect was limited to .5% of Vsignal.
Negative absorption was also observed in the experiments with aluminum described in
Chapter 3 of this thesis. In that case, the eﬀect was much more dramatic (Figure C.4), with
Vsignal increasing by up to 40% when the laser was tuned near resonance at high aluminum
density. In addition, a >10% eﬀect was observed with metastable helium-4 (Figure C.5) in
the same experimental run as the rare-earth atom experiments described in Chapter 4. At
this level, the eﬀect is no longer a small perturbation to the measurement and becomes a
signiﬁcant concern. This appendix presents a model of apparent negative absorption caused
by the combination of atomic birefringence and polarization-sensitive optical detection.
C.2 Absorption spectroscopy with polarization-
dependent optics
The premise of absorption spectroscopy is straightforward: one laser beam passes through
and interacts with the atomic cloud while a reference beam monitors the laser intensity. Both
beams strike (ideally) matched photodetectors and the ratio of the two signals, normalized to
unity for zero absorption, provides the transmission of the cloud independent of laser intensity
ﬂuctuations to ﬁrst order. In practice, however, more optics are involved. At minimum,
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Figure C.4: Negative absorption observed in the scanned spectrum of LFS states of Al in a
0.5-T Helmholtz magnetic ﬁeld with T ≈ 850 mK. The inset shows the simulated hyperﬁne
spectrum with asymmetric Helmholtz lineshape (see Figure 2.3).
there are almost always windows on the experimental chamber, and often in multiple layers.
Usually there is also a beamsplitter to separate the signal and reference beams, and mirrors
to steer the beams onto the detectors. The optics schematic for the experiments of Hancox et
al. [72] is shown in Figure C.6. Most buﬀer-gas trapping experiments with a single half-axis
of optical access have similar layouts (see also Figures 2.7 and 3.3). After the beamsplitter,
the probe beam is overlapped with its reﬂection from the cell mirror. This overlap ensures
that both beams sample the same region of the cell, simplifying data analysis and minimizing
error. The return beam strikes the same beamsplitter and is partially transmitted to the
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Figure C.5: Negative absorption observed in spectrum of trapped He*. The sharp feature is
the ∆m = 0 transition on top of the broader ∆m = +1 feature (see Figure 4.3 of [111] for
an undistorted spectrum). The inset (same axis units) shows the signal obtained by holding
the laser frequency constant where the transmission is maximized.
signal detector.
In the optics layout described above, only a fraction of the laser power exiting the cell
is incident on the signal detector, due to the second pass through the beamsplitter. The
reﬂected component retraces the beam path back toward the laser and is not monitored. If
some process acts to change the splitting fraction, then more or less light will be seen by
the signal detector, with a corresponding change in Vsignal. An example of such a process
is a polarization rotation. Unless optimized to avoid it, most beamsplitters are polarization
sensitive at 45◦ incidence, especially beamsplitters with dielectric coatings. Therefore bire-
fringence in the dewar optics or cell can alter the splitting fraction. An extreme example of
this is given in Figure 3.8, which shows the exiting beam polarization rotating as the mag-
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Optics table
Verdi Pump Laser Ti:Sa Laser
Wavemeter
Cavity Doubler
Pinhole
Dewar optics plate
Pulsed Doubled YAG
Iris
300K window
77K window
4K window
Cell window
Cell mirror
Target
Iris Filter
Probe Beam
Ablation Beam
Mirror
Beamsplitter
Atom cloud
Cryostat
Neutral density filter
Lens
390 nm diode laser
Wavemeter
Signal PMT
Reference PMT
Ti:Sa laser system
Diode laser system:
may be used in place of Ti:Sa 
laser system for Sc detection
Iris Filter
Key:
Figure C.6: Optics schematic for the experiments by Hancox et al. with Ti and Dy, taken
from [72].
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netic ﬁeld is changed, due to the Faraday eﬀect. In that case, the beamsplitter is a polarizing
beamsplitter cube, and so the splitting fraction is maximally polarization sensitive.
It is easy to see how an atomic cloud in a magnetic ﬁeld can give rise to frequency- and
atom-density-dependent birefringence. Consider a cell ﬁlled with buﬀer-gas cooled aluminum
atoms at 1 K in a constant magnetic ﬁeld of 1 T parallel to the laser propagation direction.
From themJ = +1/2 sublevel of the
2P1/2 ground state, there is only one option for excitation
to the 2S1/2 state: absorbtion of a σ−-polarized photon for a ∆mJ = −1 transition to the
excited state mJ = −1/2 sublevel (the aluminum level diagram is shown in Figure 3.2).
∆m = 0 transitions are forbidden, as they would require polarization along the propagation
direction. Therefore, the atoms only absorb right-circularly polarized light. Upon reﬂection
from the cell mirror, the beam propagates antiparallel to the ﬁeld such that σ−-polarization
is equivalent to left-circular polarization. The handedness of the probe light also inverts upon
reﬂection, and so the interaction is unchanged for the second pass through the atom cloud.
In summary, right-circularly polarized light entering the cell can be entirely absorbed, while
left-circularly polarized light cannot be absorbed at all. If linearly polarized light enters
the cell, half of it will interact and the other half will not, leaving the beam polarization
elliptical.
C.2.1 Quantitative model
It is still not obvious from the argument above why the signal detector should see more light
due to absorption of one circular component. After all, the total beam power is deﬁnitely
reduced. For a full picture, it is important to consider both absorption and dispersion caused
by the atomic cloud. When the laser with electric ﬁeld E0 passes through the atoms, it is
attenuated and phase shifted to yield E = tE0 e
iφ. The attenuation coeﬃcient t and phase
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shift φ are given by
t = exp
(
−OD0
2
1
1 + δ2
)
(C.3)
φ = −OD0
2
δ
1 + δ2
, (C.4)
where OD0 is the resonant optical density and δ =
ω−ω0
Γ/2
is the detuning in half-linewidths.
To compute the eﬀect of atomic birefringence on the probe laser intensity at the signal
photodetector, we use the Jones matrix representation [185, 186]. We assume linear x-
polarization initially, in which case the complex amplitude of the electric ﬁeld can be written
as
E˜0 =

1
0

 = 1
2



 1
−i

+

1
i



 , (C.5)
where the second equality has expressed the polarization in terms of right- and left-circularly
polarized components. The atomic interaction interacts solely with one component to yield
E˜ =
1
2

teiφ

 1
−i

+

1
i



 . (C.6)
At the cell mirror, the phase inverts. On the return trip through the atoms, they interact
with the opposite circular polarization. The exiting beam polarization is then given by
E˜ =
1
2

t2e2iφ

1
i

+

 1
−i



 . (C.7)
Finally, the beam is incident on the beamsplitter, which has splitting fractions fx and fy for
the x and y components of the polarization. The beamsplitter transmission is given by the
Jones matrix
MBS =


√
fx 0
0
√
fy

 . (C.8)
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Multiplying by MBS gives the ﬁnal beam polarization at the signal detector,
E˜ =
1
2

t2e2iφ


√
fx
i
√
fy

+


√
fx
−i√fy



 . (C.9)
The signal voltage is proportional to the sum of the intensities of the two polarization
components,
I =
∣∣∣E˜x ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣E˜y ∣∣∣2
=
1
4
[
(fx + fy)(1 + t
4) + 2t2(fx − fy) cos(2φ)
]
. (C.10)
Equation C.10 reduces to I = fx (1+t
4)/2 in the case of a polarization insensitive beamsplit-
ter (fx = fy ). This is precisely the expression expected for absorption of only one circular
component after double-passing the atoms (for that component, t4 = e−OD).
Simulated spectra calculated from Equation C.10 are shown in Figure C.7. The simulation
reproduces the eﬀect seen in the data quite well. We therefore conclude that the “extra light”
seen in the aluminum experiment is light that is normally discarded, but which reaches the
detector when atomic birefringence rotates the probe beam polarization. In regard to the
other experiments that observed negative absorption, it also seems likely that polarization
rotation is the cause. While the experimental conditions were not completely recorded,
based on the description of those cases the model described here is suﬃcient to explain
the observations. The case of dysprosium described by Hancox, in particular, matches very
closely to the aluminum case. The simulations clearly predict incomplete absorption such as
that shown in Figure C.3.
The cases of titanium and metastable helium are less clear because the observations were
made with the atoms in an anti-Helmholtz ﬁeld geometry. At ﬁrst glance, it would appear
that any phase shift accumulated in the ﬁrst half of the cell would be cancelled by an opposite
shift from the second half, where the quadrupole ﬁeld has reversed direction. This picture
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Figure C.7: Simulation of Al absorption spectrum in a Helmholtz ﬁeld with polarization-
sensitive detection. (A) OD and phase of a 1-K Doppler broadened line with the wavelength
(394.5 nm) and natural linewidth (11.8 MHz) of the Al 2P1/2 → 2S1/2 transition, with un-
broadened resonant OD = 13; (B) result using Equation C.10 for the apparent transmission
of the line shown in (A); (C) result using Equation C.10 for 6 of the lines shown in (A) with
spacing to match the Al hyperﬁne spectrum at 0.5 T. Also shown in (C) is the simulated
eﬀect of inserting a linear polarizer between the beamsplitter and dewar. The distorted
lineshapes in (B) and (C) may appear asymmetric if there is polarization rotation unrelated
to the atoms (such as that due to linear birefringence in windows), or if the lineshape is
asymmetric. The value of fx/fy = 0.2 is similar to that of the beamsplitter used in the
experiment.
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is incomplete, however. When probing high-ﬁeld-seeking atoms in the saddle points of the
ﬁeld, the cancellation argument relies on identical densities in the two trap saddles, which
is unlikely to be the case. On the other hand, for low-ﬁeld-seeking atoms in the trap—the
case of the metastable helium experiment—this cancellation can be very good because the
trapped distribution will rapidly equilibrate.
Cancellation is not expected, however, for polarization rotation caused by absorption of
the π-polarized light that drives ∆m = 0 transitions. The negative absorption seen in the
helium experiment was observed near resonance with such a transition (Figure C.5). This
can be shown quantitatively using the Jones matrices. We assume an inﬁnitesimally-sized
beam. The beam will intersect a resonant ellipsoidal shell in the trap where the magnetic
ﬁeld has projections on the x- and y-axes of Bx and By, respectively. Only the component of
polarization parallel to the ﬁeld (π-polarization) will drive the transition. The values of Bx
and By will be the same for the intersection on both sides of the resonant shell (and for the
return pass), so each will constructively add a factor of teiφ to the appropriate polarization
component of the electric ﬁeld. The resulting light-atom interaction can be expressed by
rotating the polarization by an angle α = − tan−1(By/Bx) before and by −α after the
interaction,
E˜ = MBSR(−α)

t4e4iφ 0
0 1

 R(α)

1
0

 . (C.11)
The resulting intensity at the detector is then found to be
I = fx
[
sin4(α) + t8 cos4(α)
]
+ fy sin
2(α) cos2(α)
(
1 + t8
)
+ 2 (fx − fy) t4 sin2(α) cos(4φ). (C.12)
The ﬁrst two terms are well-behaved partial absorption (t8 = e−OD) for a given value of α.
The third term represents the nonlinear eﬀect, and is zero if α, φ, or (fx− fy) are zero. This
term can cause apparent negative absorption if the total phase accumulation 4φ is greater
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Figure C.8: Negative absorption in the Al spectrum eliminated by inserting a polarizer be-
tween the dewar and polarization-sensitive beamsplitter. The solid blue trace (no polarizer)
is the same as that shown in Figure C.4. Both traces are well reproduced by the simulation
shown in Figure C.7, aside from the neglected asymmetry due to the Helmholtz lineshape.
than π/2. The result for a beam of ﬁnite size can be constructed from a sum of Equation C.12
over many inﬁnitesimal beams.
C.2.2 Mitigating the problem
This polarization rotation can be mitigated in several ways. Initially, it was thought that a
polarizer between the beamsplitter and cell would be suﬃcient, such that any polarization
component diﬀering from the initial state would be discarded rather than distort the signal.
The polarizer does indeed improve detection (Figure C.8), increasing the signal contrast
(i.e., the apparent absorption) and reducing the nonlinearity of Vsignal with respect to atom
density. However, the fact that the detection system is still polarization-sensitive (now
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Figure C.9: Nonlinear eﬀects of polarization rotation on Al lineshape seen at high OD with
a polarizer between the dewar and beamsplitter. The doubled-peak distortion is seen both
in (A) the data and (B) the simulation, for unbroadened resonant OD = 60.
due to the polarizer) necessarily implies that distorting eﬀects remain. Figure C.9 gives a
comparison between measured and simulated spectra in a case of high OD . The quantitative
eﬀect of the polarizer is to alter the intensity calculation in Equation C.10 to eliminate the
y-polarized contribution, giving I =
∣∣∣E˜x ∣∣∣2.
A better way to mitigate the rotation eﬀect is to simply avoid polarization-sensitive optics
downstream of the cell. This can be impractical, however. Even with a minimally sensitive
beamsplitter, attention must be paid to the polarization dependence of other downstream
optics, such as dielectric mirrors. An alternative approach is to use a quarter-wave plate
between the beamsplitter and dewar (see Figure 3.3) so that the probe beam is circularly
polarized and thus unaﬀected by circular birefringence. This also avoids complications from
circular birefringence in cell and dewar optics due to the Faraday eﬀect (see Section 3.4.3
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and [99]). Unfortunately, this also is an imperfect solution, since linear birefringence in
dewar optics will alter the polarization and re-introduce some level of sensitivity to atomic
birefringence.
In practice, the eﬀect can simply be ignored in the many experimental cases in which it is
tolerable for the transmission to deviate from − log [∫ σ(z)n(z) dz], where σ(z) and n(z) are
the optical cross section and beam-averaged atomic density, respectively. Nonlinearities in
OD can be minimized by working at low OD , so that the interaction and hence the phase are
weak. Often, other experimental factors will limit the accuracy of the measurement before
polarization rotation issues become signiﬁcant.
C.2.3 Extensions to the model
The matrix treatment of polarization above allows for straightforward inclusion of other
optical elements or other processes that aﬀect the polarization. Some common examples are
given here. Jones matrices are not unique, and their deﬁnitions may diﬀer between authors
up to an arbitrary phase.
Phase retarder
Wave plates use linear birefringence to retard the phase of one linear polarization relative
to the other. Unwanted linear birefringence can also be observed in other optics, especially
thick windows under mechanical and thermal stress. The Jones matrix for a retarder with
diﬀerential phase shift δ = δy − δx and fast axis at an angle θ with respect to the x-axis is
given by
Mretarder =

 cos2(θ) + eiδ sin2(θ) (1− eiδ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
(1− eiδ) cos(θ) sin(θ) eiδ cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)

 , (C.13)
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For the case of a half-wave plate (δ = π), this reduces to
Mλ/2 =

cos(2θ) sin(2θ)
sin(2θ) − cos(2θ)

 , (C.14)
For the case of a quarter-wave plate (δ = π/2), it reduces instead to
Mλ/4 =

1 0
0 i

 (C.15)
for fast axis along xˆ (θ = 0) and
Mλ/4 =

1 0
0 −i

 (C.16)
for fast axis along yˆ (θ = 90◦).
Rotator
Rotation of the polarization axis by an angle β is given by
R(β) =

cos(β) − sin(β)
sin(β) cos(β)

 . (C.17)
Circular birefringence is also a rotation of the linear polarization, by an angle β = φ/2,
where φ is the diﬀerential phase shift between circular polarization components.
Linear polarizer
The Jones matrix for a linear polarizer with angle θ between the transmission axis and x-axis
is given by
Mpolarizer =

 cos2(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
cos(θ) sin(θ) sin2(θ)

 . (C.18)
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Mirror
A mirror inverts the parity of the coordinate system, which is expressed as
Mmirror =

1 0
0 −1

 . (C.19)
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